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Preface
The Seventh International Conference on Networks & Communications (NETCOM 2015) was held in
Sydney, Australia, during December 26~27, 2015. The Seventh International Conference on Network
and Communications Security (NCS 2015), The Seventh International Conference on Wireless &
Mobile Networks (WiMoNe 2015), The Second International Conference on Computer Science,
Engineering and Information Technology (CSEIT 2015) and The Second International Conference on
Signal, Image Processing and Multimedia (SPM 2015) were collocated with the NETCOM-2015. The
conferences attracted many local and international delegates, presenting a balanced mixture of
intellect from the East and from the West.
The goal of this conference series is to bring together researchers and practitioners from academia and
industry to focus on understanding computer science and information technology and to establish new
collaborations in these areas. Authors are invited to contribute to the conference by submitting articles
that illustrate research results, projects, survey work and industrial experiences describing significant
advances in all areas of computer science and information technology.
The NETCOM-2015, NCS-2015, WiMoNe-2015, CSEIT-2015, SPM-2015 Committees rigorously
invited submissions for many months from researchers, scientists, engineers, students and
practitioners related to the relevant themes and tracks of the workshop. This effort guaranteed
submissions from an unparalleled number of internationally recognized top-level researchers. All the
submissions underwent a strenuous peer review process which comprised expert reviewers. These
reviewers were selected from a talented pool of Technical Committee members and external reviewers
on the basis of their expertise. The papers were then reviewed based on their contributions, technical
content, originality and clarity. The entire process, which includes the submission, review and
acceptance processes, was done electronically. All these efforts undertaken by the Organizing and
Technical Committees led to an exciting, rich and a high quality technical conference program, which
featured high-impact presentations for all attendees to enjoy, appreciate and expand their expertise in
the latest developments in computer network and communications research.
In closing, NETCOM-2015, NCS-2015, WiMoNe-2015, CSEIT-2015, SPM-2015 brought together
researchers, scientists, engineers, students and practitioners to exchange and share their experiences,
new ideas and research results in all aspects of the main workshop themes and tracks, and to discuss
the practical challenges encountered and the solutions adopted. The book is organized as a collection
of papers from the NETCOM-2015, NCS-2015, WiMoNe-2015, CSEIT-2015, SPM-2015.
We would like to thank the General and Program Chairs, organization staff, the members of the
Technical Program Committees and external reviewers for their excellent and tireless work. We
sincerely wish that all attendees benefited scientifically from the conference and wish them every
success in their research. It is the humble wish of the conference organizers that the professional
dialogue among the researchers, scientists, engineers, students and educators continues beyond the
event and that the friendships and collaborations forged will linger and prosper for many years to
come.
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IMPLEMENTATION OF JOINT NETWORK
CHANNEL DECODING ALGORITHM FOR
MULTIPLE ACCESS RELAY CHANNEL
BASED ON CONVOLUTIONAL CODES
Youssef Zid1, Sonia Zaibi Ammar1 and Ridha Bouallègue2
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ABSTRACT
In this paper, we consider a Joint Network Channel Decoding (JNCD) algorithm applied to a
wireless network consisting to M users. For this purpose M sources desire to send information
to one receiver by the help of an intermediate node which is the relay. The Physical Layer
Network Coding (PLNC) allows the relay to decode the combined information being sent from
different transmitters. Then, it forwards additional information to the destination node which
receives also signals from source nodes. An iterative JNCD algorithm is developed at the
receiver to estimate the information being sent from each transmitter. Simulation results show
that the Bit Error Rate (BER) can be decreased by using this concept comparing to the
reference one which doesn’t consider the network coding.

KEYWORDS
Joint network/channel decoding, network coding, wireless network.

1. INTRODUCTION
In the last years, researchers focused on cooperative communications [6][7] via relay. Then, by
using this concept, the spatial diversity gain can be achieved. The principle task of the relay is
firstly to combine information from different transmitters by using network coding [1]. Then, this
mechanism, i.e. network coding, performs the gains on bandwidth especially [2][3]. In the next
stage, the relay forwards the resulting signal to the destination node. In order to improve the
throughput of wireless networks, the destination node receives the signals from different source
nodes in the direct links, and eventually the one from the relay. In literature, This scheme is
called Multiple Access Relay Channel [8] (MARC). The relay model in such scheme has been
widely exploited. So, it was shown in [9][10] that several relaying architectures may be used like
Amplify And Forward (AAF), Decode And Forward (DAF) and Compress And Forward (CAF).
Indeed, authors proposed in [8] a joint network channel coding based on turbo codes for the
MARC scheme with two transmitters.
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In a real case, the mentioned scheme cannot always be applied even it gives an improvement in
throughput of wireless networks. So, practically ,a real network can contain more than two
senders. Several algorithms are used at the relay to improve the performance of such scheme. In
this case, the classical network coding at the relay, which consist to the XOR operation of signals
from source nodes, cannot be applied. Authors presented in [11] a joint network channel coding
for the MARC scheme with two senders based on distributed turbo code for the relay channel.
They compared the proposed system to the one using separate network channel coding and
proved that the use of joint network channel coding is necessary to exploit in a good way the
redundant signal provided by the relay. Then, if the network and channel coding are treated
separately, some performance loss is expected since the network decoder can’t use the soft
information computed by the channel decoder. Similarly, the channel code cannot exploit the
redundant information of the network code. This concept is supported in [12][13][4] where
authors proved that capacity can be achieved by conceiving channel and network coding as a
single non-separated data processing stage. In addition, there are several joint channel network
coding scheme like time division decode and forward MARC model presented in [5] in which
authors proposed distributed regular LDPC codes as the joint network channel code at the relay.
The same concept is proposed in [11] by using turbo-code-based joint channel network coding
scheme.
In this paper, we propose a JNCD algorithm applied to the MARC scheme with large source
nodes. The proposed scheme contains also one relay and one destination. We refer to [11] and we
modify the joint network channel coding used at the relay. The redundant information provided at
the relay is transmitted to the destination which receives eventually information from source
nodes. An iterative decoding algorithm is presented at the destination to estimate the information
being sent from each source.
This paper is organized as follows: the next section presents the considered MARC system
model. In section III, a joint network channel coding algorithm is presented, then, a detailed
description of the channel coding and network coding process is done. In section IV, an iterative
joint network channel decoding algorithm is presented to estimate the source information’s being
sent from the transmitters. The section V presents the reference scheme. In section VI, the
performance of the proposed decoding algorithm are evaluated and compared to the classic
scheme which doesn’t consider network coding.

2. SYSTEM MODEL
Fig. 1 depicts the system model of the proposed MARC scheme. It consists to wireless network
that contains M Mobile Stations (MS), one Base Station (BS) and one Relay (R). We denote by
MS1 , MS 2 , … , MS j , … , MS M , 1 ≤ j ≤ M , the set of M transmitters. Each MS j generates a source
information vector denoted u j ,1 ≤ j ≤ M , of length equal to K bits. The source information’s are
firstly encoded with a channel coder in order to protect them from error transmission. Thus, the
obtained sequence at the output of the jth channel encoder is BPSK modulated to obtain x j with
length equal to N. In PLNC, there are two stages to recover the information being sent from each
source at the destination. In the first one, the sources MS j , 1 ≤ j ≤ M , send their information
simultaneously to the destination node and the relay over a Rayleigh channel. Then, the received
message at BS, respectively R, is expressed as follows:
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yD , j = hD , j x j + nD , j

(1)

yR , j = hR , j x j + nR , j

( 2)

3

respectively

Where hD, j and hR , j are complex channel fading coefficient. nD, j and nR , j are zero mean and
Gaussian noise with variance σ D2 and σ R2 .

Fig. 1. System model for a network comprised of M users

In the next stage, a joint channel network coding is performed at the relay. It consists to the
combination of signals being sent from the sources node MS j ,1 ≤ j ≤ M . A detailed description of
this process is done in the next section. The relay R provides itself redundant information which
is sent to the destination node.
The main goal is to decode information being sent from the mobile stations at the destination
node by using an iterative JNCD algorithm. It consists to M channel decoder and one network
decoder. The last one provides information to each channel decoder in order to improve the
decoding processes of the corresponding signal.

3. JOINT CHANNEL NETWORK CODING FOR M-USER NETWORK
3.1 Channel coding
As mentioned previously, each transmitter MS j encode its source information in order to protect
it from transmission error. The channel encoder used in this work is a convolutional code (37,21)
with rate equal to 0.5 and constraint length 4. We assume that the length of each source
information vector u j , 1 ≤ j ≤ M , is 1500 information bits. After channel encoding process, the jth
encoder provides bit sequences of length equal to 3003 bits.
In order to increase the system rate, a puncturing method is used. So, the number of transmitted
bits in each sequence is reduced. Then, we send only 2000 bits instead of 3003 from each channel
coder. The choice of the transmitted bits must respect the following rule: we transmit only the
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third parity bit. Thus, we transmit only 500 from 1500 parity bits. As a result, the transmitted bit
sequence from MS j contains 500 parity bit and 1500 systematic bit. The proposed puncturing
process is applied for all transmitters.

3.2 Network Coding
The network coding process consists to mixing information from different users. In the MARC
scheme with two sources, it is done in a general way by computing the XOR of the corresponding
sequences. The resulting sequence is used at the destination as additional information which
improves the decoding process. This concept cannot be applied to network with large number of
transmitters. We present in this section the network coding principle at the relay for the proposed
M-users network.
Since the considered scheme has M transmitters, the network coding block contains M+1 subblock: M channel decoders and one network encoder. The jth channel decoder has as input the
sequence yR , j corresponding to the jth source node. The classic decoding process is performed for
all channel decoders in order to get an estimation of the source information being sent from
mobile stations. Then, we obtain at the output of the jth channel decoder a bit sequence denoted
û j ,4 , 1 ≤ j ≤ M . They are firstly interleaved and encoded by a convolutional encoder with the
same characteristics as those used for mobile stations. This process is depicted in figure 2.

Fig. 2. Channel coding process in network codingblock

The network coding block contains M channel decoders, so, the network encoder has as input a
bit sequence with length equal to M ×1500 .
At this stage, the network coding is performed by using a convolutional code (37,21) with rate
equal to 0.5 and constraint length 4. Then, we obtain at the output of network coding block a bit
sequence with length L equal to
L = M × 1500 × 2 + 3 bits, whose M × 1500 + 3 parity bits.

The obtained bit sequence is punctured by using the same method being described in section 3.1
to obtain the signal x4 So, we transmit only the parity bit at the third place. Consequently, in
order to transmit M × 3003 bits, only M × 2000 bits ( M ×1500 systematic bits and M × 500 parity
bits) are transmitted to the destination node. Then, if we denote by RR the system rate at the
relay, and by N R the number of transmitted parity bit, the network code rate can be written as
follows:
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RR = MK / N R = 2 × M ×1500 / M × 2000 = 3000 / 2000 = 1.5

5

( 3)

The sequence x4 is BPSK modulated and transmitted over a Rayleigh channel to the destination
node. We denote the received message by yD , R .

4. JOINT NETWORK/CHANNEL DECODING
The notion of JNCD is illustrated when the system contains two or more decoders. It involves the
combination of data provided by each decoder in order to ameliorate the system performances.
For the MARC scheme with two transmitters, the JNCD block must contain three decoders: two
channel decoders and one network decoder.
The proposed scheme in this paper contains M mobile stations, so, there are M channel decoders
and one network decoder in the JNCD block. All these decoders are Soft Input Soft Output
(SISO). Figure 3 presents the JNCD block for 4-users network.

Fig. 3. joint network/channel decoding block for 4-users network

The JNCD block has as input the transmitted sequence from each mobile station and the
combined sequence provided by the relay. Since all decoders are SISO, each channel decoder
provides additional information called extrinsic information which is denoted by
Le o ( u j ) , 1 ≤ j ≤ M . These quantities are firstly interleaved and mixed. Then, the resulting
sequences will be the inputs to network decoder. It uses the quantities as additional information
to decode the message yD , R transmitted from the relay. The network decoder provide itself en
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extrinsic information denoted Le o ( u1 ,…, uM ) . this quantity contains a part related to the
transmitted signal from MS j .
The main goal is to extract the part corresponding to each channel decoder in the JNCD block.
We denote by Le j ( u j ) , 1 ≤ j ≤ M , the desinterleaved information corresponding to the jth channel
decoder. As a result, each channel decoder takes as input the signal yD, j and the quantity Le j ( u j )
provided by the network decoder. The decoding process is performed for each channel decoder,
and a posteriori information is given from each one which will be the input for the network
decoder.
This process is repeated until the total number of iterations is reached. An estimation of the
transmitted information from the mobile stations is given.

5. REFERENCE CHAIN
In order to evaluate the performances of the JNCD algorithm, it is usually to fix a reference chain
to which we compare the performances of the proposed scheme. Then, in the classic way, the
network coding is not performed, so, the source information’s are sent from mobile stations to the
destination in a direct link without any additional information. Figure 4 depicts this reference
chain. It contain M senders and one receiver, there is no relay.

Fig. 4. Reference chain

The reference chain contains M transmitters and one receiver. Then, these mobile stations
encoded its packets by using a channel decoder with the same characteristics as those using in the
MARC scheme. The resulting quantities are sent in a direct link to the receiver over a Rayleigh
channel. In addition, in order to get a meaningful comparison between the two chains, the same
puncturing system used in the MARC scheme is adopted, so, from each transmitter, 2000 bits
(1500 systematic bits and 500 parity bits) are sent instead of 3003. At the receiver, all punctured
bits are replaced by 0.
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6. SIMULATION RESULTS
In this section, we present the performances of joint network/channel decoding algorithm for the
proposed MARC scheme which consists to M users. The number of mobile stations is set to 4.
The characteristics of the convolutional code used in this work are presented in section II. In
addition, we present the performances of the proposed scheme for the convolutional encoder
(7,5). Then, we study the impact of the channel encoder on the performances of the JNCD
algorithm. Thus, in order to evaluate the performances of the JNCD algorithm, we must make
comparison between the conventional chain and MARC scheme.

Fig. 5. Bit Error Rate of System applying joint network/channel decoding and reference chain

Figure 5. depicts the bit error rate (BER) for the two chains depending on the value of the ratio of
Energy per Bit to the spectral noise density (Eb/N0) when using the two convolutional codes
(37,21) and (7,5).. According to this figure, we can see that the BER decrease significantly
comparing to the standard scheme in the two cases. Then, if the code (37,21) is used, the gain can
achieve approximately 2.5 dB, and it achieves 3 dB for the code (7,5).
On the other hand, we can see that by using the JNCD decoding algorithm, we can achieve
approximately the same performances for the two convolutional encoders. So, this algorithm
corrects the errors in a good way unlike the standard scheme for which there is a difference of 2
dB between the standard scheme using the code (37,21) and the one using (7,5).

7. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we presented the joint network/channel decoding principle for MARC scheme that
consists to M users, one relay and one receiver. A convolutional encoder is used as a channel
code at the mobile stations. In order to increase the system rate, a puncturing method was
presented. Indeed, a new design of the network decoding at the relay was presented. Finally, an
iterative joint network channel decoding algorithm was developed to estimate the source
information being sent from each mobile station. The implementation of this algorithm remains
complex since the decoder contains M+1 decoders (always SISO). It has to take into account the
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information exchange between the channel decoders and the network decoder. Simulation results
are presented for the two codes (37,21) and (7,5). It is shown that the JNCD algorithm give an
improvement of gain mainly. So, a gain of approximately 2.5 dB is always achieved. In addition,
simulation results shows that the JNCD algorithm can correct errors in good way even there is a
significant difference in terms of gain between standard schemes when using two different
convolutional codes.
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ABSTRACT
The rapidly growing number of wireless communication devices has led to massive increases in
radio traffic density, resulting in a noticeable shortage of available spectrum. To address this
shortage, the Cognitive Radio (CR) technology offers promising solutions that aim to improve
the spectrum utilization. The operation of CR relies on detecting the so-called spectrum holes,
the frequency bands that remain unoccupied by their licensed operators. The unlicensed users
are then allowed to communicate using these spectrum holes. As such, the performance of CR is
highly dependent on the employed spectrum sensing methods. Several sensing methods are
already available. However, no individual method can accommodate all potential CR operation
scenarios. Hence, it is fair to ascertain that the performance of a CR device can be improved if
it is capable of supporting several sensing methods. It should obviously also be able to select the
most suitable method. In this paper, several spectrum sensing methods are compared and
analyzed, aiming to identify their advantages and shortcomings in different CR operating
conditions. Furthermore, it identifies the features that need to be considered while selecting a
suitable sensing method from the catalog of available methods.

KEYWORDS
Cognitive Radio; Spectrum Sensing; Qos

1. INTRODUCTION
In general, the Radio Frequency Spectrum (RFS) is statically divided into licensed and unlicensed
bands. While the use of the former is restricted to authorized operators, the unlicensed bands are
available for use by the public, only subject to transmission constraints [1]. As such, the
unlicensed bands may get heavily congested. On the other hand, several studies and
measurements conducted around the world have indicated that the licensed RFS bands can be
underutilized [2].
From a technical perspective, the Cognitive Radio (CR) concept is a promising technology to
achieve an efficient utilization of RFS. The concepts for CR models were introduced in 1999 by
Joseph Mitola [3]. In these models, the operators licensed to use some particular frequency bands
are considered as the Primary Users (PUs). Whereas, the unlicensed participants are referred to as
the Secondary Users (SUs). The CR model is based on the realization that a PU may not fully
utilize its licensed bands, leaving parts of its spectrum unoccupied. These unoccupied white
spaces, or holes, relate to use, or more correctly the lack of use, in terms of frequency, time, or
David C. Wyld et al. (Eds) : NETCOM, NCS, WiMoNe, CSEIT, SPM - 2015
pp. 09–19, 2015. © CS & IT-CSCP 2015
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space and location. An SU can utilize these holes in addition to the unlicensed bands that it may
typically use.
To achieve their objectives, CR systems are dependent on the execution of a sequence of several
functions, the so-called CR cycle. A typical CR cycle was proposed by Mitola [3]. This is
illustrated in Figure 1.

Figure 1. Basic CR cycle

The main functions of this CR cycle are spectrum sensing, spectrum decision, spectrum sharing,
and spectrum mobility. More specifically, an SU should be able to perform the following [4]:
•

Spectrum sensing: sense the surrounding RFS to determine spectrum holes and to detect
the presence of the relevant PU.

•

Spectrum decision: analyze and decide which spectrum hole is the most suitable for
satisfying the application requirements.

•

Spectrum sharing: share the available spectrum holes with other SUs as fairly as possible.

•

Spectrum mobility: seamlessly switch to another suitable spectrum hole to avoid
interference with a detected PU that may wish to start using its licensed spectrum.

Detecting the presence of a PU, or more precisely finding out whether the PU is using its
allocated spectrum or not, is an essential task for a CR device. On one hand, this fundamental task
requires improving sensing accuracy by avoiding false positive results while detecting the
presence of a PU. On the other, the employed sensing technique should achieve a high detecting
probability of the available spectrum holes. The nature of the electromagnetic signals makes
accurate sensing a complicated process. More specifically, the Signal to Noise Ratio (SNR), the
multipath fading of the PU signals, and the changing levels of noise can significantly affect the
sensing accuracy [5, 6]. Moreover, imperfect spectrum sensing can result in increased
transmission error rates, for both the PU and the SUs [7]. Such errors may contribute to the
degradation of the quality of the services provided by a PU and SUs. Noticeably, any QoS
degradation that can be attributed to the CR technology can potentially harm the progress of the
CR-based solutions. In this paper, the main features and limitations of the prevalent spectrum
sensing methods are examined. Furthermore, the key aspects that should be involved in selecting
the appropriate sensing method are highlighted and discussed.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section II presents the background and
motivation for this work. The effects of the sensing operation on the QoS of the applications
running over CR networks are described in Section III. Several sensing approaches are discussed
and evaluated in Section IV. Factors that may help in selecting the proper sensing techniques are
outlined in Section V. The last section gives the conclusions and points to the potential future
expansion of the reported work.
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2. MOTIVATIONS
Most of the previous reviews of spectrum sensing techniques are mainly focused on the operation,
accuracies, complexities, and implementation issues [8-11]. For instance, the relation between the
sensing accuracy, and the speed, i.e., sensing time, and frequency, i.e., repeating the sensing, are
the primary focus of the authors in [8]. They aim to achieve an optimal spectrum sensing
performance with the capability of flexible tuning between the speed and frequency. However,
they find that the available state-of-art sensing technologies do not offer a possible trade-off
between complexity and accuracy. In contrast, other reviewers consider the characteristics of the
PU signal as the main factor for selecting a proper sensing method [9]. Nevertheless, other factors
should be considered for more adaptive sensing and improved performance.
In general, the dominant approach is about how to find an optimal sensing method for all possible
CR operation requirements. However, none of the proposed sensing methods is suitable for all
possible sensing situations, conditions and technologies of CR systems. This study shifts the
focus to another approach where a CR device supports a range of various sensing methods. Thus,
the proper sensing technique can be selected based on the real-time requirements. This approach
implies the need for a real-time mechanism to select the most suitable sensing method. In this
paper, various sensing methods are studied toward finding the relevant selection criteria that
should be considered when designing such as real-time selection mechanism.

3. SENSING OPERATION IMPACT ON APPLICATIONS’ QOS IN CR
NETWORKS
As shown in Figure 2, the operation of a CR can be divided into repeated cycles of the sensing
period. The sensing period T effectively represents the time interval where sensing is repeated. It
also represents the communication frame in CR. During the sensing time t, a CR device obtains
information from its environment. After the sensing time, the CR device can decide to transmit
data on the same channel or in a new vacant channel, i.e., a spectrum hole.

Figure 2. Simple structure of CR frames based on sensing operation

The decision taken by the CR device is based on the sensing outcome, i.e., the presence or
absence of the PU. The transmission starts after the sensing time until the next sensing period,
also called the CR communication frame. The transmission time (T-t) depends on the sensing
time t and the frame time T that is based on the design of how frequent the sensing will be
conducted. Thus, sensing frequency is 1/T. The sensing time t and the frame time T can be
designed to be fixed for all frames or could be designed to vary based on the design goals [12].
Typically, the sensing operation should be limited and less frequent as much as possible without
affecting the sensing accuracy [13].
Increasing the sensing time t and conducting the sensing more frequently, i.e. decreasing T, lead
to an increase in the probability of correct detection of the PU’s presence. In turn, this leads to
more protection to the PU from interference by CR users and more utilization of the spectrum. On
the other hand, this leads to less data transmission rate and hence to QoS degradation for SUs.
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The degradation can be measured by several parameters such as throughput, delay and MAC
layer process overhead [14]. Therefore, designing the sensing time and frequency of sensing
operation should take into account the trade-off between protecting the PU’s QoS and improving
the QoS of SUs.

4. SENSING METHODS
The main challenge facing the sensing methods is how to improve the spectrum sensing
performance by mainly increasing the positive detection probability and decreasing the false
detection probability. A sensing technique with a higher positive detection probability provides
more protection to PU. A CR user with a lower probability of false detection of the presence of
the PU has more chance to use the available spectrum holes. Therefore, the user has more chance
of achieving a higher throughput on the CR network. The design of a sensing technique is
constrained by an acceptable level of false detection [15]. Additionally, improving sensing
performance is challenged by a range of trade-offs and various constraints such as application
requirements, hardware capability, complexity and required infrastructure [16].
In general, a sensing method that uses surrounding RFS information collected by the CR device
only is called a local sensing. If the SUs do not exchange their surrounding RFS information
gathered by local sensing, then this sensing is referred to as non-cooperative sensing. In this
paper, the sensing methods are classified mainly into three categories: methods with no prior
information required, based on prior information and based on SUs cooperation.

4.1. No Prior Information Required (Blind Sensing)
No prior information about the PUs’ signal is necessary for the sensing methods under this
category. However, prior information about the noise power of the targeted spectrum may be
required for better performance. Otherwise, a reasonable estimation of the noise power is used
instead. Two well-known blind sensing methods are energy detection and covariance-based
detection.
4.1.1. Energy Detection
Also known as radiometry or periodogram, energy detection is the most common method for
spectrum sensing because of its low implementation complexity and computational overhead [5].
In this method, the energy detector is used to detect a narrowband spectrum and then the observed
signal energy level is compared with a predefined threshold. Thus, the channel is occupied by the
PU if the detected signal energy is over the threshold. Otherwise, it is considered unoccupied, i.e.,
a spectrum hole. Because of this simplicity, this technique requires the shortest sensing duration t
per frame compared to other common sensing technologies [17].
Generalizing the use of this method faces several challenges as a consequence of its simplicity.
Firstly, selection of the threshold used for detection is an issue when the channel noise level is
unknown or uncertain over time [18]. Secondly, under low SNR, it is hard to differentiate
between modulated signals, including signals of other SUs, noise, and interference, resulting in
poor detection performance [5]. Lastly, an energy detector is ineffective in detecting spread
spectrum signals [19].
4.1.2. Covariance-based Detection
This method is based on comparing the covariance of the detected signal and the covariance of
the noise where statistical covariance matrices of signal and noise are usually different [20]. The
main improvement of this method is to overcome the energy detection shortcoming. In particular,
it can distinguish between signal and noise in a low SNR, and without any prior information
about the PU’s signal and channel noise. This detection improvement is achieved at the expense
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of adding a computational overhead in computing the covariance matrix of the received signal
samples [11]. In addition to increasing complexity, other drawbacks of the energy detection are
still present in the covariance-based detection.
These sensing methods work with no prior information about the PU signals. They have a limited
performance particularly for spread spectrum and in situations where other SUs are sharing the
spectrum. Research is ongoing to improve the blind sensing approach in terms of performance
and required sensing time, such as in [21, 22].

4.2. Prior Information Required
Methods belonging to this category rely on partial or full information about the PU’s transmission
signal to be able to differentiate it from other signals and noise.
4.2.1. Cyclostationarity Feature Detection
This method is based on distinguishing the PU signal from noise, interference, and other signals
by identifying its cyclostationarity features [23, 24]. These cyclostationarity features are
associated with the signal modulation type, carrier frequency, and data rate. Hence, the CR device
needs sufficient prior information about these unique characteristics of the PU signal. Based on
this information, it can perform a cyclostationarity analysis on the detected signal to identify
matched features [9]. For this method to perform better than the energy detection method, an
adequate number of real-time sample sets in the frequency domain need to be collected. As a
consequence, better performance accrues more complexity and sensing time at the expense of the
available throughput [9].
4.2.2. Correlation Detection
Sensing based on correlation is also known as waveform-based sensing or coherent sensing. In
this method, the expected correlation or coherence between signal samples is identified to detect
the PU signal based on previous knowledge about its waveform patterns [9]. The accuracy of the
sensing increases when the length of the known signal pattern of the PU is increased [25]. The
main drawback of this method is related to the large amount of information required for signal
patterns of the PUs to achieve a high performance that is not practical for all CR systems.
4.2.3. Radio Identification Based Sensing
This method is based on having apriori information about the transmission technologies used by
the PU. In the radio identification stage of the method, several features of the received signal are
exploited and then classified to determine if the signal demonstrates the PU signal technology
[26]. Fundamentally, the feature extraction and classification techniques are used in the context of
European Transparent Ubiquitous Terminal (TRUST) project [27]. For collecting the signal
features, the radio identification method may use one of the known sensing techniques, such as
the energy detection method [9]. The radio identification improves the accuracy of the energy
detection to some extent with complexity implication. The achieved precision is dependent on the
signal features and classification techniques used to identify the presence of the PU.
4.2.4. Matched Filtering
The matched filtering method achieves a higher detection probability in a short detection time,
compared to other methods that are similarly based on prior information [28, 29]. Hence, under
this classification, this method is considered as the best sensing method. The collected signal is
passed through a filter that will amplify the possible PU signal and attenuate any noise signal. The
filter makes the detection of the presence of the PU signal more accurate [29]. The filter, which
is known as a matched filter, has to be tuned based on some features of the PU signal. These
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characteristics include the required bandwidth, operating frequency, the modulation used and
frame format [9]. One of the disadvantages of this method is in implementation where different
PUs signal types require different dedicated hardware receivers. This requirement makes the
method impractical to implement and also leads to higher power consumptions if the method is
implemented based on current hardware technologies.
Figure 3 shows a comparison between non-cooperative sensing methods, based on accuracy and
complexity metrics. Table 1 shows more comparison factors between local sensing methods.

Figure 3. Sensing method complexity versus accuracy
Table 1. Comparison between local sensing methods

4.3. Based on SU Cooperation
The main principle of this approach is that SUs share their local sensed information of the
spectrum. The use of sensed information from all SUs can produce a more accurate sensing
outcome than relying solely on local sensing. The hidden transmitter problem is an example of
the issues that may prohibit a CR from detecting the presence of a PU. The cause of this problem
is the fading and shadowing of the signals from a PU, although it is within the transmission range
of the CR [9]. However, when cooperated SUs are spatially distributed, it helps to overcome the
hidden PU problem and other limitations of local sensing [30]. Sensing cooperation can also
reduce the local sensing cost, e.g., sensing time duration and energy consumption while
maintaining sensing quality by scheduling the sensing operation among cooperative SUs [31].
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The sensing method used by an individual SU can be based on one of the sensing methods for
local sensing, such as energy detection and cyclostationarity feature detection [10].
In some environments, cooperative sensing may lose its advantages as far as an individual SU is
concerned. For instance, increasing the local sensing frequency in individual high mobility SUs
is more efficient, in terms of sensing accuracy and overhead, than to cooperate with other SUs
[19]. In cooperative sensing, the improvement of sensing is more noticeable when the number of
cooperative SUs is increased. However, involvement of more SUs will increase the cooperation
overhead in terms of the amount of data exchange and the time required for the exchange [32].
The cooperative approaches can only be used when SUs are able and willing to collaborate. Also,
a SU may not always find other cooperative SUs within its transmission range. Therefore, the CR
devices should not solely rely on cooperative sensing approaches. They should be able to use a
fitting local sensing method and resort to cooperative sensing, only when an enhanced
performance is possible.

5. FACTORS FOR SELECTING THE FITTING SENSING METHOD
Selecting the best sensing method for a particular cognitive radio operation condition depends on
several factors. Based on the discussions in previous sections, notable factors are summarized
below:

5.1. CR Device Capability
A CR device designed with limited hardware resources and power capacities will not be able to
support a wider range of sensing methods. Some methods require sophisticated hardware
components and higher power consumption, e.g. the matched filter method, compared to simple
ones such as the energy detection method. An ideal CR device should be able to be reconfigured
on-the-fly to support a broad range of sensing methods. In practice, a CR device’s actual
capability will limit the range of sensing methods that can be supported.

5.2. Qos Required for Applications Running on the CR Device
The QoS requirements differ based on the applications running on a CR device. The sensing
delay and transmission throughput vary from one sensing method to another within the same
conditions. As a result, the sensing operation used on a CR device has a direct impact on the QoS
of an application running on the device, mainly in terms of the throughput and delay. As sensing
is a repetitive operation, a CR device should be able to select a proper sensing method with the
least impact on the QoS of the running application. Other operational requirements must also be
taken into account. For example, the PU protection should have a higher priority than the QoS
requirements of a CR user.

5.3. Apriori Information
The extent of information available about the characteristics of the PUs and the communications
media is a major factor influencing the selection of a proper sensing method. For instance,
insufficient information about the PU signals, excludes the use of matched filter method.
The CR device should be able to change the sensing method based on the information that
becomes available about the PU signal or the SNR of the targeted spectrum by sensing.
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5.4. Level of Protection Required for PU
The selection of the sensing method must be considered with regard to the degree of protection
necessary for the PU. They may vary depending on available frequency bands and types of
services. For instance, analog TV service is more robust against interference than digital TV
service [16]. Hence, a sensing method that provides less protection, i.e., lower PU detection
probability, should only be used when the PU is more tolerant of interference such as in analog
TV services.

5.5. The CR Network Mode and Capability
The network mode and capability are important factors to CR systems to make a decision
between cooperative and non-cooperative sensing approaches. In CR networks with infrastructure
and centralized topology, a method based on cooperative sensing is more suitable than that based
on local sensing only. Hence, the capability of such a CR network depends on how much
management ability can provide for white space determination to its CR devices. Furthermore, the
capacity of a CR network relies on how much information the network can gather and provide to
its CR users about the PU signals and the ambient spectrum.

6. CONCLUSIONS
The work reported in this paper asserts that none of the available spectrum sensing techniques can
achieve perfect solutions for all potential CR operating conditions. Therefore, to improve the
performance of CR systems, the relevant devices must be capable of utilizing a catalog of sensing
methods. The selection of the most suitable method from the catalog, which is an obvious
necessity, is based on a number of factors that have also been identified and discussed in this
paper. Our future works will focus on more exhaustive evaluations of these factors and how their
fine-tunings can contribute to an improved CR performance.
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ABSTRACT
In view of the inherent defects in current airport surface surveillance system, this paper
proposes an asynchronous target-perceiving-event driven surface target surveillance scheme
based on the geomagnetic sensor technology. Furthermore, a surface target tracking and
prediction algorithm based on I-IMM is given, which is improved on the basis of IMM
algorithm in the following aspects: Weighted sum is performed on the mean of residual errors
and model probabilistic likelihood function is reconstructed, thus increasing the identification
of a true motion model; Fixed model transition probability is updated with model posterior
information, thus accelerating model switching as well as increasing the identification of a
model. In the period when a target is non-perceptible, prediction of target trajectories can be
implemented through the target motion model identified with I-IMM algorithm. Simulation
results indicate that I-IMM algorithm is more effective and advantageous in comparison with
the standard IMM algorithm.

KEYWORDS
surface surveillance, geomagnetic sensor technology, I-IMM, target trajectory, tracking and
prediction

1. INTRODUCTION
Encountering increasingly serious problems regarding safety and efficiency on the airport
surface, ICAO proposed an Advanced Surface Movement Guidance and Control System (ASMGCS) [1]. The system performs surveillance, routing, guidance and control on a moving target
using various sensor technologies, wherein surveillance is defined as the most important function
in A-SMGCS[2].
At present, surface surveillance is mainly implemented through surface surveillance radar (SMR),
automatic dependent surveillance (ADS) and multilateration (MLAT) and other surveillance
David C. Wyld et al. (Eds) : NETCOM, NCS, WiMoNe, CSEIT, SPM - 2015
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devices. These three systems, however, have the following inherent defects: (1) SMR is
susceptible to factors like building block, ground clutters and weather; (2) MALT and ADS can
only monitor a target equipped with a transponder, but not a non-cooperative target on the
surface; (3) These three surveillance approaches feature in low trajectory update rate,
communication delay and high cost. The study of surface moving surveillance system based on
event-driven non-cooperative can fundamentally solve the above-mentioned defects. Honeywell
developed a dual infrared/magnetic sensor, and thousands of such sensors are equipped at airports
[3]
for detection of the aircraft . Chartier et al. proposed that the position of the aircraft could be
determined though the information of coil sensor installed on the boundary of the airfield
pavement segmentation[4]. K. Dimitropoulos et al. proposed to detect a magnetic target using a
magnetic sensor network[5]. Schonefeld J et al. conducted comprehensive analysis on the
performance of runway intrusion prevention system, XL-RIAS, based on distributed sensors, and
testified that the response rate thereof is faster than that of ASDE-X [6].
Trajectory tracking and prediction of a target on the airport surface is a main function of the
surface surveillance system. Two main trajectory tracking and prediction algorithms are studied.
One is algorithm based on parameter identification in aircraft dynamics and kinemics models,
wherein Gong studied taxing velocity and acceleration characteristics of the aircraft, and obtained
kinematics trajectory model using regression analysis [7]; Capoozi et al. analyzed historical data
of surface surveillance and excavated parameters of kinematics equation model [8]; Rabah W et
al. employed high-gain observer and variable structure control method to perform output
feedback tracking on nonlinear system, with effects of tracking uncertain system being
undesirable[9]. Another is algorithm based on optimal estimation theory, wherein conventional
Kalman filters like α -β and α -β -γ are single model tracking algorithms, which are not suitable
for the variety and uncertainty of target motion on the surface[10]; Farina et al. applied the
restricted information to IMM model set self-adaption in consideration of peculiarity of a target
motion on the airport surface, thus improving the tracking precision [11]; Gong Shuli et al. applied
VS-IMM algorithm to the surface target tracking in combination with the airport map [12].
In order to solve the inherent defects in SMR, ADS and MLAT, an asynchronous targetperceiving-event driven surface moving target surveillance scheme based on the geomagnetic
sensor technology is proposed in this paper. In this scheme, geomagnetic detection nodes are
deployed in the center of the runway/taxiway, thereby the target position can be accurately
perceived as well as the real-time velocity being obtained as a target passes through the nodes.
However, the node deployment density is low, causing the continuous motion state of a moving
target in the adjacent nodes not to be perceived. Regarding such problems, this paper presents a
new algorithm I-IMM, in which the likelihood function of IMM algorithm is improved to
increase the identification of a true motion model. Furthermore, motion model switching is
accelerated and model identification is improved through modification of state transition
probability for self-adaption using posterior information. In the period when the motion state of a
target is not perceptible, memory tracking and prediction on target trajectories can be
implemented through the target motion model identified with I-IMM algorithm, combined with
the final self-adapting state transition probability in the perceptible period.
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2. SURFACE TARGET SURVEILLANCE SCHEME BASED ON GEOMAGNETIC SENSOR TECHNOLOGY
2.1. Surface target surveillance scheme
In general, moving targets on the airport surface comprise aircraft and special vehicles, which are
relatively large ferromagnetic objects, generating disturbance to the surrounding magnetic field
during their moving, thereby targets can be detected by the geomagnetic sensor with an
[13]
anisotropic magnetoresistance effect according to the disturbance . Combination of
geomagnetic sensor and event-driven wireless sensor network can achieve high precision, small
volume, low cost, no need for wiring and deployment flexibility, without affecting the surface
surveillance performance. The surface moving target surveillance scheme based on the magnetic
sensor technology is as shown in Figure 1.

Figure1. Surveillance scheme for targets on the surface

2.2. Node deployment and runway section information
Due to the large surveillance area, the geomagnetic technology-based surveillance scheme needs
to consider the way of deployment and quantity of geomagnetic detection nodes to reduce the
cost of tracking and communication redundancy. From surface restrictions given by reference [14],
it can be known that considering the restrictions on a moving target in different airport areas, the
target motion characteristics can be transcendentally predicted. In this paper, nodes are deployed
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in combination with surface restrictions as is shown in Figure 2 (taking a taxiway section as an
example).

sn2

sn4

sn3

sn1
l1

l2

l3
Figure 2. Node deployment

The taxiing route of a moving target on the surface is divided into different sections,
L = {l1 , l2 , l3} . A target mostly maintains single motion characteristics in different sections. For
instance, the aircraft maintains accelerated motion during section l1 , constant motion during
section l2 ,

and

decelerated

motion

during

section l3 .

Geomagnetic

detection

nodes

SN = {sn1 , sn2 , sn3 , sn4 } , are deployed at the cut-off rule of the adjacent sections. Each section
comprises four parameters. For instance, section i can be defined as ( li , sni , sni +1 , longi ) , where

li denotes number, sni denotes start node, sni +1 denotes terminal node, and long i denotes length.
The section information is preserved in geomagnetic detection nodes for distributed computation
after nodes perceive a target. In above-mentioned deployment, nodes can accurately perceive the
target position as a target passes through them and modify the previous position information, and
the velocity information can also be modified instantaneously via the target velocity obtained
from nodes.

3. I-IMM-BASED SURFACE TARGET TRACKING AND PREDICTION
ALGORITHM
In the surface surveillance scheme based on geomagnetic sensor technology, a target is in a
perceptible state as it passes through nodes, which provide the velocity information. The data
volume, however, is not large and can only be seen as small data samples. When a target
completely detaches from nodes, it would be in an imperceptible state when moving in the
section between nodes. Accordingly, the target tracking and prediction algorithm put forward in
this paper needs to satisfy requirements as follows: When a target is perceptible, the real-time
tracking is performed using the observed velocity information and the target motion model is
accurately identified; When a target is not perceptible, extrapolated prediction is performed on
trajectories thereof using the identified motion model.

3.1. I-IMM algorithm
I-IMM algorithm is improved based on IMM algorithm in the following two aspects: Weighted
sum is performed on the mean of residual errors and model probabilistic likelihood function is
reconstructed, thus increasing the identification of a true motion model; Model transition
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probability is updated for self-adaption using model posterior probability, thus accelerating
model switching as well as increasing the identification of a model. The schematic diagram of IIMM algorithm is as shown in Figure 3. This algorithm comprises the following 5 steps:Input
interaction; Kalman filter; Model probability update; Model transition probability self-adaption;
Output fusion.
Xˆ 1 ( k − 1/ k − 1)

Xˆ 01 (k / k − 1)

Xˆ 2 ( k − 1/ k − 1)

Xˆ r (k − 1/ k − 1)

Xˆ 02 (k / k − 1)

Xˆ 0 r (k / k − 1)

Λ r (k )
Λ 2 (k )
Xˆ 1 (k / k )

Λ1 (k )
Xˆ 2 (k / k )

Xˆ n ( k / k )

ui ( k )

Xˆ ( k / k )
Figure 3. Schematic diagram of I-IMM algorithm

3.1.1. Input interaction
Assuming that a model set consists of r motion models, the state estimation value and covariance
matrix of each model at time k − 1 are respectively as follows: Xˆ j ( k − 1|k − 1) and Pˆj ( k − 1|k − 1)

， j = 1, 2,L , r .

After interaction, the input in model j at time k is expressed as follows:
r

Xˆ 0 j ( k − 1|k − 1) = ∑ Xˆ i ( k − 1| k − 1)uij ( k − 1| k − 1)

(1)

i =1

r

Pˆ0 j (k − 1| k − 1) = ∑ uij (k − 1| k − 1){Pˆi (k − 1| k − 1)
i =1

(2)

+ [ Xˆ i (k − 1| k − 1) − Xˆ 0 j (k − 1| k − 1)]T }
Where, the mixture probability after input interaction is defined as:

uij (k − 1|k − 1) = pij ui ( k − 1) / c j

(3)
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r

Where, c j =

∑ p u (k − 1) , p
ij i

ij

denotes model transition probability, and ui ( k − 1) denotes

i =1

probability in model i at time k − 1 .
3.1.2. Kalman filter
Kalman filter consists of prediction process and update process. The prediction process is
expressed by Eq. (4) and Eq. (5):

Xˆ j (k |k − 1) = Fj Xˆ 0 j (k − 1|k − 1)
Pˆj (k |k − 1) = Fj Pˆ0 j (k − 1|k − 1) F j T + Q

(4)
(5)

In the above equations, F j is the model state transition matrix; Q is the noise covariance in
each model during the estimation.
Residual sequence and covariance matrix are:

rj (k ) = Z j (k ) − HXˆ j (k |k − 1)

(6)

S j (k ) = HPˆj (k |k − 1) H T + R

(7)

In the above equations, Z j ( k ) is the observed value for the time k ; H is the observation
matrix; R is the noise covariance of observation.
Kalman filter gain matrix is:

K j (k ) = Pˆj (k |k − 1) H T S −j 1 (k )

(8)

State estimate and covariance matrix update are expressed as follows:

Xˆ j (k |k ) = Xˆ j (k |k − 1) + K j (k )rj (k )

(9)

Pˆj (k |k ) = Pˆj (k |k − 1) − K j (k ) S j (k |k − 1) K Tj (k )

(10)

3.1.3. Model probability update
In IMM algorithm, maximum likelihood function in model j is as given in Eq. (11):

Λ j (k ) =

1

1
exp{− rjT (k ) S −j 1 (k )rj (k )}
2
2π S j (k )

(11)

As can be seen from the Eq. (11), it is assumed that the motion model set can contain all motion
models of a target during the operation in IMM algorithm. However, due to the factors like
uncertainty of the motion of a surface target, surface restrictions and spot dispatch, the target
motion model may exceed the model set in the algorithm. Therefore, innovation information is no
longer considered to obey Gaussian distribution, in which mean value is zero and variance is
S j ( k ) , and thus model probabilistic likelihood function is reconstructed.
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Let assume the true motion model of a surface moving target to be as follows:

X T (k ) = FT (k − 1) X T (k − 1) + wT (k − 1)
Z (k ) = HX T (k ) + vT (k )

(12)
(13)

Define the model state transition matrix error as follows:

∆F j = FT − F j

(14)

e j (k − 1) = X T (k − 1| k − 1) − Xˆ j (k − 1| k − 1)

(15)

Define the state estimation error as follows:

Expression for the state estimation error after input interaction is obtained:
r

e0 j (k − 1) = X T ( k − 1| k − 1) − Xˆ 0 j (k − 1| k − 1) = ∑ uij ( k − 1| k − 1)ei ( k − 1)

(16)

i =1

Given by Eq. (6) and Eq. (12), the residual error is obtained:

rj (k ) = HX T (k ) + vT (k ) − HF j Xˆ 0 j (k − 1| k − 1)

(17)

Given by Eq. (12) and Eq. (15), the residual error is obtained:

rj (k ) = HFT e0 j (k -1) + H ∆F j Xˆ 0 j (k -1| k -1) + HwT (k ) + vT (k )

(18)

Mean value obtained from Eq. (18) can be expressed as follows:

rj (k ) = HFT e0 j (k − 1) + H ∆F j Xˆ 0 j (k -1| k -1)

(19)

r

Where, e0 j (k − 1) =

∑u

ij

( k − 1| k − 1)ei ( k − 1)

(20)

i =1

Because of the uncertainty of the true motion model of a surface target, the quantization of FT
and ∆F j in Eq. (19) cannot be performed, causing the mean of residual errors not to be obtained.
To solve this problem, the true motion model of a target is assumed to be j , and weighted sum is
performed on another model in the model set to obtain rj ( k ) .
r

rj ( k ) = ∑  HF j e0 i ( k − 1) + H ∆Fi Xˆ 0 j ( k -1| k -1)i ui ( k − 1| k − 1)

(21)

i =1

Where, ∆Fi = F j − Fi

，and e

r

0 i ( k − 1) = ∑ uin ( k − 1| k − 1)en ( k − 1) .
n =1

Then, maximum likelihood function in model j at time k can be given as:

Λ j (k ) =

T
 1

exp −  rj (k ) − rj (k )  S −j 1 (k )  rj (k ) − rj (k )  
 2

2π S j (k )

1

(22)
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r
1
u j ( k ) = Λ j ( k ) ∑ pij ui ( k − 1) = Λ j ( k ) c j / c
c
i =1

(23)

r

Where, c =

∑ Λ (k )c
j

(24)

j

j =1

3.1.4. Model transition probability self-adaption
In IMM algorithm, because of the uncertainty of the target maneuver and the distortion of the
prior information, the fixed model transition probability pij fails to reflect the true motion model
of a target, and switching velocity between models is also delayed during the target maneuver.
Given that the observed velocity is small sample information, applying the fixed model transition
probability pij may likely cause the target motion model hard to be identified or even not to be
identified. Therefore, the model transition probability pij is updated using posterior information in
I-IMM algorithm to solve this problem.
Assuming that the probability in model j at time k − 1 is u j ( k − 1) and at time k is u j ( k ) , the
probability differential value of the same model at adjoining times reflects the change in the
matching degree between model j and the true motion model. The rate of change of the posterior
probability in model j can be defined as:

∆u j ( k ) = u j ( k ) − u j ( k − 1)

(25)

Let the model transition probability from model i to model j at time k − 1 be pij ( k − 1) , and
update pij ( k − 1) using ∆u j ( k ) , then the expression is obtained:

pij′ ( k ) = exp ( ∆u j ( k ) ) pij ( k − 1)

(26)

Model transition probability needs to satisfy basic properties as follows:

0 < pij < 1, i, j = 1, 2,L , r
 r

∑ pij = 1
 j =1

(27)

Then, normalization needs to be performed on pij′ ( k ) , and the transition probability pij ( k ) can
be obtained:

pij ( k ) =

pij′ ( k )
r

=

exp ( ∆u j ( k ) ) pij ( k − 1)
r

∑ p′ ( k ) ∑ exp ( ∆u ( k ) ) p ( k − 1)
ij

j =1

j

j =1

ij

(28)
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As can be seen from Eq. (28), updated pij ( k ) , i = 1, 2,L , r increases as the transition of model
from model i to model j , when the posterior information ∆u j ( k ) increases, thus model j plays a
critical role in input interaction at next time period.
3.1.5. Output fusion
Interactive output results at time k are expressed as follows:
r

Xˆ ( k | k ) = ∑ Xˆ j ( k | k ) u j ( k )

(29)

j =1
r

{

Pˆ ( k | k ) = ∑ u j ( k ) Pj ( k | k ) +  Xˆ j ( k | k ) − Xˆ ( k | k )   Xˆ j ( k | k ) − Xˆ ( k | k ) 
j =1

T

}

(30)

3.2. Trajectory prediction of targets not perceptible
A target would be not perceptible as moving in the section between two adjacent nodes, requiring
memory tracking of target trajectories using extrapolated prediction.
At last moment of the period when a target is perceptible, I-IMM provides identification of each
model in the model set, namely, model posterior probability u j ( k ) , j = 1, 2,L , r . Then given by
the self-adapting model transition probability pij ( k ) , the expression for prediction probability of
each model in the model set when a target not perceptible at time k + 1 can be obtained:
r

u ′j ( k + 1| k ) = ∑ ui ( k )gpij ( k ) , j = 1, 2,L , r

(31)

i =1

At the same time, posterior probability of each model needs to satisfy the following properties:

0 < u j < 1, j = 1, 2,L , r
 r

∑ u j = 1
 j =1

(32)

Then, normalization needs to be performed on posterior probability of each model predicted from
Eq. (31), and model posterior probability at moment k + 1 is obtained:

u j ( k + 1| k ) =

u ′j ( k + 1| k )
r

∑ u′j ( k + 1| k )

(33)

j =1

After substituting state predicted value,

Xˆ j ( k + 1| k ) and prediction model probability,

u j ( k + 1| k ) of each model into Eq. (29), state predicted value of the period when a target is not
perceptible can be defined as :
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r

Xˆ ( k + 1| k ) = ∑ Xˆ j ( k + 1| k ) u j ( k + 1| k )

(34)

j =1

By performing extrapolated prediction on surface target trajectories using state predicted value
obtained from Eq. (34), memory tracking and prediction can be implemented on a target not
perceptible.

4. SIMULATION AND ANALYSIS
4.1. Preparation for simulation
This paper presents, taking aircraft passing through a certain geomagnetic detection node on the
taxiway for an example, IMM algorithm and I-IMM algorithm are compared through Monte
Carlo simulation, regarding the performance of trajectory tracking of the aircraft perceptible and
trajectory prediction of the aircraft not perceptible.
According to the motion characteristics of the aircraft on the surface, the aircraft motion can be
expressed by a model set comprising constant velocity (CV) model, constant acceleration (CA)
model and constant jerk (CJ) model. State transition matrixes of three models are respectively
expressions as follows:

FCV

1
0
=
0

0

0 0
1 0 0 
0 0 0

0 0 0

T

，


1

FCA =  0
0

 0

2

1

T
2
T

0
0

1
0

T


0

0
0

0 

，


1


FCJ = 0

0
0


T

T2
2

1

T

0

1

0

0

T3 
6 
T2 
2

T 
1 

Where, T is the interval of sampling. Motion state vector of the aircraft is
observation matrix is H = [ 0 1 0 0] .

, and

In the period when aircraft is perceptible, the process of the aircraft operation is as follows:(1)
Performing CJ at 0.3 m / s 3 from 0 to 4.5 seconds; (2) Performing CA at 0.45 m / s 2 from 4.58 to
12 seconds; (3) Performing CV at the velocity obtained from step (2) from 12 to15 seconds.
In the period when aircraft is not perceptible, it maintains CV for about 30 seconds at the velocity
obtained from step (3) and then operates to the next detection node.
The actual position of the aircraft according to the operation process is as shown in Figure 4.
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Figure 4. Actual position of the aircraft

The simulation parameters selection is as follows: Noise covariance in each model during the

0
0 
0.01 0
 0
0.01 0
0 

estimation is Q =
; Noise covariance of velocity observation is
 0
0
0.01 0 


0
0
0.01
 0
R = 0.15 ; the interval of sampling is T = 0.3s ; Initial model probabilities of CV model CA
model and CJ model are respectively 0.4
given as: Pmarkov

 0.9 0.05 0.05
= 0.05 0.9 0.05 .
0.05 0.05 0.9 

，

，0.3 and 0.3; Initial model transition matrix can be

4.2. Simulation results and analysis in perceptible period
Simulation results in the period when the aircraft is perceptible are as displayed in Figure 5 to 8.

Figure 5. Position tracking
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Figure 6. Velocity tracking
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Figure 7. Acceleration tracking

Figure 8. Jerk tracking
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Figure 5 to 8 illustrate the excellence of I-IMM algorithm when used to track the motion state of
the aircraft. Fig. 5 and 6 demonstrate that compared with IMM algorithm, the position and
velocity tracked with I-IMM algorithm are more approximate to the actual position and velocity
of the aircraft. To show the advantage of I-IMM more manifestly, the position error curve and
velocity root-mean-square error(RMSE) curve of I-IMM and IMM algorithm are respectively
plotted, as shown in Figure 9 and 10.
1.8
IMM position error
I-IMM position error

1.6
1.4

position error/m
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0.6
0.4
0.2
0
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4.5

6

7.5
Time/s

9

10.5

12

13.5

15

Figure 9. Position error curve

Figure 10. Velocity RMSE curve

Figure 9 shows maximum position error using IMM algorithm is 1.600m, while using I-IMM
algorithm is only 0.600m. Figure 10 shows maximum RMSE error using IMM algorithm is
0.059m/s, while using I-IMM algorithm is 0.023m/s. As can be seen from the result, the tracking
precision is well improved when using I-IMM algorithm.
Figure 11 presents the selection probability curves of CV, CA and CJ models when IMM and IIMM algorithm are respectively employed. Figure 11 demonstrates that IMM algorithm cannot
identify each motion model very clearly, and three selection probability curves intersect
intensely. For instance, in constant accelerating phase, IMM algorithm’s maximum identification
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degree of CA model is 0.710; Comparatively, I-IMM algorithm can largely improve the
identification degree. In constant jerking phase, the maximum identification degree of CJ model
is 0.987, while in constant accelerating phase, the maximum identification degree of CA model
can reach to 0.987, and in constant velocity phase, the maximum identification degree of CV
model is 0.987. As for model switching, the switching velocity in I-IMM algorithm is much
faster than that in IMM algorithm. In IMM algorithm, it takes 2.4 seconds to switch from CJ
model to CA model, and 1.8 seconds from CA model to CV model. In comparison, when
employing I-IMM algorithm, it only takes 0.9 seconds to switch from CJ model to CA model,
and only 0.9 seconds from CA model to CV model.

Figure 11. Selection probability in IMM and I-IMM

4.3. Simulation results and analysis in imperceptible period
Simulation results of trajectory prediction in the period when the aircraft is not perceptible are as
displayed in Figure 12 and 13.

Figure 12. Position prediction
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Figure 13. Position prediction error

Figure 12 illustrates that the deviation between the aircraft position predicted with either IMM or
I-IMM algorithm and the real position increases with the increase of the running time. Figure 13
illustrates that at the last moment of position prediction, the position prediction error is
accumulated to 9.790m when IMM algorithm is used, while only to 2.160m when I-IMM
algorithm is used. It is apparent that I-IMM algorithm outperforms IMM algorithm in terms of
trajectory extrapolated prediction, particularly in the period when the aircraft is not perceptible.

5. CONCLUSIONS
In view of the inherent defects in current surface surveillance system, this paper proposes a
asynchronous target-perceiving-event driven surface moving target surveillance scheme based on
the geomagnetic sensor technology. Furthermore, a surface moving target tracking and prediction
algorithm is given based on I-IMM, which is improved on the basis of IMM algorithm in the
following aspects: Weighted sum is performed on the mean of residual errors and model
probabilistic likelihood function is reconstructed, thus increasing the identification of a true
motion model; Model transition probability is updated for self-adaption with model posterior
probability, thus accelerating model switching as well as increasing the identification of a model.
At last, this paper presents simulation results of target tracking and prediction in both periods
when a target is perceptible and not perceptible using two algorithms, demonstrating that the IIMM algorithm is more effective than IMM algorithm, particularly when a target is not
perceptible.
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ABSTRACT
In a dense Machine-to-Machine (M2M) network, a large number of stations contend to achieve
transmission opportunity and it creates a critical congestion problem. To solve this issue, a
group-based contention Medium Access Control (MAC) protocol is introduced. Stations are
divided into small numbers of groups and only one station in each group will contend as a
group leader to achieve the reserved time interval dedicated to a winner group. It can reduce
the contention overhead and lessen the congestion problem. In this paper, we propose
Scheduled Group Contention MAC (SGCMAC) protocol to enhance the group-based contention
MAC. The proposed SGCMAC protocol divides groups based on the traffic categories of
stations and schedules the contention groups to reduce the contention overhead. We also
propose an efficient resource management mechanism in the group grant time to prevent the
waste of time caused by idle stations. Simulations with IEEE 802.11ah parameters demonstrate
that our proposed SGCMAC has performance gains over other group-based contention MAC
protocols.

KEYWORDS
Medium Access Control (MAC), Machine-to-Machine, Grouping, Wireless LAN, Random
Access Protocols

1. INTRODUCTION
Internet of Things (IoT) is a new paradigm for the future of the Internet. IoT will integrate a
variety of sensors, actuators, smart devices and things through the Internet, and distributed smart
services will be created to change our daily life. Machine-to-Machine (M2M) communications is
considered as a basic communication technology for the realization of IoT. M2M
communications involves information exchange among machines without any human interaction.
M2M networks are expected to be widely utilized in many fields of various IoT applications such
David C. Wyld et al. (Eds) : NETCOM, NCS, WiMoNe, CSEIT, SPM - 2015
pp. 39–49, 2015. © CS & IT-CSCP 2015
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as public services, industrial automations, health care, intelligent transport systems, smart grids,
and agricultural networks [1]-[5].
M2M networks have unique characteristics which are quite different from conventional networks.
In M2M networks, tremendous number of devices may be involved in the service coverage and
concurrent network access attempts may occur from the devices. Typically, the amount of data
generated from each device may be small and data may be generated infrequently. If, however,
many devices participate in and generate data at the same time, it may cause a critical congestion
problem. Also, in M2M networks, high level of system automation, in which devices and systems
exchange and share data automatically, is required. Therefore, congestion control is a
fundamental issue in M2M networks. Especially, from the Medium Access Control (MAC) layer
perspective, efficient access control and management of network resources is one of the most
challenging issues in M2M networks [2]. In addition to congestion control and scalability, an
M2M network has to support various traffic categories and quality of service (QoS) requirements.
In this context, it is important how to distribute traffic and network access attempts subject to
QoS requirements, which is the motivation to our work.
To address the issue, group-based access control schemes have been introduced in the literature
[6]-[9]. The authors in [6] introduce a grouping-based radio resource management for 3GPP
M2M communications. In [7], IEEE 802.11ah task group proposes Restricted Access Window
(RAW) to allow contending channel only for a small number of stations. The group-based
contention MAC protocols, a hybrid scheme to combine the advantages of contention-based and
contention-free protocols, are presented, Group-based Medium Access Control (GMAC) [8] and
Group Leader DCF-TDMA (DCFT) [9]. In GMAC and DCFT, all stations are divided into small
numbers of groups and only one station in each group, called a group leader, involves in channel
contention. If a group leader wins the competition, a certain time duration is reserved for its
associated group and resources are allocated to the group members according to a contention-free
protocol.
In this paper, we propose an enhanced group-based contention MAC protocol, Scheduled Group
Contention MAC (SGCMAC) protocol, which is more suitable for M2M networks with
heterogeneous M2M traffics. Our SGCMAC divides the machine type communications (MTC)
stations into small numbers of groups according to their traffic categories, e.g., applications,
trigger event types and periods of traffic. The proposed group-based resource allocation scheme
is very efficient since the temporal correlation among the group members of a group is typically
very high. The Access Point (AP) can schedule the contention time duration of each group based
on its traffic characteristics. It can spread the contention groups over a wide range of time
interval. Therefore, our proposed SGCMAC is not only efficient in reducing the contention
overhead in massive M2M networks but also in being applicable to M2M networks with
heterogeneous traffics. We develop an efficient mechanism to detect active stations and idle
stations in the reserved time duration for a winner group, which removes the waste time caused
by idle stations during the reserved time. The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section
II and Section III, we describe the system model and the proposed SGCMAC protocol. Section
IV presents simulation results to evaluate performance of the proposed protocol. Finally, Section
V concludes the paper.

2. SYSTEM MODEL
We consider a single-hop wireless network consisting of one AP and ݊ MTC stations. The
network works based on the IEEE 802.11ah MAC and Physical (PHY) layer . Each device
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follows the Distributed Coordinate Function (DCF) to access the medium and operates in the sub1GHz frequency band as described in [7], [10]. The MTC stations in a network have two types of
operation status, i.e., active status and idle status. When a device is in the active status, it has
upload data. We assume a single data buffer in an M2M device. If a active station successfully
transmits data, this station goes to idle status. The events are assumed to arrive at each station by
a Poisson process with the average arrival rate ߣ. Fig. 1 shows an example of DCF operation that
active stations content the channel access according to DCF rules.

Fig. 1 An example of IEEE 802.11 Distributed Coordinate Function (DCF) operation.

3. PROPOSED SGCMAC PROTOCOL
In this section we describe our proposed SGCMAC protocol. The related grouping rule and the
group leader selection algorithm are also introduced. To address the contention problem in a
dense M2M network, we divide all MTC devices into several groups according to their traffic
categories. The AP assigns the group leader role to a member in each group and schedules time
intervals for some of the group leaders to coordinate the channel access. We call this specific
time interval Group Access Window (GAW). The scheduled group leaders contend in a GAW by
a modified DCF scheme. When a group leader wins the contention, the AP assigns time slots to
the group members to allow data transmission by the group period granting procedure. The
procedure for the SGCMAC protocol is shown in Fig. 2.

3.1. Group Access Window
The AP allocates a particular time period called GAW in a beacon interval for the group-based
channel access. The information of a GAW such as the start time and the duration of the GAW
and the scheduled groups for the GAW is announced through the Scheduled Group Indication
Map (SGIM) Information Element in a beacon. The group leaders in the SGIM start contention to
acquire a Group Granted Period (GGP) at the GAW start time.
The contention procedure among the group leaders is similar to the Request to Send (RTS)/Clear
to Send (CTS) procedure based on the DCF scheme. After a random backoff, a group leader
sends a Group Access Request (GAR) frame to the AP. If there is no collision, the AP responds
by the Group Access Grant (GAG) frame. Since all the active devices in a network as well as the
contending group leaders can hear the GAG frame, the winner group is allowed the GGP, defined
in the duration field of the GAG frame. The AP checks the active group members in the winner
group and assigns time slots to the active stations by Time Division Multiple Access (TDMA)
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scheme. If the total duration of the assigned time slots is less than GGP in the duration field of
the GAG frame, the AP broadcasts the Group Access End (GAE) frame after the data exchange
of the last active group member to terminate GGP. After the GGP, the group leaders resume
contention again to access the channel until the end of GAW.

Fig. 2. Group Access Window (GAW) and Scheduled Group Contention MAC (SGCMAC) protocol.

The GAW has advantages. Because an AP can schedule a contention group at a particular GAW,
M2M traffic and contention will be spread across beacon periods and QoS requirements of each
group are able to be supported. Moreover, M2M devices can coexist with legacy devices since
the mechanism of channel reservation for a group allows the protection mechanism.

(a) Transmission of stations in a GGP
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(b) Frame exchange sequence during GGP
Fig. 2. An example of Group Granted Period (GGP).

3.2. Transmission of Stations in a GGP
When a group leader wins the contention, the winner group gets the dedicated channel access
time called GGP. The transmission time for each station in a winner group is assigned by an AP
using a TDMA scheme. However, if a station is not activated in GGP, the time slot for this
station will be wasted. In order to prevent this waste, the AP has to check whether each station is
in the active status or not before assigning time slots. This status check procedure may be an
overhead. To minimize this overhead, we use a signal multiplexing scheme in the frequency
domain as in [13]. When the GGP starts, the AP transmits the Status Request (SReq) frame to the
group members. The SReq frame includes the sub-carrier assignment map for each group
member. Active group members can hear the SReq frame and knows the sub-carrier assigned to
itself. After Short Inter-Frame Space (SIFS), the active group members respond by sending Status
Response (SRes) by using single tone signals assigned by the AP. Based on this SRes, the AP
will be able to assign time slots to the active group members without wasting time. Since we
assume that the group members have fixed data size, the AP can schedule the time slots for each
of the active members by announcing the order of the active members. Then the AP transmits a
Resource Allocation (RA) frame including the schedule information.
In our protocol, a time slot is assigned for a particular station. So, very small time interval larger
than the propagation delay is enough to separate data exchange sequences of each active member.
In this paper, this inter-time slot of a member is designed and utilized as in Reduced Inter-Frame
Space (RIFS) defined in the IEEE 802.11 standard. Fig. 3 shows an example of GGP. The total
channel occupation time for one group access consists of the time duration to check the active
stations and the scheduled time slots for data transmission. Let ܶ and ܶௌ denote the time
durations to confirm the active stations and the scheduled time slots, respectively.
ܶ = ܶௌோாொ + ܶௌோாௌ + ܶோ + ܵ × ܵܨܫ4

(1)

where ܶௌோாொ , ܶௌோாௌ , and ܶோ denote the duration for the SReq frame, the SRes, and the RA
frame, respectively.
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ܶௌ = (ܶ + ܵ ܵܨܫ+ ܶ + ܴܰ × )ܵܨܫீெ
+(ܵ ܵܨܫ− ܴ ܵܨܫ+ ܶா )

(2)

where ܶ , ܶ and ܶா denote the duration for data, acknowledgment (ACK), and GAE frame,
respectively. ܰீெ denotes the number of active stations in a specific GGP. The total channel
occupation time ܶீ௧ for one group access is then calculated as follows.
ܶீ௧ = ܶ + ܶௌ .

(3)

3.3. Grouping and Group Leader Selection Algorithm
We divide MTC stations into groups according to the traffic patterns of stations while GMAC
and DCFT make groups based on the region or the coverage of nodes. After grouping, there is
only a small number of stations involved in contention at a certain time duration and the hidden
terminal issue may be reduced by the RTS/CTS mechanism as defined in [10]. If the temporal
correlation between group member stations is low, it will adversely affect the channel efficiency
of the group-based contention MAC.
A traffic pattern of each MTC station depends on its application or service type. The traffic of an
M2M application or service is classified into Fixed-Scheduling (FS) or Event-Driven (ED) [11].
Furthermore, it can be categorized into periodic, trigger event, or random based on its application
[6], [12]. When an MTC station associates with the AP, a station informs its traffic category and
application type to the AP. The AP assigns this station to a proper group using the Group ID
(GID) and the Group Member ID (GMID). In the proposed protocol, we limit the maximum
number of group members to a number less than the number of sub-carriers for efficient group
management. Accordingly, it can create multiple groups with the same traffic category.
One of the group members is selected as a group leader by the AP. The group leader consumes
more power than the other group members due to the contention for its GGP. To prevent too
early burning out of a group leader station, the AP may change the group leader every GGP. The
AP chooses the next group leader among the active group members in a round-robin manner and
sends its information in the RA frame.

4. SIMULATION RESULTS
In this section, we present the simulation results of the proposed SGCMAC protocol, GMAC [8]
and DCFT [9]. We develop our own simulator which have been performed with the PHY and
MAC layer characteristics based on the IEEE 802.11ah standard [7] as in Table 1. We assume
that the number of stations in each group is fixed to 50. We measure the temporary reservation
time for a winner group succeeded in the group contention and the length of group management
frames such as the Polling frame in GMAC and the SReq frame and the RA frame in SGCMAC.
The data rate of stations in the simulations is 650Kbps defined as the basic data rate in IEEE
802.11ah.
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Table 1. Simulation Parameters
Parameter
aSlotTime
aRIFSTime
aSIFSTime
aDIFSTime
ܹܥ
ܹܥ௫
ܰீெ
Data Rate
Payload
MAC Overhead
ܶு
ܶோ்ௌ
்ܶௌ
ܶோ
ܶௌோாௌ
ܶ

Value
52 ߤݏ
20 ߤݏ
160 ߤݏ
264 ߤݏ
16
512
50
650 Kbps
512 Bytes
22 Bytes
280 ߤݏ
560 ߤݏ
480 ߤݏ
1120 ߤݏ
40 ߤݏ
240 ߤݏ

Description
Backoff slot time
Reduced Inter-Frame Space
Short Inter-Frame Space
DCF Inter-Frame Space
Minimum contention window size
Maximum contention window size
Number of group members
S1G MCS0 for 2MHz channel
Data payload size
S1G short MAC header+FCS
PHY header
RTS, DCFT poll, GAR frames
CTS, CFEND, GAG, GAE frames
SReq, RA, GMAC polling frames
SRes frame
ACK frame

4.1. Performance in Homogeneous Traffic
Fig. 4 and Fig. 5 show the performance under the homogeneous traffic condition. The number of
stations associated with the AP is 4000 and they are divided into 80 groups. All stations belong to
one traffic category with the same event arrival rate. Our proposed SGCMAC shows gains in
throughput and delay compared with the other group-based contention MAC schemes.

Fig. 3. Throughput for varying arrival rates under the homogeneous traffic condition.
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Fig. 5. Average delay for varying arrival rates under the homogeneous traffic condition.

Fig. 4 shows the throughput for varying event arrival rates from 0.1 to 2.0. As the arrival rate
increases above 1.0, the network traffic reaches the saturation condition. Then almost all stations
are in the active status whenever their groups achieve the reserved time slots for the group
members. In this case, the contention overhead and the static overhead of each MAC protocol
mainly affects the throughput. If the arrival rate decreases, stations stay in the idle status for a
long time, and a large portion of the reserved time interval for a winner group will be wasted. In
order to reduce this waste, it is important to efficiently detect idle stations in the reserved time
interval for a winner group. Our proposed SGCMAC exhibits better performance than the others
in terms of channel efficiency and throughput.
The average delay of stations is presented in Fig. 5. Our proposed SGCMAC has a gain of 850ms
compared with the others at the arrival rate of 0.1. The proposed SGCMAC protocol has lower
contention overhead and less waste of time in the granted group duration than the others. When
the network traffic reaches its saturation condition, the average contention overhead and the static
MAC and PHY overhead only affects the delay. In this case, our proposed SGCMAC also shows
lower delay than the others.

4.2. Performance in Heterogeneous Traffic
In Fig. 6 and Fig. 7, the throughput and the delay are presented for varying numbers of stations
under the heterogeneous traffic condition. There are 20 traffic categories which are classified
according to their arrival rates from 0.01 to 0.2. All stations are grouped into 20 traffic categories
such that equal number of stations is assigned to each of the categories.
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Fig. 4. Throughput for varying numbers of stations under the heterogeneous traffic condition.

Fig. 5. Average delay for varying number of stations under heterogeneous traffic condition.

The throughput for varying number of stations is shown in Fig. 6. The throughput of our
proposed SGCMAC is higher than those of GMAC and DCFT. The average gain of the
throughput is 20 Kbps and 113 Kbps compared with those of GMAC and DCFT, respectively. If
the number of groups increases due to varying number of stations, the contention overhead in
DCF also increases, which then decreases throughput. In the simulation, the arrival rate of each
group is lower than 0.2. So most stations stay in the idle status for a long time. However, if the
channel access interval of each group gets longer due to increasing number of contention groups,
the member stations in the active status will increase in the reserved time duration for a winner
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group. Then the network throughput increases as the number of stations increases as shown in
Fig. 6.
In this traffic condition, the delay is a more important performance metric. The average delay of
stations is presented in Fig. 7. The delay of SGCMAC is better than those of the other groupbased contention MAC protocols. The delay of SGCMAC is 600 ms to 2.2 seconds lower than
those of the others. In our proposed SGCMAC, the contention overhead does not change
regardless of the number of stations since the AP is able to schedule a certain number of
contention groups in GAW. In the simulation, the number of contention groups in every GAW is
controlled to 10. Since the proposed SGCMAC keeps the low contention overhead and minimizes
the waste time in the reserved time duration for a winner group, it shows lower delay over the
whole range of the number of stations than the others.

5. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have proposed a group-based contention MAC protocol for a dense M2M
network. Our proposed SGCMAC divides groups based on the traffic categories of stations and
schedules group contention time slots. It can reduce the contention overhead for channel access
and solve a congestion problem in a dense M2M network. In addition, we propose an efficient
mechanism to determine active stations in the reserved time duration for a winner group and
resources are allocated to reside within the actual transmission time. We can reduce the waste
time caused by idle stations in the group access time. Through simulations with the IEEE
802.11ah MAC and PHY parameters, we evaluate the throughput and delay performance of our
proposed SGCMAC compared to GMAC and DCFT. The simulation results demonstrate that our
proposed SGCMAC has performance gains compared with the other group-based contention
MAC protocols. As a future work, we would like to evaluate our SGCMAC protocol
performance based on real deployed M2M network traffic model.
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ABSTRACT
In energy harvesting IoT networks, an energy queue state of an IoT device will change
dynamically and the number of IoT devices that transmit data to the IoT AP will vary in a frame.
So we need a MAC protocol to adjust the frame length taking the amount of energy of IoT
devices into consideration. Since the existing Framed slotted ALOHA (F-ALOHA) Medium
Access Control (MAC) protocol utilizes the fixed frame size, the resource efficiency can be
reduced. In this paper, we propose a Harvested Energy-adaptive Medium Access Control (HEMAC) protocol where an IoT Access Point (AP) allocates slots in accordance with the number
of IoT devices that try to transmit data in a frame. The proposed HE-MAC protocol improves
the resource efficiency of the F-ALOHA MAC protocol. We show that the resource efficiency of
the HE-MAC protocol is superior to those of the F-ALOHA MAC protocol through simulations.

KEYWORDS
Internet of Things, Energy Harvesting, Framed Slotted ALOHA, Medium Access Control.

1. INTRODUCTION
In Internet of Things (IoT) networks, IoT nodes have the limited battery lifetime and the batteries
need to be replaced. To solve the problem, the energy harvesting technology draws much
attention, since electric energy is created from the energy sources that exist in surroundings such
as solar, heat, pressure, and electromagnetic wave energy [1]. The energy harvesting technology
enables the sustainable use of the battery of IoT nodes in IoT networks [2]. However, in an
energy harvesting IoT network, the energy states of IoT nodes change dynamically. A
Computational Radio Frequency IDentification (CRFID) is an example of utilizing the energy
harvesting technology. CRFID with sensing and computation functions is a new emerging
technology which makes IoT devices to operate without battery [3].
According to the standard in ISO-18000-6C, the CRFID identification protocol utilizes the
Framed Slotted ALOHA (F-ALOHA) Medium Access Control (MAC) protocol. CRFID tags
randomly select one slot among the slots in a frame to transmit data packets [4]. The existing FALOHA MAC protocol utilizes the fixed frame length [5]. An IoT node selects one slot among
the slots in a frame and transmits data to the IoT access point (AP) at the selected time slot. The
number of the slots in a frame affects the throughput performance of the F-ALOHA MAC
David C. Wyld et al. (Eds) : NETCOM, NCS, WiMoNe, CSEIT, SPM - 2015
pp. 51–58, 2015. © CS & IT-CSCP 2015
DOI : 10.5121/csit.2015.51605
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protocol. Since the amount of energy stored in a battery may change in a frame, some IoT nodes
with insufficient energy to transmit data may exist. If the number of slots is more than the
number of the IoT nodes in a frame, the resource efficiency is reduced due to the unused slots. If
the number of slots is less than the number of the IoT nodes in a frame, the resource efficiency is
also reduced due to the collided slots. Thus, a new MAC protocol to adjust the number of slots
according to the energy state in a frame is required.

Figure 1. An example of the proposed the HE-MAC protocol with N (=4) and Emin.

In this paper, we propose a harvested energy-adaptive MAC (HE-MAC) protocol to adjust the
frame length taking the energy states of IoT nodes into account. The proposed HE-MAC protocol
alleviates the reduction of the resource efficiency of the F-ALOHA MAC protocol. The detailed
explanation of the proposed HE-MAC protocol is presented in Section 2. In Section 3, we
compare the throughput performance of the proposed HE-MAC with that of the existing FALOHA MAC protocol. Finally, we conclude in Section 4.

2. RELATED WORK
In [10], the S-MAC protocol is proposed to reduce energy consumption. The protocol utilizes
periodic listen and sleep scheme, so each node does not need to listen at all the times. Also, the
nodes exchange the Request To Send (RTS) and Clear To Send (CTS) before actual data
transmission to avoid collision and overhearing. However, the protocol does not consider energy
harvesting technology. The authors of [11] propose a duty-cycle optimization scheme by finding
the minimum length of the non-active period satisfying Energy Neutral Operation (ENO) of
energy harvesting nodes. Since the scheme utilizes F-ALOHA MAC protocol, it does not adapt
the frame length according to the number of the nodes transmitting data packets during the active
period.
The design of a MAC protocol such as TDMA, and F-ALOHA in an energy harvesting
circumstance is presented in [12]. Also, the trade-off relationship between the delivery efficiency
and the time efficiency is investigated. But the work does not consider variability in the number
of nodes transmitting data packets due to fluctuation of the energy level of the individual nodes.
In [13], the authors present a fair polling scheme for energy harvesting wireless sensor networks.
The scheme improves the fairness by considering priority using the harvesting rate of the nodes.
The scheme focuses on only fairness, but improvement of the throughput is not considered.
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3. PROPOSED HE-MAC PROTOCOL
In this section, we present the proposed HE-MAC protocol. We consider an energy harvesting
network which consists of an IoT AP and N IoT nodes. The IoT nodes transmit data with the
energy queue states of IoT nodes. We assume that the energy stored in an energy queue is
composed of energy blocks. The maximum number of energy blocks that can be stored in a
battery is Emax. The energy queue state can be reduced with the unit of an energy block when an
IoT node transmits a data packet. An IoT node harvests an energy block with the energy
harvesting probability Ph in a slot. Let Emin denote the energy threshold. The energy queue state of
IoT nodes has to exceed Emin in a frame to transmit data. For example, if Emin=1, the IoT node that
the energy queue state is one does not transmit data.
A frame consists of the control slot, the non-contention slot, and the contention slot. An IoT AP
broadcasts a control packet to the IoT nodes at the control slot. The control packet includes the
number of non-contention slots, the number of contention slots, and the allocation information for
the non-contention slots in the ith frame. A non-contention slot is allocated to only one IoT node
that transmits data successfully in the (i-1)th frame and exceeds Emin. The contention slot is for
the IoT nodes that collide with one another in the (i-1)th frame or for those not allocated noncontention slots. At the end of a frame, the contention slots can be classified as success slots,
collision slots, and idle slots. The IoT AP receiving data packets with energy state information of
the IoT nodes decides to allocate non-contention slots in the ith frame according to the
information of the energy state of the IoT nodes. After deciding which IoT nodes transmit at noncontention slots, the IoT AP estimates the number of the IoT nodes trying to transmit at
contention slots according to the information of the energy state of IoT nodes and the collision
slots in the (i-1)th frame.
IoT nodes may receive control packets at the control slot. If IoT nodes succeed in transmission
and the energy level exceeds Emin in the (i-1)th frame, they are allocated non-contention slots in
the ith frame, they transmit their data packets at their allocated non-contention slots. If collision
does not happen in the non-contention slot, the IoT nodes transmitting in the non-contention slots
will be continuously allocated in the non-contention slots as long as the energy states of the IoT
nodes exceed Emin. If the energy level of an IoT node does not exceed Emin, the IoT node harvests
energy without transmitting of data packets. If IoT nodes collide in the (i-1)th frame and the
energy levels exceed Emin at the start of the ith frame, they each randomly select one of the
contention slots and try to transmit at the selected the contention slots in the ith frame.
Fig. 1 shows an example of the proposed HE-MAC protocol with N nodes and Emin(=1). Let E
and H denote the energy queue state of an IoT node and the amount of harvested energy in the
previous frame. In the first frame, all slots except the control slot are contention slots. The IoT
terminals randomly select one of the four contention slots and transmit data packets to the IoT AP
at the selected contention slot. The IoT node 1 and the IoT node 2 successfully transmit data
packets in the first frame and consume one energy block. The IoT node 3 and the IoT node 4
collide with each other at the third slot and use energy blocks. After transmission, the amount of
the remaining energy blocks of the IoT node 1 and the IoT node 2 is 3 and 2. The energy state of
the IoT node 3 and the IoT 4 is 2 after collision at the third slot. Since the energy levels of the IoT
nodes exceed Emin(=1), they can transmit data in the second frame.
In the second frame, the IoT nodes update energy states by adding the harvested energy during
the first frame. The energy states of the IoT node 1, node 2, node 3, and node 4 are 3, 3, 3, and 2,
respectively at the beginning of the second frame. The IoT node 1 and the IoT node 2 transmit
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data packets successfully in the allocated non-contention slots in the second frame since they
succeed in transmission and the energy levels exceed Emin in the first frame. The IoT node 3 and
the IoT node 4 succeed in transmission of the data packets by selecting different slots with each
other. Since the IoT node 4 does not have enough energy after data transmission in the second
frame, the energy queue state information indicates that it does not transmit its data packet in the
next frame.
In the third frame, the IoT nodes update the energy states as in the second frame. If any IoT node
does not transmit its data packet at the contention slot in the next frame, one of the IoT nodes that
succeed in transmission in the previous frame transmits its data packet at the contention slot. The
IoT node 1 and the IoT node 2 succeed in data transmission in the non-contention slots and the
IoT node 3 transmits data successfully at the contention slot. However, the IoT node 4 does not
transmit data, and harvests energy during the third frame. The IoT node 2 and the IoT node 3 do
not transmit data in the next frame since the energy states do not exceed Emin. If the energy state
of the IoT node 4 exceeds Emin, the IoT node 4 will transmit its data packet at a contention slot in
the next frame.
Table 1. Parameters of Simulation.
Parameters
Energy harvesting probability (Ph)
Number of IoT nodes (N)
Energy threshold (Emin)
Size of the energy queue (Emax)
Initial state of the energy queue (Einit)

Value
0.01 – 1
10 – 150
1
5
5

The proposed HE-MAC protocol adjusts the frame size according to the number of IoT nodes
trying to transmit, while the F-ALOHA MAC protocol utilizes the fixed frame size. If the number
of IoT nodes decreases, there may be unused slots in the F-ALOHA MAC protocol.
However, the proposed HE-MAC protocol allocates slots according to the amount of stored
energy states of the IoT nodes, and the number of wasted slots can be reduced.

4. SIMULATION
In this section, we present the resource efficiency of the proposed HE-MAC protocol. The FALOHA MAC protocol utilizes the fixed frame size in which the number of contention slots is
the same as N. The parameters are summarized in Table 1. Einit denotes the initial state of the
energy queue. We assume that the IoT AP knows all the energy queue states of the IoT nodes,
and the number of IoT nodes does not change.
Fig. 2 presents throughput for varying harvesting probability with different N. The throughput
increases as the harvesting probability increases. Since the harvested energy increases as the
harvesting probability increases, the number of IoT nodes which have enough energy to transmit
data packets increases. So, the IoT AP can allocate non-contention slots to the IoT nodes
consistently. Since the success slots increases as the number of non-contention slots increases, the
throughput also increases. However, the number of non-contention slots does not exceed N, thus
the throughput is eventually saturated. When N=150, the throughput performances are similar for
almost any harvesting probabilities since the maximum frame size when N=150 is larger than
those of others, and the harvested energy of IoT nodes when N=150 is larger than those of others.
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Therefore, the throughput performance when N=150 can be easily saturated even if the harvesting
probability is low.

Figure 2. Throughput for varying harvesting probabilities with different N.
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Figure 3. Throughput for varying number of IoT nodes with different Emax and Ph(=0.01).

Fig. 3 shows the throughput for varying number of nodes with different Emax and Ph. The battery
of an IoT node can store more energy as the size of the energy queue increases. If an IoT node
can store more energy, it can transmit data packets consistently at the non-contention slot until
the energy state of the IoT node becomes lower than Emin. Since the number of IoT nodes that
successfully transmits data packets consistently at the non-contention slot increases, the
throughput increases according to the size of energy queue. In the case that the energy harvesting
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probability is high, the energy queue is charged quickly then the size of the energy queue does
not much affect the throughput performance.
In Fig. 4, we compare the throughput performances of the HE-MAC protocol to those of the FALOHA MAC protocol by changing N. The throughputs of the two protocols increase as N
increases. If the energy harvesting probability increases, the number of IoT nodes that harvested
energy increases in a frame. Since the number of IoT nodes transmitting data packets at the noncontention slot increases, the throughputs increase. When N=10, as the energy harvesting
probability increases from 0.01 to 0.09, the throughput increases from 0.47 to 0.84. Since the FALOHA MAC protocol utilizes fixed frame size, it does not adjust the number of slots according
to the number of IoT nodes transmitting data packets. So, the throughputs of F-ALOHA MAC
protocol are less than those of the HE-MAC protocol.

5. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we proposed the HE-MAC protocol that adjusts the frame length in accordance
with the number of IoT nodes trying to transmit in a frame. Since the existing F-ALOHA MAC
protocol utilizes the fixed frame size, it does not adjust the number of IoT nodes that try to
transmit data packets according to the energy states of IoT nodes. The HE-MAC protocol can
allocate the radio resources taking into account the energy states of IoT nodes. Thus, our
proposed MAC protocol alleviates the reduction of the resource efficiency of the F-ALOHA
MAC protocol. The simulation results show that our proposed HE-MAC protocol increases
throughput performance than the F-ALOHA MAC protocol as the probability of energy
harvesting and the number of IoT nodes increase.

Figure 4. Throughput for varying number of IoT nodes.
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ABSTRACT
Computation RFID (CRFID) expands the limit of traditional RFID by granting computational
capability to RFID tags. RFID tags are powered by Radio-Frequency (RF) energy harvesting.
However, CRFID tags need extra energy and processing time than traditional RFID tags to
sense the environment and generate sensing data. Therefore, Dynamic Framed Slotted ALOHA
(DFSA) protocol for traditional RFID is no longer a best solution for CRFID systems. In this
paper, we propose a table-based CRFID tag identification protocol considering CRFID
operation. An RFID reader sends the message with the frame index. Using the frame index,
CRFID tags calculate the energy requirement and processing time information to the reader
along with data transmission. The RFID reader records the received information of tags into a
table. After table recording is completed, the optimal frame size and proper time interval is
provided based on the table. The proposed CRFID tag identification protocol is shown to
enhance the identification rate and the delay via simulations.

KEYWORDS
Computational RFID, Energy harvesting, Sensing energy, Processing delay, Tag identification

1. INTRODUCTION
Internet of Things (IoT) is one of the emerging technologies that connects the physical world of
things to the Internet [1]. Various applications such as metering, surveillance system, and factory
maintenance systems are expected to be realized by IoT networks. There are many challenges to
implement IoT networks [2]. IoT communications aim to support a massive number of deployed
devices. To collect information of a large number of devices, efficient Medium Access Control
(MAC) protocol is required. Moreover, there is an energy consumption issue due to energycritical small IoT devices. Devices should be energy efficient to maximize the network lifetime to
provide better network maintenance and reliability.
Radio Frequency IDentification (RFID) is a contact-less identification technology. An RFID
network consists of a RFID reader and multiple tags [3]. RFID tags classified into passive tags
and active tags. Passive RFID tags transmit data by backscattering the signal of the reader. Since
the transmission relies on the signal from the reader, passive tags are battery-less and semiDavid C. Wyld et al. (Eds) : NETCOM, NCS, WiMoNe, CSEIT, SPM - 2015
pp. 59–67, 2015. © CS & IT-CSCP 2015
DOI : 10.5121/csit.2015.51606
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permanent. Traditional RFID tags can only send the predefined information such as unique IDs of
tags. Thus, the role of RFID tags may be limited in IoT networks which require smarter and more
complex jobs of devices.
Computational RFID (CRFID) is an enhanced RFID that can overcome the limitation of the
traditional RFID. CRFID incorporating the sensing capability into RFID expands the
functionality of RFID [4]. Fig. 1 indicates the simple concept of the CRFID tag. In a sensor part,
a surrounding environment is measured and data is produced by local computing process. Then,
the generated data is delivered to the RFID part and tags transmit it by backscattering the signal
of the reader. With this computational capability, potential applicability of CRFID can be
widened with sufficiently low energy consumption [5]. In this sense, CRFID is treated as a viable
solution of enabling IoT networks [6].

Figure 1. Structure of CRFID tag with sensing and processing capability.

There have been researches for CRFID systems. Yang et al. [7] proposed a switching mechanism
of the firmware of a CRFID tag by the command from the reader. The inefficiency of firmware
switching of a CRFID tag using wired interface is stated. To resolve the problem, the reader
command for firmware switching is designed to be compatible with the EPC standard. The
energy overhead and switching delay are simulated. In [8], an efficient way to transmit bulk data
of a CRFID tag is studied. Authors stated the low performance of data stream of a CRFID tag
caused by Cyclic Redundancy Check (CRC) calculation. Then, they proposed an efficient data
transfer scheme for the CRFID tag by precomputing and exploiting the intermediate
computations for CRC. Since the latency of CRFID tags is reduced with the proposed scheme,
data transfer efficiency is improved. Wickramasinghe et al. [9] studied the ambulatory monitoring
systems using CRFID sensors. Receiving data is segmented based on the natural activity
boundaries and an algorithm to track the body movement transition is presented. In the
experiment, CRFID in ambulatory monitoring shows high performance.
Existing studies do not tackle the most important difference of CRFID tags from traditional RFID
tags. With the sensing operation, CRFID tags need extra energy and processing time before
communicating with the reader. Dynamic Framed Slotted ALOHA (DFSA), which is used in the
conventional RFID identification [10], may not be compatible with CRFID systems. Estimation
of the number of tags in DFSA will no longer match with the actual number of active CRFID tags
due to new characteristics of CRFID. Thus, the optimal frame size needs to be redesigned in
DFSA.
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In this paper, we propose a CRFID tag identification protocol considering the sensing capability.
Initially, a CRFID reader collects the energy and processing time requirement of individual tags
along with the identification process. When the reader collects all of the energy requirements and
processing time of tags, reader estimates the exact number of active tags at every frames. Then,
the optimal frame size is decided using the table to maximize the identification rate.

2. PROPOSED CRFID TAG IDENTIFICATION METHOD
2.1. DFSA Algorithm in CRFID Systems
One of the key differences of the CRFID tag is that it senses and generates data to report. With
this sensing and processing capability, CRFID tag requires extra energy and processing time for
local computation. Furthermore, energy and processing time requirement among CRFID tags
may vary with one another. Depending on the type of sensing job, some CRFID tags may need
more energy than others. Received energy from the reader will also vary depend on the distance
between the reader and the tag. Another difference of CRFID tag is continuous data transfer.
While conventional RFID tags stop operating after the successful identification, CRFID tags
continuously respond to the reader when they have data to transmit.
For the conventional RFID, DFSA algorithm is used for tag identification. In DFSA, a reader
assigns a frame size, the number of time slots in a frame. Then, tags randomly select their own
time slots and transmit their IDs to the reader. In [11], it is shown that the optimal frame size is
the same as the number of identifying tags. The number of identifying tags is estimated using the
fraction of idle slots (zero estimation) [12]. Since the DFSA algorithm does not reflect the novel
characteristics of the CRFID tag, it cannot simply adapt to CRFID systems.
Fig. 2 shows the CRFID tag identification process using DFSA. We assume that the reader
provides extra energy for sensing operation at the beginning of a frame. Tags 1, 2, and 5 require
charging twice for sensing, while tags 3 and 4 need charging only once. The reader assigns 5 slots
in frame 1 since the number of tags is 5. However, only tags 3 and 4 respond to the reader. Then,
the reader assigns 3 slots to frame 2 by zero estimation. In frame 2, all the tags respond to the
reader and contend to transmit data. Frame 2 cannot accommodate all the active tags since the
number of active CRFID tags is larger than the frame size. Furthermore, because of the
processing delay, tags actually contend in 2 slots which causes further degradation of
performance.

2.2. System Model
Now, we describe the proposed table-based CRFID tag identification protocol. A CRFID network
consists of a reader and multiple tags. Since the CRFID network is likely to be installed for a
purpose, we assume that the reader knows the number of tags. The tags are equipped with small
capacitors that can store relatively small amount of energy. At the beginning of every frame, the
reader sends a packet intended for charging tags to support sensing operation. The number of
required charging for sensing is randomly distributed in [1, emax ]. The main idea of the proposed
MAC protocol is to collect the energy and processing time requirements of tags during the tag
identification. After that, the reader can schedule the optimal frame size to identify tags based on
the table. Also, the time duration for sensing operation is provided based on the table. The
proposed scheme can be divided into table recording phase and normal phase.
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Figure 2. CRFID tag identification using DFSA algorithm.

2.3. Table Recording Phase
When the reader starts to receive data, it operates as the table recording phase. In the table
recording phase, the reader collects the energy requirement ( e ) and processing delay ( t ) of
individual tag along with receiving data. Let ei and ti be the energy and processing time
requirements of tag i . Since energy and processing the information of tags is yet to be collected,
the reader decides frame as the number of entire tags. The reader sends the querying message
with a frame index. When the tag i charges sufficient enough amount of energy for sensing, it
performs sensing and records the frame index as its ei . Then, the tag transmits ei and ti along
with the generated data to the reader. The reader records the received ei and ti information in the
table.
Fig. 3 shows an example of collecting process for energy and processing information in the table
recording phase. In frame 1, tags 3 and 4 respond to the reader and consume the charged energy.
Since other tags need more energy to perform sensing, they sleep in frame 1. The reader records
e3 , t3 , e4 , and t 4 of tags 3 and 4 in the table. In frame 2, all tags become active and respond to
the reader. Since only tag 1 succeeds in frame 2, the reader obtains e1 and t1 . Collided tags 2 and
5 may send their e and t information in the subsequent frames. The table recording phase ends
when all the information of e and t are completely collected.
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Figure 3. An example of the table recording process.

2.4. Normal Phase
Once the table is filled with all the information of e and t , the reader moves to the normal phase.
In the normal phase, the reader can decide which tags try to transmit in the current frame. If ei of
tag i is a divisor of the current frame index, the tag will become active and transmit data. To
maximize the identification rate, the reader should set the frame size to be the number of the
active tags. By searching for the table, the reader evaluates the i -th frame size as
N tag

Li = ∑1{0} (i mod e j ),

(1)

j =1

where 1{0} and N tag refer to the indicator function and the number of tags.
The reader can assign the time interval to mitigate the processing delay of tags. To ensure the
processing delay of tags to be tolerable, the reader chooses the maximum t among those of the
active tags in the frame. Then, the processing interval for the i -th frame is decided as

Ti =

max

(t j ).

(2)

j∈{l |1{ 0 } ( i mod e j ) =1}

Fig. 4 shows the 9th and 10th frame structures in the normal phase. In the normal phase, the
processing interval of length Ti is assigned after the energy transfer from the reader. So, all tags
can sense and produce data before the slot contention. We assume that the information for energy
and processing time of all tags are collected before frame 9. In frame 9, the reader finds out that
tags 3 and 4 will be active tags by the table with the frame index 9. Then, the frame size is
determined as L9 = 2 . The processing time interval for frame 9 is T9 = 0.3 since t3 = t 4 = 0.3
in the table. In frame 10, all tags will be active since 1 and 2 are divisors of the frame index 10.
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The frame size L10 is decided as 5. Then, the processing time interval of frame 10 becomes

T10 = 0.4 .

Figure 4. The 9th and 10th frames in the normal phase.

3. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
In this section, we evaluate the performance of our proposed CRFID tag identification method.
The identification rate at frames and the delay are evaluated for varying number of CRFID tags.
Monte Carlo method with MATLAB as a simulation tool is used. For each iteration, tags
uniformly distributed in a square area with a reader located in the center. Then, tags perform
random contention to send data to the reader using FSA or the proposed protocol. Since DFSA is
not feasible as shown in Fig. 2, we compare the proposed method with the Framed Slotted
ALOHA (FSA). The frame size of FSA is fixed as a half of the number of existing tags
considering energy requirement. Energy requirement of CRFID tags is determined by the
distance from the reader. During the simulation, the identification rate in frames and the delay of
each tag are recorded. The parameters used in the simulations are shown in Table I.
Table 1. Simulation parameters.
Parameter
Simulation area
Number of tags
Maximum energy requirement
Processing delay
Duration of time slot
Data size

Value
5 m×5 m
200~300
3, 6
0.4 ms
1 ms
96 bits

Fig. 5 shows the identification rate as frames evolve. Since the number of active CRFID tags
changes periodically, the identification rate fluctuates for a fixed frame size in FSA. In the
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proposed scheme, the identification rate fluctuates at first, then it converges to the value higher
than that of the legacy FSA. The identification rate is maximized since the optimal frame size is
allocated using the table. As the maximum energy requirement increases, the number of active
tags at frames becomes smaller. Then, the identification rate decreases since the fixed frame size
becomes too large. Also, the convergence of the identification time in the proposed method for
larger minimum energy requirement becomes longer since the table information is collected more
slowly. The proposed scheme shows better performance than the legacy FSA after about 60
frames.

Figure 5. Identification rate of CRFID systems as frame evolve.

Figure 6. Delay of CRFID tags for varying number of tags.
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Fig. 6 shows the delay of CRFID tags for varying number of tags. The average delay of tags
increases as the number of tags increases. Since the chance of transmission reduces as the number
of tags increases, the delay of tags becomes larger. The proposed method shows lower delay than
the conventional FSA. By maximizing the identification rate, the delay between transmissions is
reduced in the proposed scheme. When the maximum energy requirement is 6, the delay is larger
than that of the case with the energy requirement of 3. Since tags sleep longer when more
collisions occur, the delay increases. In the proposed method, the delay increment is negligible
compared to that of the legacy FSA. Since the optimal frame size is reduced the chance of
collisions, delay increment caused by sleep interval is minimized.

3. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we have proposed a CRFID tag identification protocol considering the features of
CRFID tags. Especially, we consider CRFID tags which need energy for sensing process. The
proposed MAC protocol collects the energy and processing time requirements of tags. After the
requirement of all tags is collected, the reader can schedule the optimal frame size. We also
provide the time duration to support the processing delay of CRFID tags in every frame. We have
shown that the proposed method can improve the identification rate and delay compared to the
conventional FSA scheme.
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ABSTRACT
Security and trust management in Vehicular Adhoc NETworks (VANET) is a crucial research domain
which is the scope of many researches and domains. Although, the majority of the proposed trust
management systems for VANET are based on specific road infrastructure, which may not be present in all
the roads. Therefore, road security should be managed by vehicles themselves. In this paper, we propose a
new Self Organized Trust Management system (SOTM). This system has the responsibility to cut with the
spread of false warnings in the network through four principal components: cooperation, trust
management, communication and security.

KEYWORDS
Active vehicle, cooperation , trust management, VANET

1. INTRODUCTION
Road safety is the purpose of many researches and projects over the world, given the huge
number of deaths and accidents [1]. VANET is a subclass of Mobile Ad-hoc Networks aiming at
enabling a set of services for vehicles such as road security. It’s a set of vehicles. Each one can
communicate with other vehicles using DSRC (Dedicated Short Range Communication)
technology (5.9 GHz) that supports ranges of up to 1 KM [2]. The vehicle is equipped with an On
Board Unit (OBU). Each OBU is composed of a Global Positioning System (GPS) receiver, an
Event Data Recorder (EDR), front radar, rear radar and a central computing system. EDR
archives the sent/received messages to be available for use in emergency states. GPS receiver
lends information about location, direction, speed and acceleration of the vehicle at a specific
time. The computing system is used for data processing. Currently, VANET is the principal
element in most current suggestions aimed at enhancing driving conditions. Intelligence ambient
(AmI) and ubiquitous computing are new challenging technologies that can be used among
VANET applications [3]. The concept of active object is a principal element in the AmI
technology. It's recently introduced as an element of the active security in critical domains such
as chemical industry [4].
David C. Wyld et al. (Eds) : NETCOM, NCS, WiMoNe, CSEIT, SPM - 2015
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This paper illustrates a self organized trust management scheme for VANET. The nodes of this
network are Active vehicles which can communicate with each other, they can decide about
trustworthiness of received alerts messages, and they can manage their security states.
The organization of the paper is as follow: after an introduction, the second part presents some
related works. The third part presents components of the proposed system SOTM. We dedicated
the forth part for model evaluation. Finally, the fifth part concludes the paper.

2. RELATED WORK
Only a few trust models have recently been proposed for enhancement reliable information
spreading in VANETs. For example, authors in [5], [6] have investigated in security and privacy
on trust establishment in VANETs that relies on a security infrastructure and most often makes
use of certificates. A survey on this kind of trust models can be found in [7]. Another different
class of trust models is a set of systems which are independent from static infrastructure. In these
models, cooperation between vehicles is the key to determine the trustworthiness of data
transmitted between peers.
Golle et al. [8] present a technique that aims at addressing the problem of detecting and
correcting malicious data in VANETs. Each vehicle maintains a model of VANET that contains
all the knowledge that a particular vehicle has about the network. Data evaluation is done
according to its coincidence to the peer’s model of VANET.
A sociological trust model is proposed in [9] based on the principle of trust and confidence
tagging. A new architecture for securing vehicular communication and a model for preserving
location privacy of the vehicle are presented.
Dynamic Trust-Token (DTT) is an approach to strengthen cooperation in VANET [10]. The
purpose of this mechanism is to detect and prevent misbehavior nodes intervention in the
transmission of packets, and ensure the integrity of packets over the releases. DTT uses two
cryptographic mechanisms: symmetric and asymmetric, to protect the integrity of packages.
Thus, it applies "Neighborhood WatchDog" [11] to generate the trust token that based on
instantaneous performance to verify the correctness of packets. Thus, many different solutions
that rely on existing historical reputation or past records, DTT is based only on execution
performance to implement instant reputation for each node, where no accumulation of
information is necessary. With DTT, the packets containing incorrect information will not be
propagated in VANET. In this approach, each node can play three logic roles: Predecessor,
Relaying and successor in the process of transmission of the packet over time.
In our work, we established a trust management system based only on cooperation between
vehicles. This work provides a new communication protocol between vehicles to be able to
differentiate between trusted and non trusted messages transmitted in VANET.

3. SELF ORGANIZED TRUST MANAGEMENT SCHEME (SOTM)
The proposed scheme is based on the interaction and the communication between active vehicles
supposed to manage by themselves their own security states. For this purpose, we have
introduced the concept of active vehicle as a result of the integration of the ambient intelligence
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in the intelligent transport technologies. A new protocol of communication is defined between
vehicles based on messages exchanging and aiming to have the ability to each vehicle to decide if
a warning message received is correct or not. The SOTM system is composed of four principal
components as depicted in figure 1. In this section, we will explain the roles of these four
components.

Fig.1 Component-based architecture for SOTM

3.1. Communication module
Generally, peers in VANET can communicate according to three modes of communication:
Vehicle-to-Vehicle (V2V) among vehicles, Vehicle-to-Infrastructure (V2I), between vehicles and
Road-Side Units (RSUs), and Vehicle-to-X (V2X), mixed V2V-V2I approach. In SOTM,
vehicles are allowed to communicate only with V2V mode. For emergency message routing, the
clustering model is applied. For each community of vehicles, there is a group leader that has the
role of a trusted authority. There are two types of links between vehicles as depicted in figure 2:
Unicast link and broadcast link.

Fig.2 connection model between vehicles

This kind of application is very close to ad-hoc networks. In this situation, vehicles manage by
themselves the traffic state. The V2V uses the standard IEEE 802.11p specification for network
connection [12]. The 802.11p is an approved variant of the standard 802.11 used for Wi-Fi. The
used band of spectrum is between 5.85GHz and 5.925GHz.
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The vehicle-to-vehicle communication can be used alone on account of the existence of new
wireless technologies and especially the IEEE 802.11p standard. The inter-vehicular
communication gains benefit from wireless ad-hoc Networks and GPS to guarantee stable one
hop and multi hop communications between vehicles [13].
Routing algorithm is the mainly challenging mission for VANET because of the strict
requirements of VANET to high speed mobility and a rapidly changing topology [14]. For this
reason, we opted to use a clustered architecture to create a network vision more stable and more
reduced to each vehicle [15].

3.2 Trust management model
The aim of our work is to create a community of vehicles that is able to manage by itself its own
active security state. It relies on the presence of communicant vehicles on the road. Each vehicle
plays a specific role as a member of a disciplined community. To train vehicles facing their active
security states, a new communication strategy is deployed by our trust management model. A set
of rules is defined and should be applied concerning the collaboration way between vehicles. A
knowledge base system is defined in the SOTM system to be integrated in the vehicle to be able
to decide on received alarm messages trustworthiness.
3.2.1 Vehicles tasks in SOTM system
VANET is a sub-class of Ad-hoc networks. In such an environment, the trusted authorities
couldn’t be a part in the majority of security systems. In our case, the disciplined communication
between vehicles is the key to create a stable community of vehicles that offers a number of
services of road security. There are three main tasks for an Active Vehicle: announcement,
communication and revocation. We will present in this part a description and the exchanged
messages in each state.
3.2.1.1 Task 1: the announcement
During its driving life time, the vehicle may pass through different groups or it may create a new
group. In order to announce its coming into a group, it should send a HELLO message on
broadcast. The group leader GL should send an acknowledgement to the new coming vehicle that
saves the address of the GL to be used during its transit through this group.
The “HELLO” message contains two fields. The first field is the identifier of the message sender.
The vehicle identifier is a unique number aimed to distinguish between vehicles. And the second
field is the public key generated by the On Board Unit (OBU) of the vehicle to be saved by the
leader. We used the RSA method to achieve the authenticity and the integrity of messages. The
“AckHello” has one field which is the leader Identifier.
3.2.1.2 Task 2: the communication
As is the case of any person in a human society, an active vehicle couldn’t manage its security
state without the interaction with other vehicles. It cooperates with its neighbourhood to be
informed if there is an accident in the same space to react quickly. It should also transmit the
received emergency messages to others. Before reacting and transmitting warning messages, the
active vehicle should be sure about the trustworthiness of the received message. There is a set of
messages exchanged between vehicles during their communication.
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The “GRE” message is a periodic message sent by each vehicle member after the announcement
step. It contains its type and the Id of the sender.
The “WARNING” message is sent by a vehicle when it detects an accident or an obstacle on the
road. The destination of this message is the leader that verifies the trust level of the sender to
decide whether to accept it or to ignore it. In the case of acceptance, first, the leader remunerates
the sender by incrementing its Cooperation Counter, and second, it sends an “AckWARNING” to
the sender to allow to it to transmit the warning to its successor. This message contains two
fields: The Id of the sender and the warning number (numWrg) which is a unique number
affected to each warning by the leader to distinguish between different warnings transmission
sessions. A warning transmission session begins when the vehicle which triggered the warning
receives an “AckWARNING” message from the leader. Consequently, it sends an “ALARM”
message to its successor (the closest neighbor). The “ALARM” message contains the Id of the
sender, the signature of the sender computed by its OBU based on the hashing method SHA-1
and the Data field containing the warning message.
When the vehicle successor receives the “ALARM” message, it should decide whether the
warning is true or false. So, it begins the verification procedure by sending a “CONFIRM”
message to the group leader to verify the trustworthiness of the sender. In this case, there are
three possible statements:
• State 1: The sender is trustworthy. So, the leader sends a “VALIDATION” message to the
vehicle successor to be able to transmit the “ALARM” message to another successor. The
“VALIDATION” message contains the Id of the sender (IdS), the public key (KeyPb) used to
verify the authentication of the sender and the warning number (NumWrg).
• State 2: The sender is untrustworthy. So the leader sends an “ERROR” message to the successor
to stop the transmission session of the warning. The “ERROR” message contains the Id of the
sender.
• State 3: The Data field is falsified by a malicious node. In this case, the leader sends a
“CorVALIDATION” to the successor containing the original warning message received by the
vehicle which triggered first the alarm. The structure of the “CorVALIDATION” message is
similar to the "VALIDATION" message structure but it contains also the field Data describing
the triggered alert.
At the end of each statement, the group leader updates the trust values (TV)s and the Cooperation
Counters (CC)s of the vehicles which participated in the warning transmission session according
to their behaviors.
This verification process is repeated by each successor receiving the “ALARM” message until
the end of the transmission session when the last vehicle which received the “ALARM” message
has no successor.
3.2.1.3 Task 3: Revocation
The revocation from a group can be a partial revocation or a total revocation. The first form
handles the case of vehicles which pass through a group leader for many times. in this case the
trust value of the correspondent vehicle saved by the GL will not be deleted. The exit of a vehicle
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can be explicit by sending an “EXIT” message to the GL or it can be implicit when the GL
doesn’t receive message from the vehicle for a period of time. The exit time is saved by the GL
into a timestamp to be used in the total revocation that is launched periodically for all the trust
model items. For each entry in the trust model, the GL computes the duration between the
timestamp saved for the last exit and the current time. If this duration exceeds a threshold, the
item should be deleted.
3.2.2 Knowledge base
For registration purposes, we chose to apply a knowledge base system to be used to make
appropriate decisions about received alert messages. This system is depicted in figure 3.

Fig. 3 knowledge base system

3.2.2.1 Events base
Events base contains vehicle properties (idVehicle, position, speed, acceleration …), the trust
model structure (idVehicles of neighbors, TVs of neighbors, CCs of neighbors) and all possible
road events (Accident (timeA, positionA), Obstacle (timeO, positionO).
3.2.2.2 Rules base
The rules base is a set of rules defining the action list of a vehicle after receiving a message. The
vehicle behaviour depends on the message type and the parameters values registered in the
Events base. The knowledge base process is the same as a traditional Inference system. It begins
by the reception of a new message by a vehicle and it finishes by the generation of the decision
about the message if it is accepted or not. Two others parameters are determined: the new trust
value (TV) and the new Cooperation Counter of the vehicle source of the message.

3.3 Cooperation model
Our approach is totally autonomous with regard to the external infrastructure. It aims at detecting
of malicious vehicles. Our approach guarantees the delivery of the authentic messages while
messages containing incorrect information will not be propagated in the vehicular network. The
proposed model is a secure and incentive model which has for objective to insure the cooperation
encouragement between vehicles by various tools which are:
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• The incentive mechanism: if a vehicle A behaves in a cooperative way, the GL modifies
the Cooperation Counter "CC" of A by adding points.
• The system of punishment: if a vehicle A behaves in a not cooperative way, the GL
modifies the Cooperation Counter "CC" of A by subtracting points.
• The isolation of malicious vehicles: if a vehicle reaches a threshold for the value of "CC",
it will be eliminated from the group. So, it will not be covered by the community services.
• The evaluation of the trust level: it is the leading part of our system, the computing of the
trust levels of vehicles is necessary to encourage them to cooperate. The GL updates the Trust
Value (TV) of Active vehicles according to equation 1:

ܸܶ = ܸܶ + ∝× ܥܥ

(1)

Where :
• TV is the Trust Value,
•

ܸܶ ∈ [0,1]

• CC : the value of the vehicle Cooperation Counter
•

ܥܥ[ ∈ ܥܥ௫ , ܥܥ ]

• ܥܥ = −ܥܥ௫
•

∝ ∈ [0,

ଶ
ೌೣ

]

3.4 Security model
Currently, because of its huge spread, wireless technology introduces many possible risks to its
users. The security module, in our model, provides a solution for these possible risks. Our
solution was inspired from the PGP (Pretty Good Privacy) algorithm that is used hugely in a selforganized network as VANET [16]. Social relationships between vehicles are close to those in
the PGP system [17]. Unless, the very large amount of source of the complete PGP version
makes from its comprehension and use a difficult task [18]. For this reason, we focused only on
using the cryptographic and the hash methods used by PGP which are RSA and SHA. Our
security module implies the algorithm SHA1-RSA [19]. RSA [20] is a public-key cryptosystem
for both encryption and authentication. The public-key cryptography has many advantages [20]
as providing the possibility to implement digital signatures. Many existing solutions for VANET
security are using RSA [17][21-23]. We applied the SHA-1[24] function with the RSA
encryption method. RSA is combined with the SHA1 hashing function to sign a message in this
signature suite.
The group leader is in charge of the key distribution in its group. Each vehicle has a pair of
public/private key generated by its OBU (On Board Unit). In the announcement step, each
vehicle sends its public key to the leader to be used later in the communication step. When a
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vehicle A receives an ALARM message from its predecessor B, B sends a CONFIRM message to
the leader to verify the trustworthiness of the message and to obtain the public key of A in order
to verify the sender authenticity.

4. EVALUATION
We have evaluated our system with respect to two aspects: the number of peers integrated in the
community and the average delay in the network.
Table 1 Simulation Parameters
Value

Simulation parameter

30 Km/s

Speed Limit of Vehicles

0.5ms-1/3ms-1

Acceleration/deceleration
Number of vehicles

8 to 40

Transmission power

9db, 12db, 15db, 18db, 21db
19s to 80s

Simulation time

802.11a

Communication protocol

6Mb/s

Data rate
.

4.1 Reliability of the suggested protocol
In order to evaluate the efficiency of the suggested model, it’s important to start by studying the
number of vehicles entering to the community according to a set of parameters such as the Id of
the group leader and the transmission power of vehicles. In this section, the simulation time is
equal to 60s and the number of vehicles is equal to 26.
4.1.1 Influence of the variation of the group leader identity
First, we have done a set of simulations with the same transmission power (21db). In each one, a
different vehicle is designed to be the group leader. Figure 4 shows the percentage of vehicles
which are entered in the group for each simulation. The group leader that accepted the great
number of vehicles in its group is the vehicle V0 (88% of the nodes number). The number of
members in a group depends on the transmission power of vehicles and the number of vehicles in
the leader surrounding.
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Fig. 4 Accepted vehicles percentage vs. group leader identity

4.1.2 Influence of the variation of the transmission power
In this case, we have launched a new set of simulations for different transmission powers. We
have designed the vehicle V0 as the group leader. As shown in figure 5, for a transmission power
equal to 21db relevant to a transmission range of 250-300m, we have found that 88% of the total
number of vehicles has undergone the announcement step.

Fig.5 Accepted vehicles percentage vs. transmission power

4.2 Time overhead of SOTM
For evaluation purposes, we simulate our model with a transmission power equal to 21db and
with the vehicle V0 as the group leader. Figure 6 illustrates the end-to-end delay versus the
number of nodes for these three speeds. Results obtained by the suggested communication model
are compared to the end-to-end delay obtained by the simulation of another approach described in
[25]. Authors in [25] proposed an infrastructure based authentication approach for VANET. The
simulation results proved that the time overhead introduced by our suggestion is well under the
overhead introduced by the approach [25] that ensures only the message authentication and
doesn’t include an algorithm for a complete trust management as it is the case of our approach.
This improvement is due to the self organized approach adapted by our application.
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Fig. 6 SOTM vs. an infrastructure based approach

According to figure 6, the overhead introduced by our protocol is under the threshold fixed by the
Dedicated Short Range Communications standard (DSRC) [12] that is 100 ms, although, this
overhead is caused by messages sent periodically to maintain the linkability between vehicles
(ex. the GRE packet). And, it can be reduced by studying and measuring the impact of the
periodic time of such a control packet on the network delay in order to obtain the lowest
overhead.

5. CONCLUSION
We presented in this paper the SOTM system as a new self organized trust management system
for VANET. The SOTM system deals with the registration/updating of vehicles trust values
based on historical and runtime vehicles behaviors. Indeed, our model allows the detection and
the elimination of misbehaved nodes. And, it interrupts the spread of any false alert message
transmitted between vehicles. In addition, simulation results show that the average delay of the
proposed system is well under the tolerant delay constraint defined by the DSRC. In order to
enhance the SOTM system performance, the privacy issue will be a priority task in the future
works.
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ABSTRACT
Active topology measurements on the African Internet have showed that over 75% of the intraAfrica traffic destined for Africa's National Research and Education Net- works (NRENs) uses
intercontinental links, resulting in high latencies and data transmission costs. The goal of this
work is to investigate how latency-based path selection using Locator/Identifier Separation
Protocol (LISP) and Software Defined Networking (SDN) in NRENs can be used to reduce
inter-NREN latencies. We present aspects of an experimental prototype implementation for realtime topology probes to discover lower-latency remote gateways and dynamic configuration of
end-to-end Internet paths. Simulation results indicate that ranking remote ingress gateways, and
dynamic configuration of end-to-end paths between gateways can lower the average latency for
inter-NREN traffic exchange.

KEYWORDS
Software Defined Networking, Traffic Engineering, Latency, Internet exchange points, African
National Research and Education Networks (NRENs)

1. INTRODUCTION
Research collaboration and e-resource sharing in sub-Saharan Africa continues to be hampered by
the limited interconnectivity that is not only expensive, but fails to meet the quality of service
(QoS) required for collaborative applications among the National Research and Education Networks (NRENs). Despite the ongoing interconnection efforts by African NRENs, over 75% of the
inter-NREN traffic is being exchanged through circuitous routes traversing inter-continental links
and Internet exchange points in Europe and North America, thereby experiencing high latencies
[1].
Efforts have been made to improve the Internet traffic exchange among the NRENs in Africa. A
key player in this effort is the UbuntuNet Alliance, an association of the NRENs in Eastern and
Southern Africa. Between 2011 and 2014, the UbuntuNet Alliance has been implementing the
Africa-Connect Project to create a regional research and education Internet network
interconnecting the NRENs in the region. The project has aimed to interconnect Southern and
Eastern African NRENs into a regional network through the use of terrestrial network facilities.
The project involves establishment of Points of Presence (PoPs) in major cities in the region David C. Wyld et al. (Eds) : NETCOM, NCS, WiMoNe, CSEIT, SPM - 2015
pp. 83–98, 2015. © CS & IT-CSCP 2015
DOI : 10.5121/csit.2015.51608
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notably in Mtunzini, Maputo, Dar es Salaam, Nairobi, Kampala and Kigali, and interconnecting
them with broadband cross-border links to create a regional research network. So far, the intraAfrica interconnection serves six NRENs: TENET (South Africa), MoRENet (Mozambique),
TERNET (Tanzania), KENET (Kenya), RENU (Uganda) and RwEdNet (Rwanda). Furthermore,
transcontinental links between Nairobi and the Ubuntunet Alliance PoP in Amsterdam, as well as
from Cape Town to London, have been established, thereby linking UbuntuNet Alliance with
GEANT, the European research network (Figure 1).

Fig. 1. The UbuntuNet Alliance regional network

The establishment of multiple PoPs, multiple intra-Africa Internet links, as well as multiple
transcontinental links, provides new opportunities for implementing multipath routing and traffic
engineering mechanisms with the aim of improving performance of traffic exchange among
Africa's NRENs. NRENs could implement mechanisms that would allow them to announce to
each other, and make use of multiple Internet attachment points to exchange traffic. One protocol
that allows edge networks to exchange traffic over multiple Internet gateways is the
Locator/Identifier Separation Protocol (LISP) [2, 3]. LISP allows edge networks to announce
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multiple Internet gateways, known as Route Locators (RLOCs), and to influence the selection of
incoming paths. Through a mapping system, LISP allows networks to announce preferences for
multiple RLOCs. The availability of multiple locators for the same destination increases path
diversity[4] and enable multipath routing, as source networks can select among multiple gateways
to reach a destination network.
This paper demonstrates the potential for performance improvement in the Pan-African NRENs
by employing, at the network edge, traffic engineering techniques that are based on end-to-end
multipath ranking. Using a Software Defined Network (SDN) experimental topology, and a LISP
mapping system, the paper examines the potential for dynamically ranking egress and ingress
links between multihomed NRENs based on end-to-end path metrics. The objective is to
minimize latency for two-way delay sensitive traffic flows (e.g. real-time classroom streaming
and video conferences between universities), and minimize intercontinental bandwidth utilization.

2. BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK
Given the opportunities for traffic engineering provided by the multiple intra-continental and
transcontinental links provided by the Africa Connect network, one way of improving the
performance and optimization of traffic exchange across African NRENs is to enable dynamic
selection of optimal traffic exchange routes based on application QoS needs. For example, path
selection for delay sensitive applications can be made based on prevailing end-to-end latencies
through either the intercontinental transit links or through the intra-Africa links.

2.1 LISP-based Multipath Traffic Engineering
The Locator/Identifier Separation Protocol (LISP) [3] simplifies multihoming. LISP divides the
Internet's address space into two - locally routable Endpoint IDentifiers (EIDs) and global Route
LOCators (RLOCs). By separating the host address space from the locator address space, LISP
introduces a level of indirection that allows networks to specify preferences for multiple ingress
gateways (locators). The availability of multiple locators for the same destination increases path
diversity since the source networks are able to forward traffic for a particular destination through
multiple remote locators (gateways).
Thus, additional end-to-end performance gains can be achieved with the ability to dynamically
select the ingress link at the destination network. In Figure 2, for example, edge networks A and
B are multi-homed to networks x,q and y,z respectively. Depending on how the routing is done in
the Internet core, the choice of the egress link by network A, i.e. (A,x or A,q), has potential to
influence selection of ingress link towards B i.e. 3,y or 4,z. Since each end-to-end path has its
own unique path metrics in terms of bandwidth, delay, and loss, selection of particular egress and
ingress links at A and B impacts the overall quality of the end-to-end path.
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Fig. 2. Multihomed Networks A and B, multihomed through providers (x,q) and (y,z) respectively

One prominent work that uses LISP for traffic engineering is the ISP-Driven Informed Path
Selection(IDIPS) [5]. IDIPs is a request/response service where centralized server nodes perform
network measurements towards popular destinations, and clients request path rankings for a set of
sources and destinations. The IDIPS server ranks the available paths based on a client's ranking
preference and measured path metrics. In IDIPS implementation, path ranking is further
influenced by the destination's preferences in the locator mapping. The selected paths therefore
reflect not only the source network's ranking criteria, but also the destination's preferences for
incoming traffic.

2.2 SDN-based Path Enforcement
One challenge with inter-domain multi-path routing and end-to-end traffic engineering is with
regard to enforcement of paths across different domains. Software Defined Networking (SDN)
provides new opportunities for flexible management of Internet routing and packet forwarding
[6]. An SDN-based IXP [7] allows IXP participants to have access to an SDN controller and to
write policies that override the default policies of the IXP's BGP route server. SDN has three
important characteristics that are useful for interdomain traffic engineering [7]. Firstly, in contrast
to traditional switches that forward traffic based only on the destination MAC address, SDN
enables packet forwarding based on multiple header fields. Secondly, an SDN controller
consolidates control messages from multiple remote networks, such that source and destination
networks can remotely configure forwarding paths through a controller. Thirdly, the controller's
direct control of the data plane enables dynamic/programmatic configuration of the forwarding
tables. With these SDN opportunities, it is possible to allow edge networks some control over
selection of inter-domain forwarding paths at Internet exchange points, thereby having more
control on the end-to-end paths.

3. A MODEL FOR PERFORMANCE-BASED PATH SELECTION
The traffic engineering framework depicted in Figure 3 is based on the ability of traffic source
gateways to select the destination's ingress link based on metrics of the edge-to-edge path. This
requires that the source gateway should have a mechanism for learning the destination's multiple
ingress links.
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Fig. 3. LISP/SDN Multi-Path Traffic Engineering Model

In summary, the model works in the following manner: For each new traffic flow from a local
source node to some remote network, the source network queries the LISP mapping system
(through an RLOC lookup API) to obtain the destination network's RLOCs. After obtaining the
remote RLOCs, a Locator Ranking module performs active measurements towards remote
RLOCs. The Locator Ranking module uses the network metrics obtained from the active
measurements to rank the local and remote gateways, after which it updates the local mapping
cache. For each new traffic flow, the source network selects the egress and ingress gateways
based on the rankings in the mapping cache. Once the egress and ingress links are selected, a
Circuit Pusher module is invoked to configure, through an Open Flow SDN control, an end-toend switching path between the source and destination RLOCs via the selected egress/ingress
links. If no mapping exists in the mapping cache for a destination network, the RLOC Mapping
module is invoked to perform the lookup, after which the RLOC Ranking module performs the
ranking.

3.1 Path Performance Measurement
The key network metrics in this model are end-to-end latency, jitter and packet loss. Latency,
measured as round trip time (RTT) for traffic to move from source to destination, and for the
acknowledgement packet to be received by the sender, is an important characteristic that affects
the performance and responsiveness of Internet applications. Jitter, on the other hand, is the
variation in latency over time between a traffic source and destination node. Packet loss is a
measure of the percentage of packets lost along the data path for each traffic flow. To obtain
traffic characteristics of the network in terms of the key path metrics, active measurement
techniques are used. In particular, a ping-based tool is used for sending probe packets, from each
edge-network gateway, to the destination networks' RLOCs. Upon retrieving the destination
network's RLOCs from the mapping server, the source gateway sends a ping probe, through each
of its egress links, to each of the destination's RLOCs. By analysing the solicited responses,
topological characteristics such as round-trip-times, jitter and packet loss are obtained. The values
obtained from the responses are used to rank the different paths.
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3.2 LISP-based Path Ranking
With LISP, multihomed edge networks are able to achieve some degree of path diversity, as
multiple alternate gateways become visible between source and destination networks. Achieving
optimal end-to-end performance in such environments requires that the source and destination
networks should be able to evaluate the alternate paths, and to dynamically select both the source
network's egress link and the destination network's ingress link. In particular, the source network
needs a way of discovering and evaluating end-to-end links through alternate egress and ingress
links.
The routing cost for an edge-to-edge path can be modelled as a vector comprising the measured
performance metrics and the network RLOC preferences [8]. Let P(Axy); P(Byx) be the
performance cost vectors for the two edge networks A and B, with respect to forwarding traffic
through their access links x and y respectively. The performance cost P from each edge network
comprises a set of end-to-end path metrics K, (eg. latency, packet loss, jitter) weighted by
variable _, such that:

To calculate the total cost, T(Axy); T(Byx), the source preference cost (ɸ(x)) is combined with the
performance cost P, using a variable scaling factor λ:

In LISP implementation, selection of the local egress RLOC as well as the remote ingress RLOC
is determined by priority and weight values recorded in RLOC records that are retrieved from the
mapping system and stored in a local cache. If multiple locators for the same destination exist, the
priority values, ranging from 0 to 255, are used to select the locator that is most preferred. In this
work, the calculated path costs are translated into RLOC priority values using a log function that
scales the costs into values between 0 and 255. The egress-ingress RLOC pair that has the lowest
resultant cost is the one that is used for the outgoing traffic flow between the locator pair. While
the mapping remains valid, all subsequent matching flows between the locator pair uses the
cached locator ranking. The cached locator mapping remains valid for a configurable TTL period
of 60 seconds, after which the mapping and locator ranking process is repeated.
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3.3 End-to-end Path Configuration
Each edge network gateway has a Circuit Pusher, an SDN module for setting up end-to-end
circuits between locators. After the source gateway has selected both the local and remote
locators, it invokes the SDN module to configure, through an SDN network controller, a
unidirectional end-end circuit between locators. This is achieved by installing flow entries on all
switches that are part of the shortest path between two selected locators. The installed path is
unidirectional because each source gateway independently performs RLOC lookups and path
ranking, and sets up a circuit toward the remote RLOC.

4. TESTBED IMPLEMENTATION
The overarching purpose of this study is to evaluate the extent to which LISP and SDN can
support dynamic selection of end-to-end paths between multi-homed edge networks. The
objective was therefore to assess network performance in a topology that uses a dynamic
performance-based path selection, versus static default path routing. Figure 4 depicts the testbed
implementation.

Fig. 4. SDN/LISP Traffic Engineering for dual homed NRENs

4.1 Topology
The testbed was built using a LISP-based SDN simulated network consisting of an SDN
(Openflow) controller, an Open flow switch, and a LISP mapping server. The topology was built
in a virtual environment, using the Mininet network emulator [9]. Mininet allows the creation of
virtual hosts, switches, controllers and links. Furthermore, Mininet nodes run a standard Linux
kernel and net-work stack, and can therefore run real network applications. The switches and
network controllers are based on the standard SDN protocol Open Flow. An Internet-like
topology was built in Mininet and was used together with a LISP mapping system and LISP
transit routers (xTRs), which are based on an open source implementation of LISP called Open
LISP[10]. The interconnection among the edge networks is through ISPs that interconnect at a
common Internet exchange point. More specifically, the network was designed with the following
features:
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•
•

•

•

•

48 routers connected to the IXP switch; the routers represent participant networks at the
IXP. The JINX has, as of December 2014, 48 participant networks.
Each IXP participant has 10 edge networks connected to it, and each edge network is
dual-homed and serves a total of 5 hosts, representing campus networks. In total, there
were 1,200 end hosts as potential sources and destinations for traffic flowing through the
IXP fabric.
To simulate multi-homing, each edge network is connected to two provider networks
present at the IXP. The primary link represents the intra-Africa link and is configured
with lower latency, while the secondary link represents an transcontinental link and is
configured with higher latency.
The access links between the edge networks and the provider networks are configured
with band-width evenly distributed between 2 Mbps and 4 Mbps. The links between the
IXP participants (provider networks) and the IXP are equally provisioned with bandwidth
of 100 Mbps.
The end-to-end latencies are modelled on latencies measured for traffic exchanged
between African NRENs. Round trip latencies in this experiment are distributed between
60 ms and 700 ms.

4.2 Network Traffic
A realistic evaluation of a network model requires emulating the network with traffic that
characteristically resembles the traffic pattern of the emulated networks. This is important, as a
major scalability issue with centralized network architectures, such as the Open flow controllers
and LISP mapping systems, hinges on their ability to cope with the traffic flow characteristics in
the network [11].
Researchers have characterized Internet traffic based on flow metrics such as byte volume, packet
volume, flow duration, and flow inter-arrival time. The percentage of UDP traffic has increased
with the advent of many UDP based P2P applications and streaming multimedia, which transport
large volumes of data[12]. In 2009, a CAIDA survey showed that the ratio of UDP to TCP traffic
was almost 0.21 in terms of packet numbers, 0.11 in terms of byte count, and 3.09 in terms of
flows.
The length of data flows impacts the relative latency introduced at the controller and,
furthermore, the number of active flows has implications for the size of the forwarding tables
maintained at each Open Flow forwarding device. For example, a characterization of university
campus network traffic [13] established that 21.4% of the traffic was carried by flows longer than
10 minutes, 12.6% by flows longer than 20 minutes, and nearly 2% was carried by flows longer
than 100 minutes. Short flows are bursty and have flow speeds ranging from 1 Bps to over 10
kBps, while longer flows are slower, around 50 Bps for 40 min flows, [13].
The test traffic for the experiment is therefore based on the following Internet traffic
characteristics:
1. Protocol flow: UDP to TCP ratio: 3:1
2. Flow Duration:
- 0 - 2 sec : 45% of all the traffic
- 2 sec - 5 mins : 55% of all the traffic
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3. Flow inter-arrival time: 4 ms - 40 ms (or 25 to 250 new flows per sec)
4. Flow rate:
- Short flows (0 - 60 sec) : 1 Bps - 10 kBps
- Medium flows (1 min - 5 mins) : 100 Bps - 50 Bps

4.3 Test Traffic Generation
Some of the most widely used traffic generators include Iperf, PackETH, D-ITG, and Ostinato
[14,15]. PackETH [16] is a stateless packet generator designed for Ethernet networks, and
supports a number of protocols including UDP, TCP and ICMP. Iperf[17] is mostly used for
evaluating topology parameters such as bandwidth, delay, window size and packet loss, for both
TCP and UDP traffic. Iperf provides an estimation of received and transmitted data rates.
Ostinato[14] is a user level traffic generator tool that supports UDP and TCP protocols at multiple
rates. DITG (Distributed Internet Traffic Generator) [18] can generate Internet traffic with a user
defined packet inter-departure times. This work made use of D-ITG for traffic generation and for
obtaining performance metrics.

5. RESULTS
A key objective of the RLOC ranking was to discover and direct traffic flows through lower
latency paths towards multi-homed remote networks. TCP traffic is particularly impacted by
network round-trip-times, and this paper has considered performance of TCP traffic when RLOC
ranking and dynamic path configuration is employed. Furthermore, the evaluation also considers
how jitter is affected due to path ranking and circuit configuration.

5.1 Round Trip Times
The key results from a series of experiments suggest that in cases where the paths towards the
different RLOCs of an edge network have significantly different RTTs, latency based ranking and
selection of RLOCs does help to lower the overall latency in the network. Figure 5 shows the
RTT dispersion and mean for TCP traffic in a LISP/SDN topology, with each flow lasting
between 1sec and 300 sec. The vertical lines represent the dispersion of flow RTTs over the time
interval, with each traffic flow RTT averaged over 2 sec intervals. The instantaneous average
RTT for all the flows is indicated by the blue and red lines. The results show that RLOC ranking
results in a 20 % lower overall latency compared to the default gateway forwarding.
The performance gains from RLOC ranking appear to diminish significantly with increased
network load. As the network gets more congested, the observable gain from RLOC ranking is
significantly reduced. This can be explained from the fact that as the network links get more
congested, the otherwise shorter links begin to exhibit equally higher RTTs. With higher RTTs,
many of the probe packets time-out, prompting the egress RLOC to forward packets towards the
destination's default RLOC. Even when the probe packets generate responses, the RTT values of
the otherwise shorter paths tend to be just as high, thereby being ranked lower and resulting in
selection of the other paths for traffic forwarding. Figure 6 shows the dispersion and mean of the
RTT at the point when the network is congested. Figure 7 and Figure 8 further illustrates the
RLOC ranking effects in normal network operation and when there is congestion.
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Fig. 5. Round-trip times for network operating with LISP gateway ranking vs non-path ranking LISP
operation

5.2 Jitter
Apart from latency, jitter is another key metric that affects performance of interactive Internet
applications. Some causes of Internet jitter include congestion in the core network as well as in
the access links. Results from the simulation network suggest that RLOC ranking and dynamic
path configuration does increase the overall jitter in the network. Given a network topology and
traffic profile, RLOC ranking in a LISP network results in higher overall jitter than when no
RLOC ranking is employed. Figure 9 shows the jitter for both RLOC ranking and the normal
LISP operation. On average, RLOC probing is seen to increase jitter by 20 %. The jitter can be
attributed to the delay experienced by some packets during the time the local gateway performs
path measurement and ranking.
However, as the network reaches congestion point, both the RLOC ranking and non-ranking
scenarios experience similarly higher jitter. This is illustrated in Figure 10, where jitter for both
ranking and non-ranking LISP operations have their average jitter increase significantly. As
congestion occurs, the probe engine fails to discover any lower latency RLOCs and resorts to
using default paths.
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Fig. 6. Round trip times for path ranked and non-path ranked LISP operation at network congestion point

Fig. 7. RTT without congestion
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Fig. 8. RTT with congestion

Fig. 9. Jitter with no congestion
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Fig. 10. Jitter with congestion

6. DISCUSSION
6.1 RLOC Ranking During Congestion
The RTT results show that the RLOC ranking mechanism fails to produce positive results under
network congestion. In general, centralized systems are venerable to performance bottlenecks
under system overload. For instance, inter-arrival times of traffic flows have implications on the
performance of centralized network controllers [11]. In an Open Flow network architecture, for
example, a scalability challenge stems from the fact that the first packet of each flow is forwarded
to a central controller, which is responsible for determining and configuring the forwarding path
for the flow. Similarly, for LISP, the egress gateway performs a lookup from a mapping server to
determine each new flow's destination network's RLOC. In either case, the flow inter-arrival time
has a scalability impact on the network, as higher rates for new flows result in bottlenecks at the
SDN and LISP controllers, thereby introducing latency and jitter. Although the scalability and
performance bottleneck would affect both the ranking and normal LISP operations, the RLOC
ranking mechanism would experience more severe impact as it is dependent on receiving replies
from probe packets, which take longer when there is congestion. One way of dealing with RLOC
ranking during congestion is to reduce the amount of probing required by using historical performance information to select the RLOCs. Also, the amount of probing needs to be reduced by
performing ranking only for critical flows (eg. delay intolerant applications).

6.2 Effects of RLOC Ranking on Jitter
The observed jitter in the experiments reveals that the process of RLOC ranking and path
configuration does increase the overall jitter in the network. One way of minimising the jitter is to
reduce the path setup time. In the presented model, a new end-to-end path is not setup until path
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probing/ranking and SDN path configuration is complete. Reducing jitter would require preranking the RLOCs, so that new flows don't wait too long before circuits are set up. Pre-ranking
of paths could be based on RLOC performance history as well as known traffic characteristics in
the network.

6.3 Model Limitations
One challenge with the model presented in this paper is the assumption that NRENs are
multihomed. This is true to a large extent as, in general, campus networks that are part of NRENs
have more than one Internet attachment points; a specific network attachment point for traffic
destined within the NRENs' network and another for traffic destined to non-NREN networks.
Where an NREN has only one Internet attachment point, it can still appear multi-homed by
performing prefix de-aggregation and announcing separate prefixes with different RLOCs. This
would enable them to still benefit from multipath traffic engineering.
Another challenge is to do with independent selection of the remote RLOCs by the source
network, which could result in violation of the destination network's preferences and policies.
This could negatively impact on the destination's policies. For edge networks that have some
form of cooperation, such as the case with NRENs within the UbuntuNet Alliance, a mutually
beneficial approach would be to employ some level of coordination in selection of gateways.
While each NREN would aim to optimize traffic cost and QoS performance (latency),
collectively, the NRENs can optimize the performance of some common preferred applications.
Balancing the individual NREN's optimization objectives with those of the peering domains
requires coordination and routing cooperation among the peers. For UbuntuNet Alliance, benefits
from this level of cooperation could include better performance of the network applications,
reduction in usage of intercontinental links, as well as reduction in the cost of inter-NREN traffic
exchange.

7. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
Results from this study show that through dynamic ranking of the local and remote LISP locators,
a source network can perform traffic engineering towards a destination without requiring any
form of cooperation in the network. It is evident that by leveraging LISP capabilities through
integration with SDN, there is potential for improving traffic exchange performance. This however implies granting NRENs more exibility and control of routing and traffic engineering across
Internet exchange points, such as to be able to dynamically select routing paths among multiple
ingress and egress links. This could have important applications for NRENs that experience high
bandwidth costs [19]. The ability to perform multipath routing has potential to over significant
performance enhancements and cost savings. For example, delay-sensitive applications such as
VoIP, can be mapped onto lower latency intra-continental links, while traffic for bandwidth
intensive _le-sharing applications can be routed through higher capacity inter-continental links.
Furthermore, by using Openow's ability to customize the packet forwarding rules, and by
appropriately matching packets into ows using header tags, it is possible to set up application
specific traffic engineering mechanisms. With this capability, a group of NRENs can jointly form
traffic engineering strategies specifically for certain applications of common interest, e.g. interuniversity video streaming, or access to e-library sites within the domain.
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This paper has motivated for and described a performance based traffic engineering mechanism
that involves path measurement, gateway ranking, and SDN-based edge-to-edge path
configuration. While Internet infrastructure being implemented by the UbuntuNet Alliance
through the Africa Connect project has great potential to improve traffic exchange among African
NRENs, the inability of traditional protocols to fully take advantage of the available path
diversity remains a challenge. For this reason, African NRENs should, apart from implementing
the physical interconnectivity, also consider appropriate traffic engineering mechanisms to allow
individual NRENs to discover and use optimal inter-NREN paths. However, a globally optimal
solution requires coordination and collaboration among several domains that form part of the endto-end path. Future work will investigate mechanisms that would enable African NRENs to
perform collaborative performance based and application specific traffic engineering.
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ABSTRACT
Self-propagating malware (e.g., an Internet worm) exploits security loopholes in software to
infect servers and then use them to scan the Internet for more vulnerable servers. While the
mechanisms of worm infection and their propagation models are well understood, defense
against worms remains an open problem. One branch of defense research investigates the
behavioral difference between worm-infected hosts and normal hosts to set them apart. One
particular observation is that a worm-infected host, which scans the Internet with randomly
selected addresses, has a much higher connection-failure rate than a normal host. Rate-limit
algorithms have been proposed to control the spread of worms by traffic shaping based on
connection failure rate. However, these rate-limit algorithms can work properly only if it is
possible to measure failure rates of individual hosts efficiently and accurately. This paper points
out a serious problem in the prior method and proposes a new solution based on a highly
efficient double-bitmap data structure, which places only a small memory footprint on the
routers, while providing good measurement of connection failure rates whose accuracy can be
tuned by system parameters.
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Self-propagating Malware, Connection Failure Behavior, Rate Limitation, Shared Bitmap

1. INTRODUCTION
Self-propagating malware (e.g., an Internet worm) exploits security loopholes in server software.
It infects vulnerable servers and then uses them to scan the Internet for more vulnerable servers [1
- 3]. In the past two decades, we have witnessed a continuous stream of new worms raging across
the Internet [4 - 7], sometimes infecting tens of thousands or even millions of computers and
causing widespread service disruption or network congestion. The mechanisms of worm
propagation have been well understood [8 - 11], and various propagation models were developed
[12 - 15] to demonstrate analytically the properties of how worms spread among hosts across
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networks. Significant efforts have also been made to mitigate worms, with varying degrees of
success and limitations. Worms remain a serious threat to the Internet.
Patching defects in software is the most common defense measure, not only to worms but also to
other types of malware. However, it is a race for who (good guys or bad guys) will find the
security defects first. Software is vulnerable and its hosts are subject to infection before the
security problems are identified and patched. Moreover, not all users will patch their systems
timely, leaving a window of vulnerability to the adversary that will try to exploit every
opportunity. Moore et al. investigated worm containment technologies such as address
blacklisting and content filtering, and such systems must interdict nearly all Internet paths in
order to be successful [13]. Williamson proposed to modify the network stack to bound the rate
of connection requests made to distinct destinations [16]. To be effective, it requires a majority of
all Internet hosts are upgraded to the new network stack, which is difficult to realize. Similar
Internet-wide upgrades are assumed by other host-based solutions in the literature, each
employing intrusion detection and automatic control techniques whose supporting models must
be calibrated for the specific machine that they will reside upon [17 - 20].
Avoiding the requirement of coordinated effort across the whole Internet, the distributed antiworm architecture (DAW) [21] was designed for deployment on the edge routers of an Internet
service provider (ISP) under a single administrative control. DAW observes a behavioral
difference between worm-infected hosts and normal hosts: as an infected host scans random
addresses for vulnerable hosts, it makes connection attempts but most will fail, whereas normal
users's connection attempts to their familiar servers are mostly successful. By observing the failed
connections made by the hosts, the edge routers are able to separate out hosts with large failure
rates and contain the propagation of the worms. With a basic rate-limit algorithm, a temporal
rate-limit algorithm and a spatial rate-limit algorithm, DAW offers the flexibility of tightly
restricting the worm's scanning activity, while allowing the normal hosts to make successful
connections at any rate.
However, for rate limit to work properly, we must be able to measure the connection failure rates
of individual hosts accurately and efficiently. This paper points out that using Internet Control
Message Protocol (ICMP) messages for this purpose [21] is flawed as they are widely blocked on
today's Internet, and the total number of message packets in this big data [22] [23] [30] [31] and
cloud computing [36 - 39] era is enormous. This paper designs a new measurement method that
solves the problem with a highly efficient data structure based on bitmaps, which keeps record of
connection attempts and results (success or fail) in bits, from which we can recover the
connection failure rates, while removing the duplicate connection failures (which may cause bias
against normal hosts). Our double-bitmap solution is highly efficient for online per-packet
operations, and the simulation results show that not only does the data structure place a small
memory footprint on the routers, but also it provides good measurement of connection failure
rates whose accuracy can be tuned by system parameters.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 gives the propagation model of randomscanning worms and reviews the rate-limit algorithms based on connection failure rates. Section
3 explains the problem causing inaccurate failure rate measurement and provides a novel solution
with double bitmaps. Section 4 presents simulation results. Section 5 draws the conclusion.
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2. BACKGROUND
2.1 Propagation of Random-scanning Worms
This paper considers a type of common worms that replicates through random scanning of the
Internet for vulnerable hosts. Their propagation can be roughly characterized by the classical
simple epidemic model [26 - 28]:

di (t )
= β i (t )(1 − i (t )),
d (t )

(1)

where i (t ) is the percentage of vulnerable hosts that are infected with respect to time t , and β is
the rate at which a worm-infected host detects other vulnerable hosts. More specifically, it has
been derived [27] that the derivative formula of worm propagation is

di (t )
V
= r i (t )(1 − i (t )),
dt
N

(2)

where r is the rate at which an infected host scans the address space, N is the size of the
address space, and V is the total number of vulnerable hosts.
Solving the equation, the percentage of vulnerable hosts that are infected over time is

i (t ) =

e

r

V
( t −T )
N

1+ e

r

V
( t −T )
N

.

Let v be the number of initially infected hosts at time 0. Because i (0) = v / V , T = − N ln v .
r ⋅V

V −v

Solving this logistic growth equation for t , we know the time it takes for a percentage
α (≥ v / V ) of all vulnerable hosts to be infected is

t (α ) =

N
α
v
(ln
− ln(
)).
r ⋅V
1−α
V −v

(3)

It is clear that t (α ) is inversely proportional to the scanning rate r , which is the number of
random addresses that an infected host attempts to contact (for finding and then infecting
vulnerable hosts) in a certain measurement period. If we can limit the rate of worm scanning, we
can slow down their propagation, buying time for system administrators across the Internet to
take actions.

2.2. Behavior-based Rate-Limit Algorithms
In order to perform rate-limit, we need to identify hosts that are likely to be worm-infected. One
way to do so is observing different behaviors exhibited from infected hosts and normal hosts.
One important behavioral observation was made by [21], which argues that infected hosts have
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much larger failure rates in their initiated Transfer Contorl Protocol (TCP) connections than
normal hosts. We can then apply rate limits to hosts with connection failure rates beyond a
threshold and thus restrict the speed at which worms are spread to other vulnerable hosts. (Same
as our work, the paper [21] studies worms that spread via TCP, which accounts for the majority
of Internet traffic.) Below we briefly describe the host behavior difference in connection failure
rate, which is defined as the number of failed TCP connection attempts made by a source host
during a certain measurement period, where each attempt corresponds to a SYN packet and each
SYN-ACK signals a successful attempt, while the absence of a SYN-ACK means a failure.
•

Suppose a worm is designed to attack a software vulnerability in a certain version of web
servers from a certain vendor. Consider an arbitrary infected host. Let N be the total
number of possible IP addresses and N ′ be the number of addresses held by web servers,
which listen to port 80. N ′ = N because web servers only account for a small fraction
of the accessible Internet. As the infected host picks a random IP address and sends a
SYN packet to initiate a TCP connection to port 80 of that address, the connection only
has a chance of N ′ / N to be successful. It has a chance of 1 − N ′ / N ≈ 1 to fail. The
experiment in [21] shows that only 0.4% of all connections made to random addresses at
TCP port 80 are successful. Together with a high scanning rate, the connection failure
rate of an infect host will be high. Moreover, the measured connection failure rate is an
approximation of the host's scanning rate.

•

The connection failure rate of a normal host is generally low because a typical user
accesses pre-configured servers (such as mail server and DNS server) that are known to
be up for most of the time. An exception is web browsing, where the domain names of
web servers are used, which again lead to successful connections for most of the time
according to our experiences. Cases when the domain names are mistyped, it result in
DNS lookup failure and no connection attempts will be made --- consequently no
connection failure will occur.

By measuring the connection failure rates of individual hosts, the paper [21] proposes to limit the
rate at which connection attempts are made by any host whose failure rate exceeds a certain
threshold. By limiting the rate of connection attempts, it reduces the host's connection failure rate
back under the threshold. An array of rate-limit algorithms were proposed. The basic algorithm
rate-limits individual hosts with excessive failure rates. The temporal rate-limit algorithm can
tolerate temporary high failure rates of normal hosts but make sure the long-term average failure
rates are kept low. The spatial rate-limit algorithm can tolerate some hosts' high failure rates but
make sure that the average failure rates in a network are kept low.
An important component that complements the rate-limit algorithms is the measurement of
connection failure rates of individual hosts. This component is however not adequately addressed
by [21]. As we will point out in the next section, its simple method does not provide accurate
measurement on today's Internet. We will provide a new method that can efficiently solve this
important problem with a novel data structure of double bitmaps.
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3. A DOUBLE-BITMAP SOLUTION FOR LIMITING WORM
PROPAGATION
In this section, we explain the problem that causes inaccurate measurement of connection failure
rates and provide a new measurement solution that can work with existing rate-limit algorithms
to limit worm propagation.

3.1. Failure Replies and the Problem of Blocked ICMP Messages
We first review the method of measuring the connection failure rates in [21]. After a source host
sends a SYN packet to a destination host, the connection request fails if the destination host does
not exist or does not listen on the port that the SYN is sent to. In the former case, an ICMP hostunreachable packet is returned to the source host; in the latter case, a TCP RESET packet is
returned. The ICMP host-unreachable or TCP RESET packet is defined as a failure reply. The
connection failure rate of a host s is measured as the rate of failure replies that are sent to s . The
rationale behind this method [21] is that the rate of failure replies sent back to the source host
should be close to the rate of failed connections initiated by the host. The underlying assumption
is that, for each failed connection, a failure reply (either an ICMP host-unreachable packet or a
TCP RESET packet) is for sure to be sent back to the source host.
However, this assumption may not be realistic. Today, many firewalls and domain gateways are
configured to suppress failure replies. In particular, many organizations block outbound ICMP
host-unreachable packets because attacks routinely use ICMP as a reconnaissance tool. When the
ICMP host-unreachable packets are blocked, the rate of failure replies sent back to a source host
will be essentially much lower than the rate of failed connections that the host has initiated. In
other words, a potential worm-affected host may initiate many failed connections, but only a
handful of failure replies will be sent back to it. Under these circumstances, the connection failure
rate measured by failure replies will be far lower than the actual failure rate, which in turn
misleads the rate-limit algorithms and makes them less effective.
To make the problem more complicated, when we measure the connection failure rates of
individual hosts, all failed connections made from the same source host to the same destination
host in each measurement period should be treated as duplicates and thus counted only once. We
use an example to illustrate the reason: Suppose the mail server of a host is down and the email
reader is configured to automatically attempt to connect to the server after each timeout period
(e.g., one minute). In this case, a normal host will generate a lot of failed connections to the same
destination, pushing its connection failure rate much higher than the usual value (when the server
is not down) and falsely triggering the rate-limit algorithms to restrict the host's access to the
Internet. Therefore, when we measure the connection failure rate of a source host, we want to
remove the duplicates to the same destination and measure the rate of failed connections to
distinct destinations.

3.2 SYN/SYN-ACK Solution and Problems of Duplicate Failures and Memory
Consumption
We cannot use failure replies to measure the connection failure rates. Another simple solution is
to use SYN and SYN-ACK packets. Each TCP connection begins with a SYN packet from the
source host. If a SYN-ACK packet is received, we count the connection as a successful one;
otherwise, we count it as a failed connection. (Technically speaking, a third packet of ACK from
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the source to the destination completes the establishing of the connection. For our anti-worm
purpose, however, the returned SYN-ACK already shows that the destination host is reachable
and listens to the port, which thus does not signal worm behavior --- random scanning likely hits
unreachable hosts or hosts not listening to the port.)
Using SYN and SYN-ACK packets, a naive solution is for each edge router to maintain two
counters, ks and kr , for each encountered source address, where ks is the rate of SYN packets
sent by the source (i.e., the number of SYN packets sent during a measurement period), and kr is
the rate of SYN-ACK packets received by the source (i.e., the number of SYN-ACKs received
during a measurement period). The connection failure rate k is simply k s − k r .
This simple solution is memory efficient, as it only requires 64 bits per source host for failure rate
measurement, assuming each counter takes 32 bits. However, this solution cannot address the
problem of duplicate failures. As discussed in Section 3.1, when we measure the connection
failure rate of a source host, we want to remove the duplicates to the same destination in the same
measurement period, because measuring duplicate failures may cause bias against normal hosts.
Maintaining two counters alone cannot achieve the goal of removing duplicate failures.
An alternative solution is to have the edge router store a list of distinct destination addresses for
each source host. However, such per-source information consumes a large amount of memory.
Suppose each address costs 32 bits. The memory required to store each source host's address list
will grow linearly with the rate of distinct destination hosts that the source host initiates
connection requests to. For example, the main gateway at our campus observes an average of
more than 10 million distinct source-destination pairs per day. If the edge router keeps per-source
address list, it will cost more than 320 megabits of memory, which soon exhausts the small ondie SRAM memory space of the edge router. Therefore, this solution is not feasible either.
The major goal of this paper is to accurately measure the connection failure rates with a small
memory. However, tradeoffs must be made between measurement accuracy and memory
consumption under the requirement of duplicate failure removal. Existing research uncovered the
advantages of using Bloom filters [28] [29] or bitmaps [24] [25] [32 - 35] [40] to compress the
connection information in limited memory space and automatically filter duplicates, which can be
adopted to measure the connection failure rates. For example, the edge router can maintain two
bitmaps for each source host, and map each SYN/SYN-ACK packet of the host into a bit in the
host's corresponding bitmap, from which the rate of SYN/SYN-ACK packets of each host can be
recovered. However, the measurement accuracy depends on setting the bitmap size for each
source host properly in advance. In practice, it is difficult to pre-determine the values as different
source hosts may initiate connection requests at unpredictable and different rates, which limits
the practicability of this solution as well.

3.3. Double Bitmaps
In order to address the problems of duplicate failures and memory consumption, instead of using
per-source address lists or bitmaps, we incorporate two shared bitmaps to store the SYN/SYNACK information of all source hosts. Our double-bitmap solution includes two phases: in the first
phase, the edge router keeps recoding the SYN/SYN-ACK packets of all source hosts through
setting bits in the bitmaps; in the second phase, the network management center will recover the
connection failure rates from the two bitmaps based on maximum likelihood estimation (MLE),
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and notify the edge router to apply rate limit algorithms to limit the connection attempts made by
any host whose failure rate exceeds some threshold. Below we will explain the two phases, and
then mathematically derive an estimator to calculate the connection failure rate.
3.3.1. Phase I: SYN / SYN-ACK Encoding
In our solution, each edge router maintains two bitmaps Bs and Br , which encode the distinct
SYN packets and SYN-ACK packets of all source hosts within its network, respectively. Let ms
and mr be the number of bits in Bs and Br correspondingly. Below we will explain how an
edge router encodes the distinct SYN packet information into Bs , which can later be used to
estimate the SYN sending rate ks for each source host. The way for the edge router to encode the
distinct SYN-ACK packet information into Br is quite similar, which we omit.
For each source host src , the edge router randomly selects ls ( = ms ) bits from the bitmap Bs
to form a logical bitmap src , which is denoted as LB ( src ) . The indices of the selected bits are

H ( src ⊕ R[0]) , H ( src ⊕ R[1]) , L , H ( src ⊕ R[ls − 1]) , where ⊕ is bitwise XOR, H (L ) is
a hash function whose range is [0, ms ) , and R is an integer array storing randomly chosen
constants to arbitrarily alter the hash result. Similarly, the logical bitmap can be constructed from
Bs for any other hosts. Essentially, we embed the bitmaps of all possible hosts in Bs . The bitsharing relationship is dynamically determined on the fly as each new host src′ will be allocated
a logical bitmap LB ( src′) from Bs to store its SYN packet information.
Given above notations and data structures, the online coding works as follows. At the beginning
of each measurement period, all bits in Bs are reset to zeros. Suppose a SYN packet signatured
with a src, dst host address pair is routed by the edge router. The router will randomly select a
bit from the logical bitmap LB ( src ) based on src and dst , and set this bit in Bs to be one. The
index of the bit to be set for this SYN packet is given as follows:

H ( src ⊕ R[ H (dst ⊕ K ) mod ls ]).
The second hash, H ( dst ⊕ K ) , ensures that the bit is pseudo-randomly selected from LB ( src ) ,
and the private key K is introduced to prevent the hash collision attacks. Therefore, the overall
effect to store the SYN packet information is :

B[ H ( src ⊕ R[ H (dst ⊕ K ) mod ls ])] = 1.
Similarly, the edge router only needs to set a bit in the bitmap Br to be one for each SYN-ACK
packet using the same mechanism. Note that in our solution, to store a SYN/SYN-ACK packet,
the router only performs two hash operations and sets a single bit in its bitmap, which is quite
efficient. In addition, duplicates of SYN and SYN-ACK information with same src, dst
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signature will mark the same bit in the shared bitmaps such that the duplicate information is
filtered as desired.
3.3.2. Phase II: Failure Rate Measurement
At the end of each measurement period, the edge router will send the two bitmaps Bs and Br to
the network management center (NMC), which will estimate connection failure rate k for each
source host src based on Bs and Br , and notify the edge router to apply rate limit algorithms to
limit the connection attempts made by any host whose failure rate exceeds some threshold. Since
rate-limit algorithms have been fully studied in [21], we will focus on the measurement of
connection failure rates based on the bitmaps. The measurement process is described in the
following.
First, the NMC extracts the logical bitmaps LB ( src ) and LB′( src ) of each source host src
from the two bitmaps Bs and Br , respectively. Second, the NMC counts the number of zeros in

LB ( src ) , LB′( src ) , Bs and Br , which are denoted by U sl , U rl , U sm , and U rm , respectively.
Then the NMC divides them by the corresponding bitmap size ls , lr , ms , and mr , and calculates
the fraction of bits whose values are zeros in LB ( src ) , LB′( src ) , Bs and Br correspondingly.
That is, Vsl = U sl / ls , Vrl = U rl / lr , Vsm = U sm / ms , and Vrm = U rm / mr . Finally, the NMC uses
the following formula to estimate connection failure rate k for source host src :

kˆ =

ln Vsl − ln Vsm
ln Vrl − ln Vrm
−
1
1
1
1
ln(1 − ) − ln(1 − ) ln(1 − ) − ln(1 − )
ls
ms
lr
mr

(4)

3.3.3. Derivation of the MLE estimator
Now we follow the standard MLE method to get the MLE estimators kˆs and kˆr of ks and kr ,
respectively, and then derive k̂ given by (4). Since the way to derive the MLE estimator for ks
and kr is quite similar, we will only derive the MLE estimator formula for kˆs , and directly give
the result for kˆr . To derive kˆs , we first analyze the probability q ( k s ) for an arbitrary bit in

LB ( src ) to be '0', and use q (k s ) to establish the likelihood function L to observer U sl '0' bits
in LB ( src ) . Finally, maximizing L with respect to k will lead to the MLE estimator, kˆ .
s

s

Note that ks is the actual rate of distinct SYN packets sent by a source host src , and ns is the
rate of distinct SYN packets sent by all hosts within the router's network. Consider an arbitrary
bit b in LB ( src ) . A SYN packet sent by src has a probability of 1/ ls to set b to '1', and a
SYN packet sent by any other host has a probability of 1 / ms to set b to '1'. Hence, the
probability q ( k s ) for bit b to remain '0' at the end of the measurement period is
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1 
q(ks ) = 1 − 
 ms 

ns − k s
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ks

 1
1 −  .
 ls 

(5)

Because the bits in any logical bit array are randomly selected from the bitmap Bs , each of the

ns SYN packets has about the same probability of 1 / ms to choose any bit in Bs . So for an
arbitrary bit in Bs , the probability for it to be '0' after storing all ns distinct SYN packets is
ns


1 
q ( ns ) = 1 −
 .
 ms 

(6)

In this sense, the number of zero bits in Bs follows a binomial distribution U sm : B ( ms , q ( ns ))

= B ( ms , (1 − 1/ ms ) ns ) . Therefore, the expected value for Vsm is
1
ms (1 − ) ns
m
U 
ms
E (Vsm ) = E  s  =
= q (ns ).
ms
 ms 

(7)

Substituting (7) to (5), and replacing E (Vsm ) by its instance value Vsm , we have the following
instance value for q ( k s ) :
ks

 1 − 1/ ls 
q(k s ) = V × 
 .
 1 − 1 / ms 
m
s

(8)

Given the probability for each bit in LB ( src ) to be '0' as q ( k s ) , we can establish the likelihood
function to observe U sl '0' bits in LB ( src ) as follows:
l

l

L = q (ks )U s (1 − q (k s ))ls −U s .

(9)

The MLE estimator of ks is the value of ks that maximizes the above likelihood function.
Namely,

kˆs = arg max {L} .

(10)

ks

To find kˆs , we take logarithm on both sides, and then perform the first order derivative to obtain

ls − U sl 
∂ ln( L)  U sl
=
−
 × q′(ks ),
∂k s
q
(
k
)
1
−
q
(
k
)
s
s 

where q′( k s ) is computed as

(11)
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 1 − 1/ ls 
q′(ks ) = q(ks ) × ln 
.
 1 − 1/ ms 

(12)

Since ms > ls ≥ 1 and ns > 0 , q ( k s ) and q′( k s ) cannot be 0. Setting the right side of (11) be
zero, we have

U sl
q(k s ) =
= Vsl .
ls

(13)

Substituting above equation to (8) and solving for ks , we get the MLE estimator of ks :

kˆs =

ln Vsl − ln Vsm
.
1
1
ln(1 − ) − ln(1 − )
ls
ms

(14)

Similarly, we can derive the MLE estimator of kr :

kˆr =

ln Vrl − ln Vrm
.
1
1
ln(1 − ) − ln(1 − )
lr
mr

(15)

Since k = k s − kr , given the MLE estimators kˆs and kˆr of ks and kr , we can easily derive the
estimator of k as

kˆ = kˆs − kˆr .

(16)

Substituting (14) and (15) to the above equation, we derive the estimator k̂ as described in (4).
Note that if the two bitmaps Bs and Br have the same size, and the two logical bitmaps for each
source host also have the same size, i.e., ms = mr = m and ls = lr = l , then the estimator for the
connection failure rate k will be in a more compact form:

ln Vsl − ln Vsm − ln Vrl + ln Vrm
ˆ
k=
.
1
1
ln(1 − ) − ln(1 − )
l
m

(17)

4. SIMULATION
We evaluate the measurement accuracy of our estimator for the connection failure rate through
simulations. Recall that the major goal of this paper is to provide a good estimator for measuring
the connection failure rates of individual hosts that can work well in a small memory. Hence, in
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our simulations, we purposely allocate memory with small sizes to encode the information of
distinct SYN and SYN-ACK packets for all source hosts, such that the average memory size for
each source host will be ranging from 10 bits to 40 bits only. As we explained in Section 3.2, the
solution with per-source address lists or bitmaps will not work with this small memory size.
Therefore, our solution outperforms in the aspect of greatly reducing the required online memory
footprint for connection failure rate measurement while achieving duplicate failure removal.

4.1. Simulation Setup
Our simulations are conducted under the following setups. We simulate 50,000 distinct source
hosts as normal hosts, and 100 distinct source hosts as worm-affected hosts. For the normal hosts,
they will send distinct SYN packets to different destination hosts, with a rate following an
exponential distribution whose mean is 5 distinct SYN packets per minute. For each distinct SYN
packet that a normal host sends out, a corresponding SYN-ACK packet will be sent back to the
host with a probability, which follows a uniform distribution in the range of [0.8, 1.0]. As for the
worm-affected hosts, we simulate their aggressive scanning behavior by having them send
distinct SYN packets to different destination hosts with a higher rate, which follows another
exponential distribution whose mean is 10 distinct SYN packets per second. Since the wormaffected hosts will randomly scan the whole destination space, their failure rate is expected to be
very high as we explained earlier. Therefore, in our simulations, no SYN-ACK packets will be
sent back to them. Suppose each measurement period is 1 minute. Then each normal host will
send 5 distinct SYN packets and receive 4.5 distinct SYN-ACK packets on average, and each
worm-affected host will send 600 distinct SYN packets and 0 SYN-ACK packet on average,
during each measurement period.
In our simulations, all the SYN and SYN-ACK packets are processed by a single simulated edge
router and a simulated network management center according to our two-phase measurement
scheme. First of all, the SYN and SYN-ACK packets are encoded into two m-bit bitmaps Bs and

Br of the edge router, respectively, as described in Section 3.3.1 (Phase I: SYN/SYN-ACK
Encoding). After all packets are encoded into the two bitmaps Bs and Br , the edge router will
send Bs and Br to the network management center, which will estimate the connection failure
rate of each source host based on Bs and Br offline, as described in Section 3.3.2 (Phase II:
Failure Rate Measurement).

4.2. Simulation Results
We conduct three sets of simulations with three different sizes of memory allocated for the
bitmaps Bs and Br , ms = mr = m = 0.5Mb, 1Mb, and 2Mb, to observe the measurement
accuracy under different memory constraints. The sizes of the logical bitmaps for each host is set
to be ls = lr = l = 300 . Figure. 1-3 present the simulation results when the allocated memory m
equals 2Mb, 1Mb, and 0.5Mb, respectively. Since there are a total of 50,100 source hosts, the
average memory consumption per source host will be about 40 bits, 20 bits, and 10 bits,
accordingly. In each figure, each point represents a source host, with its x-coordinate showing the
actual connection failure rate k (per minute) and y-coordinate showing the estimated connection
failure rate k̂ (per minute) measured by our scheme. The equality line y = x is also drawn for
reference. Clearly, the closer a point is to the quality line, the better the measurement result.
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Figure 1. Measurement accuracy of
connection failure rate per minute.
m = 2Mb, l = 300.

Figure 2. Measurement accuracy of
connection failure rate per minute.
m = 1Mb, l = 300.

Figure 3. Measurement accuracy of connection failure rate per minute. m = 0.5Mb, l = 300.

From the three figures, one can observe that the measurement result for the connection failure
rates of our scheme is quite accurate under all three different memory constraints. For almost
every source host, the measured failure rate closely follows its real failure rate as shown in the
figures. There is a tendency for the measurement result to be slightly more accurate with a larger
memory size (compare Figure. 1 and Figure. 3). However, for our scheme, a small memory of
size m = 0.5Mb (equivalent to 10 bits per source host on average) is adequate enough to generate
sound measurement results as shown in Figure. 3. Recall that for the solution storing per-source
address list, the destination address of every SYN packet must be stored for every source host. So
for that solution, a normal source host initiating 5 connection requests (5 distinct SYN packets)
per minute will require at least 32 × 5 = 160 bits to record its SYN packets, and a worm-affected
host sending 10 SYN packets per second will require at least 32 × 600 = 19200 bits, for each
measurement period of one minute. Clearly, through utilizing double bitmaps, our scheme
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outperforms the solution storing address lists, because it can work well with a much more strict
memory constraint.

5. CONCLUSION
This paper proposes a new method of measuring connection failure rates of individual hosts,
using a novel data structure based on double bitmaps. It addresses an important problem in ratelimiting worm propagation, where inaccurate failure rates will affect the performance of ratelimit algorithms. The past method relies on ICMP host-unreachable messages, which are however
widely blocked on today's Internet. The new method makes the measurement based on SYN and
SYN-ACK packets, which is more reliable and accurate. Its bitmap design helps significantly to
reduce the memory footprint on the routers and eliminates the duplicate connection failures
(another problem of the previous method).
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ABSTRACT
Functional encryption (FE) has more fine-grained control to encrypted data than traditional
encryption schemes. The well-accepted security of FE is indistinguishability-based security
(IND-FE) and simulation-based security (SIMFE), but the security is not sufficient. For
example, if an adversary has the ability to access a vector of ciphertexts and can ask to open
some information of the messages, such as coins used in the encryption or secret key in multikey setting, whether the privacy of the unopened messages is guaranteed. This is called selective
opening attack (SOA).
In this paper, we propose a stronger security of FE which is secure against SOA (we call SOFE) and propose a concrete construction of SO-FE scheme in the standard model. Our scheme
is a non-adaptive IND-FE which satisfies selective opening secure in the simulation sense. In
addition, the scheme can encrypt messages of any bit length other than bitwise and it is secure
against SOA-C and SOAK simultaneously while the two attacks were appeared in different
model before. According to the different functionality f, our scheme can specialize as IBE, ABE
and even PE schemes secure against SOA.

KEYWORDS
Functional encryption, Selective opening attack, Indistinguishability obfuscation, Deniable
encryption

1. INTRODUCTION
Traditional encryption schemes provide rather coarse-grained access to encrypted data,
because the receiver can get the message in its entirety if he possesses the right key or he can
learn nothing without the secret key. Thus a new encryption scheme — functional encryption
(FE), with much more fine-grained control, has been extensively studied. FE was introduced
by Boneh, Sahai and Waters [13]. A FE scheme means one who owns SKf can decrypt the
cipher of m to get the value of f(m). It requires that the user learns nothing other than f(m).
There are two well-accepted security notions for FE: indistinguishable based security
definition (IND-FE) and simulation based definition (SIM-FE) [13]. But the security can’t
David C. Wyld et al. (Eds) : NETCOM, NCS, WiMoNe, CSEIT, SPM - 2015
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satisfy people’s needs because of the different modes of attack, here we consider selective
opening attack.
Selective opening security had been first investigated to the traditional public key encryption
field by Bellare, Hofheinz and Yilek [10] in 2009. In the public key encryption system, there
are two kinds of selective opening attack (SOA). One is coin-revealing SOA (SOA-C), that is
to say, if an adversary obtains a number of ciphertexts and then corrupts a subset of the
senders, obtaining not only the corresponding messages but also the coins under which they
were encrypted, then the unopened messages still remain privacy. The other is key-revealing
SOA (SOA-K), which means if an adversary obtains a number of ciphertexts encrypted under
different public keys, then the senders are asked to reveal a subset of the corresponding
decryption keys, in this case it remains secure for the rest of the messages. Creating an
encryption scheme secure against SOA has important practical meaning. Under the complex
environment of cloud computing, distributed shares in a distributed file-system are allotted to
different servers to perform a task, if a subset of the distributed servers are corrupted by an
adversary who may get the encrypted messages as well as the randomness, then can messages
under the other uncorrupted severs remain secure?
Achieving security against SOA is challenging but even so there has been some works to
achieve the security goal ([5], [6], [8], [4], [9], [7]). There are two flavors of definitions to
capture security under selective opening attacks: simulation-based selective opening security
(SIM-SO) and indistinguishability-based selective opening security (IND-SO) [5]. Because
IND-SO security notion requires that the joint plaintext distribution should be conditionally
effective re-sampled, which restricts SOA security to limited setting, so we just concern SIMSO security. SO secure PKE scheme had been investigated by Bellare et al. [5] in 2009.
Bellare showed that any lossy encryption is able to achieve SO security. Later on, several
other SOA secure PKE schemes had been constructed ([6],[9],[8]). In 2011, with the
development of IBE, Bellare, Waters and Yilek [11] introduced SOA to IBE. In IBE,
ciphertexts and secret keys SKID are generated according to the corresponding target identity
ID, only the right SKID can open the ciphertexts and an adversary can make many key
queries using the ID (different from the challenge ID) as input. Later, Junzuo Lai et al. [12]
proposed a concrete CCA2 secure SO-IBE scheme. However, almost known SO-IBE
schemes utilize the technology of one-side public openability which means these schemes
have to encrypt bit by bit which is comparatively inefficient, and it is challenging to construct
a SOA secure IBE scheme which is not bitwise.
FE schemes seems to be different from PKE or IBE, but it aims to keep the encrypted
message secret even though the adversary can get some special information SKf. But if the
adversary has more ability to open a part of the message and get the randomness used in the
encryption, can the security of the unopened messages be kept?
[13] and [15] proved that the simulation secure FE can not be achieved in the standard model.
So in this paper, we focus on the construction of IND-FE and simulation-based secure against
SOA
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1.1 Related Works
With the development of indistinguishability obfuscation (io), many difficult cryptography
tasks can be achieved. In 2013, [16] proposed a concrete construction of functional
encryption for all circuits. In their scheme, the SKf is generated by using indistinguishability
obfuscation, at the same time, it uses double encryption of the same message as the ciphertext
and statistical simulation soundness NIZK ( SSS-NIZK ) to get well-formed ciphertexts. With
the help of io, their scheme can hide important process (decryption and compution) in the
SKf. In 2014, Sahai and Waters [3] introduced a new technique: puncture programs. They
proposed an effective method to transform the private key encryption to the public key
encryption and they designed a deniable encryption scheme which had opened for 16 years
[2]. In deniable encryption, if a sender is forced to reveal to an adversary both his message
and the randomness under encryption, he should be able to provide a fake randomness and a
fake message that will make the adversary believe the ciphertext is encryption of the fake
message.

1.2 Our Contributions
The contribution of this work consists of the following two steps. We first propose a new
security model of functional encryption secure against selective opening attacks (including
coins and private keys), which we call SO-FE, and then propose a concrete construction of
SO-FE scheme for general function without random oracle. In view of the impossiblility
result of the SIM-FE in the standard model and the limitation of the IND-SO, the security of
our scheme is indistinguishable based secure FE and simulation based secure against SOA.
In our scheme, we combine the coin-revealing selective opening security and key-revealing
selective opening security owing to the special property of KeyGen process of FE. Before,
SOA-C and SOA-K are mentioned in different scenes, specially, SOA-K is only used in the
multi-key encryption, the feature of FE can make sure the key query even though ciphertexts
are encrypted under the same public key.
The SO-FE scheme can be applied to the special situation, such as SO-IBE scheme, SO-ABE
scheme, SO-PE scheme. Thus using io, we can get many encryption schemes secure against
selective opening attacks. So far there are only SO-IBE schemes (ABE or PE scheme secure
against SOA haven’t be proposed). Moreover, all known SO-IBE schemes are bitwise, while
our scheme can encrypt the message with any bit.

1.3 Our Technique
There are two difficult challenges in achieving this goal. The first is the corrupt query of
coins in SOA-C process: when the adversary chooses a set I and asks to open the
corresponding messages and randomness, how can the simulator provide the eligible
randomness which is indistinguishable from the real one. The second is key queries in SOAK process — a feature of FE security formalizations since [13], that allows the adversary to
obtain the decryption key of any reasonable functionality f of his choice, but how to define
reasonablity in SOA-based security model.
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To solve the first problem, we adopt deniable encryption (DE, refer to section 2.2) which can
output a fake random r0 (satisfies DEEnc ( pkDE, m0, r0) = C). The special property of DE can
make sure the simulator generates a fake randomness to cheat the adversary that the opened
coins match the opened ciphers and the opened messages.
To solve the second problem, we impose restrictions on the adversary’s choice of functions
that can be queried to the key generation. Here we define reasonable fun
function.
Intuition. We start by giving an overview of the main ideas behind our SOA
SOA-based
based security
definition. To convey the core ideas, it suffices to consider the simple case of X =
m1,m2,f(m1,m2), (mi ∈ {0,1}). Suppose that the adversary queries secret keys for function f.
Now, recall that the IND-security
security definition guarantees that an adversary cannot differentiate
between encryption of x0 and x1 as long as f(x0) = f(x1) for every f. It is the only restriction
rest
of
IND-security
security definition, in SOA security model, the above restricting of f is not enough since
an adversary can learn part information of message by making corrupt query of I. For
example, an adversary can make I = {1} query and know m1, by using
g key query to f, it can
learn f(m1,m2). In particular, if f(m1,0) ≠ f(m1,1), it is easy to guess the unopened message m2.
Obviously, it makes no sense in SOA
SOA-based
based security definition. So we make the limitation of
f: if the input of f contains the element of set m[I], which is opened in the corrupt query
phase, thus except those messages in m[I], no matter what other input it is, the value of f is
equal. That is to say, if ∃ i subject to xi ∈ m[I], the value of f(··· ,xi,···) are equal (··· can be
any value).
e). Bellow, we present a unified definition of reasonable function.
Reasonable Function. Let M = {m1,··· ,ml} and X = {x1,··· ,xl} be any message of message
space M, M is the challenge message, I = {i1,··· ,it} ⊆ {1,··· ,l} is the query in the SOA-C
SOA
process. Define:
;
< y1,y2,··· ,yl > denotes a permutation of the values y1,··· ,yl such that the value yi is mapped
to the k th location if yi is the k th input to f. Thus, . X =< X I , X I >

‘

’

Definition 1. (Reasonability). Let {f} be a set of functions f ∈ F. We say f is reasonable if
f < X I , X I >= f < X I , X I > for ∀ X, X ∈ M.

’

’

What we want to emphasize is that the key query and the corrupt query influence each other.
The query of keys can increase the knowledge of the adversary, which can affect the choice
of I; the corrupt query of I can make the adversary learn more about the message and can
affect the choice of functionality f. In our scheme, we impose restrictions on the sequence of
queries ( the key queries of f must be made after the corrupt query of I ) to remove the affect
of the key queries, at the same time, on the KeyGen phase we limit the choice of f to remove
the affect of the corrupt query on the basis of the opened messages in m[I], because an
adversary
sary may choose some special f in view of m[I] which can leak the information of
unopened messages.
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2. PRELIMINARIES
2.1 Functional encryption
A functional encryption scheme for a functionality f is a tuple of four algorithms: Setup. This
is a PPT algorithm that takes the security parameter as input. It outputs a public and master
secret key pair (PK,MSK).
Key Generation. This is a PPT algorithm that takes the functionality f as input, master secret
key MSK. It outputs a decryption key SKf.
Encryption. This is a PPT algorithm that takes as input a message m and the public
parameter PK. It outputs the ciphertext C.
Decryption. This algorithm takes the ciphertext C and the decryption key SKf as input, and
outputs f(m).
We utilize Garg et al.[16]’s construction of FE (dual system encryption):
Setup. Generate (PKa,SKa) ← SetupPKE, (PKb,SKb) ← Setup
Generation(MSK,f). SKf = io(Pf) (refer to the following table).

PKE,

crs ← Setup

NIZK

Key

Encryption(m). c = (c1,c2,π), where c1 = Enc(PKa;m,r1), c2 = Enc(PKb;m,r2), π is a NIZK
proof of the fact that : ∃m,r1,r2 : c1 = Enc(PKa;m,r1) ∧ c2 = Enc(PKb;m,r2).
Decryption. Compute SKf(c).

2.2

Deniable Encryption

An encryption scheme is deniable if the sender can generate fake randomness that will make
the ciphertext looks like an encryption of a different plain message, thus to keep the real
message private. A deniable encryption scheme contains the following algorithms:
SetupDE. This is a PPT algorithm that takes the security parameter as input. It outputs a
public and master secret key pair ( pkDE, skDE ).
EncDE. This is a PPT algorithm that takes as input a message m and the public parameter
pkDE, and outputs the ciphertext C.
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DecDE. This algorithm takes C and the decryption key skDE as input, and outputs m. ExpDE.
This is a PPT algorithm that takes C,m0 as input. Output a fake random r0 which satisfies
EncDE( pkDE, m0, r0) = C.
We utilize SW’s [3] construction of DE:
Bellare et al. [4] had proved no binding encryption scheme is simulator-based SOA security.
That is why we use deniable encryption to realize our scheme. Specially, we use Sahai and
Waters’ scheme [3] which proposed a construction of deniable encryption. The scheme is
proved to be IND-CPA secure and one-bit message encryption by using the technology of
puncture, but it is not hard to generalize one-bit to a message string.
SetupDE. (pk PKE, sk PKE) ← Setup PKE. F1 is a puncturable extracting PRF, F2 is a puncturable
statistically injective PRF, F3 is a puncturable PRF and (K1,K2,K3) is the corresponding
puncturable PRFs’ keys. pkDE = ( io(PEnc ),io( PExp )), skDE = sk PKE.
EncDE. c = io(PEnc) (m,r)
DecDE. m = Dec PKE (sk DE,c).
ExpDE. r0 ← io( PExp ) (c, m0, s): EncDE ( pkDE, m0, r0) = c. (s is a randomness.)

3. THE DEFINITION OF SO-FE
We now propose the security model of a functional encryption secure against selective
opening attacks, we call SO-FE.
Definition 2. We define two games GameREAL and GameSIM (refer to the following table).
GameREAL:
Setup. The challenger runs the Setup algorithm of FE, generates (PK,MSK) and gives the
public parameters to the adversary.
Challenge. The adversary chooses a meessage distribution. The challenger chooses a
message M from the distribution, and encrypts M . The ciphertext C is sent to the adversary.
Corrupt query. The adversary makes one query to corrupt over a set of I (I ⊂ {1,2,··· ,l}), the
challenger returns the messages m[I] and randomness r[I] used in challenge phase
corresponding to I.
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Key Query. The adversary is allowed to issue Key generation queries. That is to say the
adversary outputs the function f to the challenger (f is reasonable), then the challenger runs
KeyGen on f to generate the corresponding private key SKf and sends SKf to the adversary.
Final. The adversary guesses M.
GameSIM:
Setup. The simulator generates (PK,MSK) and sends PK to the adversary.
Challenge. The simulator chooses a message M0 from the distribution, and encrypts M0 .
The ciphertext C’ is sent to the adversary which is indistinguishable with C in GameREAL.
Corrupt query. The adversary makes one query to corrupt over a set of I, the simulator runs
Oracle to get the messages m[I] ⊆ M in GameREAL and generates fake randomness r∗[I]
which satisfy C [I] = EncFE(m[I],r∗[I]).

‘

Key Query. The simulator runs KeyGen on f to generate SKf and sends SKf to the adversary.
Final. The adversary guesses M.

We define the advantage of the adversary in this SO-FE Game:
AdvSO−FE(A) = |Pr[Gamereal ⇒ true] − Pr[GameSIM ⇒ true]|
A functional encryption scheme is secure against SOA if all polynomial time adversaries A
have at most a negligible advantage in the Game.
Our scheme is post SO-FE, that is to say, the KeyGen queries of f must be made after the
corrupt query of I. There are two reasons to explain why our scheme is asked to be post
secure: one is to make sure the adversary choose the set of I without the help of the KeyGen
queries. In the proof of the security, the simulator hope to run the adversary and utilize the
rewind technology after the corrupt query hIi until the challenge cipher is not contain in I.
The other is to make sure there is no leak about information of the challenge plaintext after
the adversary receives SKf, because we restricy the choices of functions that can be queried
based on I. The Specific reasons can refer to the proof of the security in section 5.
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4. A CONSTRUCTION OF SO-FE
We now give our construction of SO-FE scheme. In fact, our construction is based on that of Garg
et al.’ FE scheme, mixed with SW’ DE scheme. The dual public key encryption in FE is replaced
with a dual DE.
Let M = m1,m2,··· ,ml (mi ∈ {0,1}n), we have
SetupSO−FE: The Setup algorithm first runs Setup NIZK to get crs and runs Setup DE twice to get

(We utilize the SW’s DE scheme introduced in section 2, Kiα (i = 1, 2, 3; α = a, b) are keys of F1,
F2, F3 in DE.)
EncSO−FE: ∀i = 1,··· ,l, α ∈ {a,b}, choose randomness
Check if
does not satisfy the above condition.

If yes, choose randomness once again until the random

a
ci( a ) = io( PEnc
)(mi , ri a )
b
ci( b ) = io( PEnc
)(mi , rib )

Creat a NIZK proof

π i ← Pr oveNIZK (crs, (ci( a ) , ci( b ) ), ( ri a , rib , mi )) to prove the fact that:

KeyGenSO−FE: Create an obfuscation of the program like the following Table 3, and output SKf =
io(PKeyGen). DecSO−FE: Compute SKf (C).

5. THE SECURITY OF SO-FE
The SO-FE scheme in section 4 is a SIM-SO FE scheme, the security model is given in section 3.
Now we will give the security proof.
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Theorem 1. If io is an indistinguishability obfuscator, DE is IND-CPA security and the NIZK is
statistically simulation sound, the scheme is a no-adaptive secure SO-FE.
Proof. In order to prove the FE scheme is SIM-SO security, we need to construct a simulator
which can run in the GameSIM to simulate all the possibility in the GameREAL. That is to say,
|Pr(GameREAL ⇒ true) − Pr(GameSIM ⇒ true)| ≤ neg(·).
In short, the simulator needs to create equivocable ciphertexts as the challenge ciphertexts, then
open them accordingly. Here, we must make sure the equivocable ciphertexts are
indistinguishable from the real encryption of the messages in the REAL setting. In order to
provide the environment of the adversary in GameREAL, on the corrupt phase, the simulator first
gets the corrupt messages from the Oracle in the GameSIM and then outputs the fake randomness
which is indistinguishable from the real random used in the encryption to the adversary (here we
use the technology of DE).
we proof the theorem through a series of Hybrids:
Hybrid 0: Let A be an arbitrary adversary in GameREAL of the SO-FE security model. The
challenger first generates (PK, MSK) and send the public key to to the adversary. Then the
challenger chooses the message M from the message space M and encrypt the message running
EncSO−FE. Later the adversary makes a corrupt query and some key generation queries, the
challenger sends m[I],r[I] to A (r[I] is the real random used in encryption of m[I]). Finally, A give
its guess of the message.
We can see Pr(Hybrid0 ⇒ true) = Pr(GameREAL ⇒ true)

Hybrid 1: We define Hybrid 1 to be the same as Hybrid 0, except that on the corrupt phase, the
challenger first runs the Oracle in GameSIM to get the message m[I], for i ∈ |I|,α = {a,b}, set sαi
← R, riα = io(PExpα )(mi,ciα ,sαi ). Output r[i] = (ria,rib). (cαi is the cipher generated by
simulator, mi is the output of Oracle).
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We now say |Pr(Hybrid0 ⇒ true) − Pr(Hybrid1 ⇒ true)| ≤ neg(·), because the random returned in
Hybrid 1 and Hybrid 0 are almost identically distributed in the view of A. The indistinguishability
between Hybrid0 and Hybrid1 can reduce to the explainability of DE scheme.
In [3], Sahai and Waters had proved the explainability of deniable encryption: if the io is
indistinguishable and F1 is a puncturable extracting PRF, F2 is a puncturable statistically injective
PRF, F3 is a general puncturable PRF, then the generated pseudo-randomness is indistinguishable
with the real random. While in Hybrid 0, the encrypted randomness is chosen from set
{0,1}|r|/S,(S = {(a,b)|a = F2(K2, F3(K3,a) ⊕ b),a = {0,1}|r1|,b = {0,1}|r2|}). Now we can see the
size of S: for any fixed a, there exist at most one preimage a0 because of F2 is a puncturable
statistically injective PRF, thus b = a0 ⊕ F3(K3,a) is well-determined. So |S| = 2|r1| and choose a
random from S is negligible if r is large enough.
Hybrid 2: We define Hybrid 2 is the same with Hybrid 1 except that on the KeyGen query phase,
the challenger returns
is defined as follows). Our scheme is noadaptive security, the KeyGen query is made after the challenge phase. It’s easy to see SK[f and
SKf is indistinguishable . So |Pr(Hybrid1 ⇒ true)−Pr(Hybrid2 ⇒ true)| ≤ neg(·).
The indistinguishability between Hybrid1 and Hybrid2 can reduce to the indistinguishability of
io.

Hybrid 3−p:(0 ≤ p ≤ q) We define Hybrid 3−p is the same with Hybrid 2 except that on the
challenge phase, if i ≤ p, we replace the real challenge cipher to new ones which are generate by
simulater, ( here specially the simulator choose messages mi = 1n and send the ciphers to A); If p
< i ≤ q, the simulate sends the real challenge cipher to A.
We can see Pr(Hybrid3−0 ⇒ true) =Pr(Hybrid2 ⇒true) and Pr(Hybrid3−q ⇒true) =Pr(GameSIM
⇒ true). So our aim is to prove |Pr(Hybrid3−0 ⇒ true) − Pr(Hybrid3−q ⇒ true)| ≤ neg(·). We
define the Hybrid3−p is like the following table 7.

Now we begin to explain the indistinguishability between Hybrid3−p and Hybrid3−(p−1). To
prove the above problem, we first define the following hybrids and then reduce the
indistinguishability to security of IND-CPA DE.
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Hybrid3−(p−1)−(0): This hybrid is the same with Hybrid3−(p−1).
Hybrid3−(p−1)−(1): This hybrid uses the trapdoor in NIZK to generate an fake proof to make
sure that the adversary can believe two ciphertexts in double system encryption is an encryption
of the same message.

Hybrid3−(p−1)−(2): This hybrid change the pth ciphertext to

where

is a fake proof generated by
SimNIZK.
Hybrid3−(p−1)−(3): This hybrid is the same with Hybrid3−p−(2) except that the pth ciphertext is
, where
and on the io of KeyGen
query phase, we replace
and make sure we can use the key in the second part of the
double encryption system. It’s not hard to see Hybrid3−(p−1)−(3) ≈ Hybrid3−p.
If SSS-NIZK is computationally zero knowledge, then Hybrid3−(p−1)−(0), Hybrid3−(p−1)−(1) is
indistinguish. For the indistinguishability between (1) and (2) or (2) and (3), we hope to reduce
the problem to the IND-CPA secure DE. That is to say we hope to structure a simulator B who
can run A, if there is an A who can distinguish (1) and (2) or (2) and (3), there is an adversary B
who can distinguish the challenge cipher c∗ in Game of IND-CPA DE. The reduction can refer to
appendix. So

6. CONCLUSION
Our paper proposed a stronger security of FE which is secure against SOA and proposed a
concrete construction of SO-FE scheme. A lot of work is worth doing in the future, for example,
how to concrete a SO-FE without indistinguishability obfuscation.
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APPENDIX
A. Puncturable PRF
A puncturable family of PRFs F mapping ({0,1}n(·) → {0,1}m(·)) is given by a triple of Turing
Machines (KeyF,PunctureF,EvalF) satisfying the following conditions:
Functionality preserved. For every PPT adversary A such that A(1λ) outputs a set S ⊆ {0,1}n(λ),
then we have

Pseudorandom at punctured points.For every PPT adversary A such that A(1λ) outputs a set S ⊆
{0,1}n(λ) and state σ, consider an experiment where K ← KeyF(1λ) and KS = PunctureF(K,S), for
any PPT distinguisher D, we have
|Pr[D(σ,KS,S,EvalF(K,S)) = 1] − Pr[D(σ,KS,S,Um(λ)·|S|) = 1]| ≤ neg(λ)
Definition 3. A puncturable statistically injective PRF family with failure probability ε(·) is a
family of PRFs F such that with probability 1 − ε(λ) over the random choice of key K ←
KeyF(1λ), we have that F(K,) is injective.
Definition 4. A puncturable extracting PRF family with error ε(·) for min-entropy k(·) is a family
of PRFs F mapping {0,1}n(λ) → {0,1}m(λ) such that for all λ, if X is any distribution over
{0,1}m(λ) with min-entropy greater than k(λ), then the statistical distance between (K ←
KeyF(1λ),F(K,X)) and (K ← KeyF(1λ),Um(λ)) is at most ε(λ).

B. Indistinguishability Obfuscator
A uniform PPT machine io is called an indistinguishability obfuscator (io) for a circuit family
{Cλ} if the following conditions are satisfied:
Functionality preserved. For all security parameters λ ∈ N, for all C ∈ {Cλ}, for all input x, we
have
Pr[C0(x) = C(x) : C0 ← io(λ,C)] = 1
Indistinguishability. For any PPT distinguisher D, for all security parameters λ ∈ N, for all pairs
of circuits C0,C1 ∈ {Cλ} which satisfies Pr[∀x,C0(x) = C1(x)] > 1−neg(·), then
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|Pr[D(io(λ, C0)) = 1] − Pr[D(io(λ, C1)) = 1]| ≤ neg(λ)

C. NIZK
A non-interactive zero-knowledge proof system (NIZK) contains three algorithms NIZK =
(Setup,Prove,V er): crs ← Setup(1k);π ← Prove(crs, stmt, ω);b ← V er(crs, stmt, π), where k is
the security parameter, crs is the common reference string, stmt is the statement information, ω is
a witness and π is the proof, moreover b is 0/1 means rejection or acceptance.
Completeness. Pr[crs ← Setup,π ← Prove(crs,stmt,ω): V er(crs,stmt,π) = 1] = 1
Soundness. Pr[crs ← Setup,∃(stmt,π) : (stmt /∈ L) ∧ V er(crs,stmt,π) = 1] ≤ neg(·)
Zero-knowledge. If there exists a simulator S=(SimSetup,SimProve),such that for all PPT
adversary A, it holds that

is negligible.
In [16], the FE scheme used statistically simulation sound NIZK, which they called SSS-NIZK,
and Garg et al. proposed a concrete construction of SSS-NIKZ. Informally, a NIZK system is
statistically simulation sound, if under a simulated crs, there is no valid
proof for any false statement, except for the simulated proofs for statements fed into the SimSetup
algorithm to generate crs. That is to say, f

D. Reduct to IND-CPA DE
Here we will explain the indistinguishability between Hybrid3−(p−1)−(1) and
Hybrid3−(p−1)−(2) or Hybrid3−(p−1)−(2) and Hybrid3−(p−1)−(3). We hope to structure a
simulator B who can run A, if there is an A who can distinguish (1) and (2) or (2) and (3),
there is an adversary B who can distinguish the challenge cipher c∗ in Game of IND-CPA DE
(refer to the following figures).
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Fig.1.The reduction process: the indistinguishability between Hybrid3−(p−1)−(1) and Hybrid3−(p−1)−(2).
[m]PK means encryption of m with public key PK.

Take Hybrid3−(p−1)−(2) and Hybrid3−(p−1)−(3) for example:
B gets PKC from the challenger from IND-CPA game of DE, then sets PKa = PKC and generates
a pair of key (PKb,SKb). B sends (PKa,PKb) to adversary A in the SOAGame FE. B chooses
message M∗A = m∗A,1,··· ,m∗A,l from message space and makes the challenger’s challenge
message
. The challenger will return a
challenge cipher c∗B. Then B hides the c∗B into the challenge cipher
in the following way:

of A

When A makes corrupt query hIi: B first check whether p ∈ I, if yes, B uses the rewind
technology to repeatedly run A until p ∉ I; if not, B makes pseudo randomness using io(PExp)
after knowing the message m[I].
When A make key generate queries hfi(q-bounded): B replaces
in the SK[f to
decrypt and make sure we can use the key in the second part of the double encryption system.
Then send it to A.
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Fig.2. The reduction process: the indistinguishability betwee n Hybrid3−(p−1)−(2) and Hybrid3−(p−1)−(3)

Finally A will output its guess M0, then the B can utilize the pth guess to reply the challenger in
Game DE. So if A can guess the message rightly, thus B can distinguish between the cipher of m0
or m1 with non-negligible advantage, which will break the INDCPA property of DE.
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ABSTRACT
Cloud computing is revolutionizing many ecosystems by providing organizations with
computing resources featuring easy deployment, connectivity, configuration, automation and
scalability. This paradigm shift raises a broad range of security and privacy issues that must be
taken into consideration. Multi-tenancy, loss of control, and trust are key challenges in cloud
computing environments. This paper reviews the existing technologies and a wide array of both
earlier and state-of-the-art projects on cloud security and privacy. We categorize the existing
research according to the cloud reference architecture orchestration, resource control, physical
resource, and cloud service management layers, in addition to reviewing the existing
developments in privacy-preserving sensitive data approaches in cloud computing such as
privacy threat modeling and privacy enhancing protocols and solutions.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Cloud computing is revolutionizing many of our ecosystems, including healthcare. Compared
with earlier methods of processing data, cloud computing environments provide significant
benefits, such as the availability of automated tools to assemble, connect, configure and
reconfigure virtualized resources on demand. These make it much easier to meet organizational
goals as organizations can easily deploy cloud services. However, the shift in paradigm that
accompanies the adoption of cloud computing is increasingly giving rise to security and privacy
considerations relating to facets of cloud computing such as multi-tenancy, trust, loss of control
and accountability [1]. Consequently cloud platforms that handle sensitive information are
required to deploy technical measures and organizational safeguards to avoid data protection
breakdowns that might result in enormous and costly damages.
Sensitive information in the context of cloud computing encompasses data from a wide range of
different areas and disciplines. Data concerning health is a typical example of the type of
sensitive information handled in cloud computing environments, and it is obvious that most
individuals will want information related to their health to be secure. Hence, with the
David C. Wyld et al. (Eds) : NETCOM, NCS, WiMoNe, CSEIT, SPM - 2015
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proliferation of these new cloud technologies in recent times, privacy and data protection
requirements have been evolving to protect individuals against surveillance and database
disclosure. Some examples of such protective legislation are the EU Data Protection Directive
(DPD) [2] and the US Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA) [3], both of
which demand privacy preservation for handling personally identifiable information.
This paper presents an overview of the research on security and privacy of sensitive data in cloud
computing environments. We identify new developments in the areas of orchestration, resource
control, physical hardware, and cloud service management layers of a cloud provider. We also
review the state-of-the-art in privacy-preserving sensitive data approaches for handling sensitive
data in cloud computing such as privacy threat modeling and privacy enhancing protocols and
solutions.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 gives an overview of cloud computing
concepts and technologies. Section 3 describes the security and privacy issues that need to be
solved in order to provide secure data management for cloud environments. Section 4, reviews
the existing security solutions that are being used in the area of cloud computing. Section 5
describes research on privacy-preserving solutions for sensitive data. Finally, in Section 6, we
present our findings and conclusions.

2. KEY CONCEPTS AND TECHNOLOGIES
Over the past few years, major IT vendors (such as Amazon, Microsoft and Google) have
provided virtual machines (VMs), via their clouds, that customers could rent. These clouds utilize
hardware resources and support live migration of VMs in addition to dynamic load-balancing and
on-demand provisioning. This means that, by renting VMs via a cloud, the entire datacenter
footprint of a modern enterprise can be reduced from thousands of physical servers to a few
hundred (or even just dozens) of hosts.
While it is practical and cost effective to use cloud computing in this way, there can be issues
with security when using systems that are not provided in-house. To look into these and find
appropriate solutions, there are several key concepts and technologies that are widely used in
cloud computing that need to be understood, such as virtualization mechanisms, varieties of cloud
services, and “container” technologies.
2.1. Virtualization Mechanisms
A hypervisor or virtual machine monitor (VMM) is a key component that resides between VMs
and hardware to control the virtualized resource [4]. It provides the means to run several isolated
virtual machines on the same physical host. Hypervisors can be categorized into two groups [5]:
•

Type I: Here the hypervisor runs directly on the real system hardware, and there is no
operating system (OS) under it. This approach is efficient as it eliminates any
intermediary layers. Another benefit with this type of hypervisor is that security levels
can be improved by isolating the guest VMs. That way, if a VM is compromised, it can
only affect itself and will not interfere with the hypervisor or other guest VMs.

•

Type II: The second type of hypervisor runs on a hosted OS that provides virtualization
services, such as input/output (IO) device support and memory management. All VM
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interactions, such as IO requests, network operations and interrupts, are handled by the
hypervisor.
Xen1 and kernel virtual machine (KVM)2 are two popular open-source hypervisors (respectively
of Type I and Type II). Xen runs directly on the underlying hardware and it inserts a virtualization
layer between the system hardware and the virtual machines. The OSs running in the VMs
interact with the virtual resources as if they were actually physical resources. KVM is a
virtualization feature in the Linux Kernel that makes it possible to safely execute guest code
directly on the host CPU.
2.2. Cloud Computing Characteristics
When considering cloud computing, we need to be aware of the types of services that are offered,
the way those services are delivered to those using the services, and the different types of people
and groups that are involved with cloud services.
Cloud computing delivers computing software, platforms and infrastructures as services based on
pay-as-you go models. Cloud service models can be deployed for on-demand storage and
computing power in various ways: Software-as-a-Service (SaaS), Platform-as-a-Service (PaaS)
and Infrastructure-as-a-Service (IaaS). Cloud computing service models have been evolved
during the past few years within a variety of domains using the “as-a-Service” concept of cloud
computing such as Business Integration-as-a-Service, Cloud-Based Analytics-as-a-Service
(CLAaaS), Data-as-a-Service (DaaS) [61], [62]. This paper refers to the NIST cloud service
models features [6] that are summarized in Table 1 that can be delivered to consumers using
different models such as a private cloud, community cloud, public cloud, or hybrid cloud.
Table 1, Categorization of Cloud Service Models and Features
Service Model

1

Function

SaaS

Allows consumers to run applications by
virtualizing hardware on the resources of the
cloud providers

PaaS

Provides capability of deploying custom
applications with their dependencies within an
environment called a container.

Google App Engine4,
Heroku5

IaaS

Provides a hardware platform as a service such
as virtual machines, processing, storage,
networks and database services.

Amazon Elastic Compute
Cloud (EC2)6

Xen hypervisor, http://xen.org/products/xenhyp.html
KVM, http://www.linux-kvm.org/
3
Salesforce CRM, https://www.salesforce.com/crm/
4
Google App Engine, https://appengine.google.com
5
Heroku, https://www.heroku.com
6
Amazon EC2, https://aws.amazon.com/ec2/
2

Example
Salesforce Customer
Relationship Management
(CRM)3
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The NIST cloud computing reference architecture [7], defines five major actors in the cloud
arena: cloud consumers, cloud providers, cloud carriers, cloud auditors and cloud brokers. Each
of these actors is an entity (either a person or an organization) that participates in a cloud
computing transaction or process, and/or performs cloud computing tasks.
A cloud consumer is a person or organization that uses services from cloud providers in the
context of a business relationship. A cloud provider is an entity makes cloud services available to
interested users. A cloud auditor conducts independent assessments of cloud services, operations,
performance and security in relation to the cloud deployment. A cloud broker is an entity that
manages the use, performance and delivery of cloud services, and also establishes relationships
between cloud providers and cloud consumers. A cloud carrier is an entity that provides
connectivity and transport of cloud services from cloud providers to cloud consumers through the
physical networks.
The activities of cloud providers can be divided into five main categories: service deployment,
resource abstraction, physical resources, service management, security and privacy [7]. Service
deployment consists of delivering services to cloud consumers according to one of the service
models (SaaS, PaaS, IasS). Resource abstraction refers to providing interfaces for interacting
with networking, storage and compute resources. The physical resources layer includes the
physical hardware and facilities that are accessible via the resource abstraction layer. Service
management includes providing business support, resource provisioning, configuration
management, portability and interoperability to other cloud providers or brokers. The security
and privacy responsibilities of cloud providers include integrating solutions to ensure legitimate
delivery of cloud services to the cloud consumers. The security and privacy features that are
necessary for the activities of cloud providers are described in Table 2 [10].
Table 2, Security and Privacy Factors of the Cloud Providers
Security Context

Description

Authentication and
Authorization

Authentication and authorization of cloud consumers using predefined identification schemes.

Identity and Access
Management

Cloud consumer provisioning and deprovisioning via heterogeneous
cloud service providers.

Confidentiality,
Integrity,
Availability

Assuring the confidentiality of the data objects, authorizing data
modifications and ensuring that resources are available when needed.

Monitoring and
Incident Response

Continuous monitoring of the cloud infrastructure to assure
compliance with consumer security policies and auditing
requirements.

Policy
Management

Defining and enforcing rules for certain actions such as auditing or
proof of compliance.

Privacy

Protect personally identifiable information (PII) within the cloud from
adversarial attacks that aim to find out the identity of the person that
PII relates to.
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The majority of cloud computing infrastructures consist of reliable services delivered through
data centers to achieve high availability through redundancy. A data center or computer center is
a facility used to house computer systems and associated components, such as storage and
network systems. It generally includes redundant or backup power units, redundant network
connections, air conditioning, and fire safety controls.
2.3. Containers Technology
Clouds based on Linux container (LXC) technology are considered to be next-generation clouds,
so LXCs has become an important part of the cloud computing infrastructures because of their
ability to run several OS-level isolated VMs within a host with a very low overhead. LXCs are
built on modern kernel features. An LXC resembles a light-weight execution environment within
a host system that runs instructions native to the core CPU while eliminating the need for
instruction level emulation or just-in-time compilation [8]. LXCs contain applications,
configurations and the required storage dependencies, in a manner similar to the just enough OS
(JeOS).
Using containers, several applications can share an OS, binaries or libraries, which results in
significant increases in efficiency compared to using hypervisors. For example, the portability of
applications and the provisioning time of VMs are very low with container technologies [9].
LXC technologies were introduced in the 1980s, starting with the chroot (change root) command,
and evolving into to popular container managers such as Docker.

7

•

Chroot: The Unix chroot system call, which was introduced as part of Unix version 7 in
1979, can be considered as the first step in the evolution of containerization. The chroot
call changes the root directory of the calling process to a specified path, where the root
directory is known by all children of the calling process. This feature is used by some
containers for isolation and sharing the underlying file system. Chroot is often used when
building system images by changing root to a temporary directory, downloading and
installing packages in chroot or compressing chroot as a system root file system.

•

FreeBSD Jail7 extended chroot in 1998 to provide enhanced security. FreeBSD jail
settings can explicitly restrict access outside the sandbox environment by files, processes,
and user accounts (including accounts created by the jail definition). Jail can therefore
define a new root user, who has full control inside the sandbox, but who cannot reach
anything outside.

•

Namespaces were introduced in 1992 [11] for process-based resource isolation.
Namespaces provide tools for isolating the view of global resources such as details about
file systems, processes, network interfaces, Inter Process Communication (IPC), host
names, and user IDs. Processes in a particular namespace are invisible to other processes
because they think that they are the only processes on the system and because
"connectivity" is only permitted with the parent namespace

https://www.freebsd.org/doc/handbook/jails.html
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•

Control Groups (cgroups)8 are kernel mechanisms introduced by Google in 2007 to
provide fine-grained control by grouping processes and their children into a tree structure
for resource management. Each group can be assigned a task for operations related to
CPU, memory, disk and network. For example, to isolate two groups such as applications
resources and OS resources, two groups (group 1 and 2) can be created to assign resource
profiles to each group.

•

Linux Security Modules (LSMs) are kernel modules which provide a framework for
mandatory access control (MAC) security implementations. In MAC implementations,
the administrator (user or process) assigns access controls to subject / initiator. In
discretionary access control (DAC), the resource owner (user) assigns access controls to
the subject or initiator. Existing LSM implementations include AppArmor, SELinux and
so forth to prevent virtual machines from attacking other virtual machines or the host. For
this purpose, policies are used to define what actions a process can perform on a
particular system.

•

Containers are built on the hardware and operating system but they make use of kernel
features called chroots, cgroups and namespaces to construct a contained environment
without the need for a hypervisor. The most recent container technologies are Solaris
Zones, OpenVZ and LXC.
In 2004, Solaris version 10 used zones as facilities to provide protected virtualized
environments within a single host. Every Solaris system includes a global zone for both
system and system-wide administrative control, and may have one or more non-global
zones. All processes run in the global zone if there is no non-global zone. The global
zone is aware of all devices and all file systems, while non-global zones are not aware of
the existence of any other zones. Zone-based containers provide isolation, security and
virtualization. Zones are similar to jails with additional features such as snapshots and
cloning that make it possible to clone efficiently or to duplicate a current zone into a new
zone.
In 2005 OpenVZ 9 containers were introduced using a modified Linux kernel with a set
of extensions. OpenVZ is based on the namespace and control group concepts in contrast
to jails, which were used in FreeBSD.
Later in 2008, LXC10 emerged as a container management tool and it combined
namespaces and control groups to create a fully isolated environment. It provides
libraries and command-line support to enable administrators to create new containers.
LXC containers can be used in either privileged (as a root user) or unprivileged (as a nonroot user) modes to easily customize kernel capabilities or configure cgroups to satisfy
the particular requirements.
Docker is another container management tool – it was introduced in 2013 and is based on
namespaces, cgroups and SELinux. Docker provides automation for the deployment of
containers through remote APIs and has additional features that make it possible to create

8
9

Kernel CGroups, https://www.kernel.org/doc/Documentation/cgroups/
OpenVZ, https://openvz.org/
LXC Containers, https://linuxcontainers.org/
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standardized environments for developing applications. This has made Docker a popular
technology. Creating the standardized environments is achieved using a layered image
format that enables users to add or remove applications and their dependencies to form a
trusted image.
Docker adds portable deployment of LXCs across different machines. In cloud terms, one
can think of LXC as the hypervisor and Docker as both the open virtualization appliance
and the provision engine [12]. Docker images can run unchanged on any platform that
supports Docker. In Docker, containers can be created from build files such as Web
service management.
The use of containers in cloud computing is increasingly becoming popular amongst cloud
providers such as Google11 and Microsoft12. Significant improvements in performance and
security are the main driving factors for employing containers compared to virtualization using
hypervisors in cloud infrastructures.

3. CLOUD SECURITY AND PRIVACY CHALLENGES
Cloud computing has raised several security threats such as data breaches, data loss, denial of
service, and malicious insiders that have been extensively studied in [67], [68]. These threats
mainly originate from issues such as multi-tenancy, loss of control over data and trust.
(Explanations of these issues follow in the next subsection.)
Consequently the majority of cloud providers – including Amazon’s Simple Storage Service
(S3)13, the Google Compute Engine14 and the Citrix Cloud Platform15 - do not guarantee specific
levels of security and privacy in their service level agreements (SLAs) as part of the contractual
terms and conditions between cloud providers and consumers. This means that there are
important concerns related to security and privacy that must be taken into consideration in using
cloud computing by all parties involved in the cloud computing arena. These are discussed in the
subsection 2.2.
3.1. Security Issues in Cloud Computing

11

•

Multi-tenancy: Multi-tenancy refers to sharing physical devices and virtualized
resources between multiple independent users. Using this kind of arrangement means that
an attacker could be on the same physical machine as the target. Cloud providers use
multi-tenancy features to build infrastructures that can efficiently scale to meet
customers’ needs, however the sharing of resources means that it can be easier for an
attacker to gain access to the target’s data.

•

Loss of Control: Loss of control is another potential breach of security that can occur
where consumers’ data, applications, and resources are hosted at the cloud provider’s
owned premises. As the users do not have explicit control over their data, this makes it
possible for cloud providers to perform data mining over the users’ data, which can lead

Google Container Engine, https://cloud.google.com/container-engine/
Microsoft Azure Container, https://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/blog/azure-container-service-now-and-the-future/
Amazon S3 SLA, https://aws.amazon.com/s3/sla/
14
Google Compute Engine SLA, https://cloud.google.com/compute/sla
15
Citrix Cloud Platform SLA, https://www.citrix.se/products/cloudplatform/overview.html
12
13
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to security issues. In addition, when the cloud providers backup data at different data
centers, the consumers cannot be sure that their data is completely erased everywhere
when they delete their data. This has the potential to lead to misuse of the unerased data.
In these types of situations where the consumers lose control over their data, they see the
cloud provider as a black-box where they cannot directly monitor the resources
transparently.
•

Trust Chain in Clouds: Trust plays an important role in attracting more consumers by
assuring on cloud providers. Due to loss of control (as discussed earlier), cloud users rely
on the cloud providers using trust mechanisms as an alternative to giving users
transparent control over their data and cloud resources. Therefore cloud providers build
confidence amongst their customers by assuring them that the provider's operations are
certified in compliance with organizational safeguards and standards.

3.2. Privacy Considerations of Processing Sensitive Data
The security issues in cloud computing lead to a number of privacy concerns. Privacy is a
complex topic that has different interpretations depending on contexts, cultures and communities,
and it has been recognized as a fundamental human right by the United Nations [13]. It worth
nothing that privacy and security are two distinct topics although security is generally necessary
for providing privacy [1], [59].
Several efforts have been made to conceptualize privacy by jurists, philosophers, researchers,
psychologists, and sociologists in order to give us a better understanding of privacy – for
example, Alan Westin’s research in 1960 is considered to be the first significant work on the
problem of consumer data privacy and data protection. Westin [14] defined privacy as follow.
“Privacy is the claim of individuals, groups, or institutions to determine for themselves
when, how, and to what extent information about them is communicated to others.”
The International Association of Privacy Professionals (IAPP)16 glossary 27 refers to privacy as
the appropriate use of information under the circumstances. The notion of what constitutes
appropriate handling of data handling varies depending on several factors such as individual
preferences, the context of the situation, law, collection, how the data would be used and what
information would be disclosed.
In jurisdictions such as the US, “privacy” is the term that is used to encompass the relevant laws,
policies and regulations, while in the EU the term “data protection” is more commonly used
when referring to privacy laws and regulations. Legislation that aims to protect the privacy of
individuals – such as the European Union (EU) DPD [1], the Gramm-Leach-Bliley Act (GLBA)
[15], the Right to Financial Privacy Act (RFPA) [16], and the HIPAA [2] – can become very
complicated and have a variety of specific requirements. Organizations collecting and storing
data in clouds that are subject to data protection regulations must ensure that the privacy of the
data is preserved appropriately to lay the foundations for legal access to sensitive personal data.
The development of a legal definition for cybercrime, the issue of jurisdiction (who is responsible
for what information and where are they held responsible for it) and the regulation of data
16

IAPP Glossary, https://iapp.org/resources/glossary
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transfers to third countries [17] are among other challenging issues when it comes to security in
cloud computing. For example, the DPD, which is the EU’s initial attempt at privacy protection,
presents 72 recitals and 34 articles to harmonize the regulations for information flow within the
EU Member States.
The DPD highlights the demand for cross-border transfer of data through non-legislative
measures and self-control. One example of where these types of privacy principles are being used
is the Safe Harbor Agreement (SHA) which makes it possible transfer data to US-based cloud
providers that are assumed to have appropriate data protection mechanisms. However, cloud
carriers are not subject to the SHA, which leads to complexity in respect to international laws.
There is an ongoing effort [18] to replace the EU DPD with a new a data protection regulation
containing 91 articles that aims to lay out a data protection framework in Europe. The proposed
regulations expand the definition of personal data protection to cover any information related to
the people who are the subjects of the data, irrespective of whether the information is private,
public or professional in nature. The regulations also include definitions of new roles related to
handling data (such as data transfer officers) and propose restricting the transfer of data to thirdparty countries that do not guarantee adequate levels of protection. Currently Argentina, Canada,
Guernsey, Jersey, the Isle of Man, Israel, Switzerland, the US Safe Harbor Privacy Program, and
the US Transfer of Air Passenger Name Data Record are considered to offer adequate protection.
The new regulations consider imposing significant penalties for privacy breaches that result from
violations of the regulations, for example, such a penalty could be 0.5 percent of the worldwide
annual turnover of the offending enterprise.

4. SECURITY SOLUTIONS
This section reviews the research on security solution such as authentication, authorization, and
identity management that were identified in Table 2.2 [10] as being necessary so that the
activities of cloud providers are sufficiently secure.

4.1 Authentication and Authorization
In [19] the authors propose a credential classification and a framework for analyzing and
developing solutions for credential management that include strategies to evaluate the complexity
of cloud ecosystems. This study identifies a set of categories relevant for authentication and
authorization for the cloud focusing on infrastructural organization which include classifications
for credentials, and adapt those categories to the cloud context. The study also summarizes
important factors that need to be taken into consideration when adopting or developing a solution
for authentication and authorization – for example, identifying the appropriate requirements,
categories, services, deployment models, lifecycle, and entities. In other work, a design model for
multi-factor authentication in cloud computing environments is proposed in [20], and this model
includes an analysis of the potential security threats in the proposed model. Another
authentication solution is seen with MiLAMob [21], which provides a SaaS authentication
middleware for mobile consumers of IaaS cloud applications. MiLAMob is a middleware-layer
that handles the real-time authentication events on behalf of consumer devices with minimal
HTTP traffic. The middleware currently supports mobile consumption of data on IaaS clouds
such as Amazon’s S3.
FermiCloud [22] uses another approach for authentication and authorization - it utilizes public
key infrastructure (PKI) X.509 certificates for user identification and authentication. FermiCloud
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is built in OpenNebula1 and it develops both X.509 authentication in Sunstone OpenNebula – a
Web interface intended for user management – and X.509 authentication via command-line
interfaces. To avoid the limitations of OpenNebula access control lists that are used for
authorization after successful authentication of users, authors integrated an existing local
credential mapping service. This solution has also been extended in cloud federations to authorize
users across different cloud providers that have established trust relationships through trusted
certification authorities.
Tang et al. [23] introduce collaborative access control properties such as centralized facilities,
agility, homogeneity, and outsourcing trust. They have introduced an authorization-as-a-service
(AaaS) approach using a formalized multi-tenancy authorization system, and providing
administrative control over enhanced fine-grained trust models. Integrating trust with
cryptographic role-based access control (RBAC) [24] is another solution that ensures trust for
secure sharing of data in the cloud. The authors propose using cryptographic RBAC to enforce
authorization policies regarding the trustworthiness of roles that are evaluated by the data owner.
Another feature of the authorization system in this solution is that it develops a new concept
using role inheritance for evaluating the trustworthiness of the system. In another study, Sendo et
al. [25] propose a user-centric approach for platform-level authorization of cloud services using
the OAuth2 protocol to allow services to act on behalf of users when interacting with other
services in order to avoid sharing usernames and passwords across service.

4.2 Identity and Access Management
The important functionalities of identity management systems for the success of clouds in
relation to consumer satisfaction is discussed in [26]. The authors also present an authorization
system for cloud federation using Shibboleth - an open source implementation of the security
assertion markup language (SAML) for single sign-on with different cloud providers. This
solution demonstrates how organizations can outsource authentication and authorization to thirdparty clouds using an identity management system. Stihler et al. [27] also propose an integral
federated identity management for cloud computing. A trust relationship between a given user
and SaaS domains is required so that SaaS users can access the application and resources that are
provided. In a PaaS domain, there is an interceptor that acts as a proxy to accept the user’s
requests and execute them. The interceptor interacts with the secure token service (STS), and
requests the security token using the WS-Trust specification.
IBHMCC [28] is another solution that contains identity-based encryption (IBE) and identitybased signature (IBS) schemes. Based on the IBE and IBS schemes, an identity-based
authentication for cloud computing has been proposed. The idea is based on the identity-based
hierarchical model for cloud computing along with the corresponding encryption and signature
schemes without using certificates for simplified key management.
Contrail [29] is another approach that aims to enhance integration among heterogeneous clouds
both vertically and horizontally. Vertical integration provides a unified platform for the different
kinds of resources while horizontal integration abstracts the interaction models of different cloud
providers. In [29] the authors develop a horizontal federation scheme as a requirement for vertical
integration. The proposed federation architecture contains several layers, such as users’ identities,
17
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business logic and a federation manager to support APIs for resources, storage, and networking
across different providers.
E-ID authentication and uniform access to cloud storage service providers [30] is an effort to
build identity management systems for authenticating Portuguese citizens using national eidentification cards for cloud storage systems. In this approach, the OAuth protocol is integrated
for authorizing the cloud users. The e-ID cards contain PKI certificates that are signed by several
levels of governmental departments. A certification authority is responsible for issuing the e-ID
cards and verifying them. The e-ID cards enable users for identity-based encryption of data in
cloud storage.
In [31], the authors consider the issues related to inter-cloud federation and the proposed
ICEMAN identity management architecture. ICEMAN discusses identity life cycle, self-service,
key management, provisioning and deprovisioning functionalities that need to be included in an
appropriate intercloud identity management system.
The EGI delivered a hybrid federated cloud [32] as a collaboration of communities developing,
innovating, operating and using clouds for research and education. The EGI federated cloud
provides IaaS, persistent block storage attached to VMs, and object-level storage for transparent
data sharing. The EGI controls access to resources using X.509 certificates and the concept of
“Virtual Organization” (VO). VO refers to a dynamic set of users or institutions using resourcesharing rules and conditions. The authorization attributes are issued through a VO management
system that can be integrated with SAML for federation.

4.3 Confidentiality, Integrity, and Availability
Santos et al. [33] extend the Terra [34] design that enables users to verify the integrity of VMs in
the cloud. The proposed solution is called the trusted cloud computing platform (TCCP), and the
whole IaaS is considered to be a single system instead of granular hosts in Terra. In this
approach, all nodes run a trusted virtual machine monitor to isolate and protect virtual machines.
Users are given access to cloud services through the cloud manager component. The external
trusted entity (ETE) is another component that provides a trust coordinator service in order to
keep track of the trusted VMs in a cluster. The ETE can be used to attest the security of the VMs.
A TCCP guarantees confidentiality and integrity in data and computation and it also enables
users to attest to the cloud service provider to ensure whether the services are secure prior to
setting up their VMs. These features are based on the trusted platform module (TPM) chip. The
TPM contains a private endorsement key that uniquely identifies the TPM and some
cryptographic functions that cannot be altered.
In 2011, Popa et al. proposed CloudProof [35] as a secure storage system to guarantee
confidentiality, integrity and write-serializability using verifiable proofs of violation by external
third parties. Confidentiality is ensured by private keys that are known only to the owner of the
data that is to be encrypted. The main idea behind CloudProof is the use of the attestation
mechanism. Attestations provide proof of sanity of users, data owners and cloud service
providers. Data owners use a block identifier to acquire the content of a block. This mechanism
enables users to store data by putting a block identifier and the contents of the block in the cloud.
The attestation structure implements a solution called “block hash” for performing integrity
checks through signature verification. The block hash provides proof for write-serializabilty
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using a forked sequence of the attestations while a chain hash is used for a broken chain of
attestations which are not sequenced correctly.
Fuzzy authorization (FA) for cloud storage [36] is another flexible and scalable approach to
enable data to be shared securely among cloud participants. FA ensures confidentiality, integrity
and secure access control by utilizing secret sharing schemes for users with smartphones who are
using the cloud services.
In [37] the authors define threats to cloud server hypervisors thorough analysis of the codebase of
two popular open-source hypervisors: Xen and KVM. In addition, they discuss the vulnerabilities
reports associated with them. As a result, a model is proposed for characterization of hypervisor
vulnerabilities in three dimensions: the trigger source, the attack vector and the attack target. The
attack vector consists of the Hypervisor functionality that makes security breaches possible - for
example, virtual CPUs, symmetric multiprocessing, soft memory management units, interrupt
and timer mechanisms, IO and networking, paravirtualized IO, VM exits, hypercalls, VM
management (configure, start, pause and stop VMs), remote management, and software
hypervisor add-ons. Successful exploitation of a vulnerability in these functionalities enables an
attacker to compromise the confidentiality, integrity, or availability of the Hypervisor or one of
its guest VMs.
The vulnerability reports in [37] show 59 vulnerability cases for Xen and 38 cases for KVM.
Approximately 50 percent of these vulnerabilities are the same for Xen a dKVM and consist of
issues relating to confidentiality, integrity and availability. The remote management software of
Xen contributes to 15.3 percent of the vulnerabilities that demonstrates the increase attack surface
by non-essential services. The VM management component contributes to 11.9 percent of the
vulnerabilities in Xen compared to 5.3 percent in KVM. The lower vulnerability rate in KVM is
due to the libvirt toolkit inside the hypervisor, whereas Xen’s decision to allocate an entire
privileged is done in Dom0. Other factors that have been studied in [20] are trigger sources and
likely attack targets, including the overall network, the guest VM’s user-space, the guest VM’s
kernel-space, the Dom0/host OS, and the hypervisor. The most common trigger source is the
guest VM user-space, which gives rise to 39.0 percent of Xen’s and 34.2 percent of KVM’s
vulnerabilities. This makes it possible for any user-space guest VM to be a threat to the
hypervisor. The guest VM kernel-space has around 32 percent of the total vulnerabilities in both
cases. The authors show Dom0 to be a more common target than the hypervisor in Xen, whereas
the host OS in KVM is a less common target compared to the hypervisor. The location of the IO
device emulation back-end drivers plays an important factor in this difference. The IO and
network device emulation functionalities cause one third of the 15 vulnerabilities in both.
In [38] the authors propose Swap and Play as a new approach for live updating of hypervisors
without the need to reboot the VM for high availability. The proposed design is scalable, usable
and applicable in cloud environments and it has been implemented in Xen as one of the most
popular hypervisors. Swap and Play provides methods to transfer the in-memory state of the
running hypervisor to the updating state, in addition to updating the underlying host. Swap and
Play consists of three independent phases: preparation, distribution and update. In the preparation
phase information for the later state transfer is collected. The distribution phase deploys the
update package on the target host for updating. In the last step, the update package is patched to
individual hosts in the cloud. Each host applies the update package independently of the others
and does not require any network resources. The Xen implementation of the Swap and Play
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solution is called SwapVisor. SwapVisor introduces a new hypercall in the Xen architecture. A
hypercall is a trap from a domain to the hypervisor (similar to a syscall from an application to the
kernel). Hypercalls are used by domains to request privileged operations such as updating page
tables. The experiments show that updating from Xen version 4.2.0 to version 4.2.1 is fulfilled
within approximately 45 ms which seems to be intangible and have almost zero effect on the
network performance.
Klein et al. [39] improve cloud service resilience using a load-balancing mechanism called
brownout. The idea behind this solution is to maximize the optional contents to provide a solution
that is resilient to volatility in terms of flash crowds and capacity shortages (through loadbalancing over replicas) when compared to other approaches that are implemented using
response-time or queue length. In another effort [40] the authors proposed a synchronization
mechanism for cloud accounting systems that are distributed. The run time resource usage
generated from different clusters is synchronized to maintain a single cloud-wide view of the data
so that a single bill can be created. The authors also proposed a set of accounting system
requirements and an evaluation method which verifies that the solution fulfills these
requirements.

4.4 Security Monitoring and Incident Response
Anand [41] presents a centralized monitoring solution for cloud applications consisting of
monitoring the server, monitors, agents, configuration files and notification components.
Redundancy, automatic healing, and multi-level notifications are other benefits of the proposed
solution which are designed to avoid the typical drawbacks of a centralized monitoring system,
such as limited scalability, low performance and single point of failure.
Brinkmann et al. [42] present a scalable distributed monitoring system for clouds using a
distributed management tree that covers all the protocol-specific parameters for data collection.
Data acquisition is done through specific handler implementations for each infrastructure-level
data supplier. Data suppliers provide interoperability with cloud software, virtualization libraries
and OS-level monitoring tools. The authors review the limitations of existing intrusion detection
systems and discuss VM-level intrusion detection as an emerging area for securing VMs in cloud
environments. The requirements for an efficient intrusion detection system for cloud
infrastructures – including multi-tenancy, scalability and availability – are identified and a VM
introspection detection mechanism via a hypervisor is proposed.
Hypervisor-based cloud intrusion detection systems are a new approach (compared to existing
host-based and network-based intrusion detection systems) that is discussed in [43]. The idea is to
use hypervisor capabilities to improve performance over data residing in a VM. Performance
metrics are defined as networking transmitted and received data, read/write over data blocks, and
CPU utilization. These metrics are retrieved in near real-time intervals by endpoint agents that are
connected directly to a controller that analyzes the collected data using signatures to find any
malicious activity. The controller component sends an alert to a notification service in case there
is any potential attack.
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4.5 Security Policy Management
In [44] the authors propose a generic security management framework allowing providers of
cloud data management systems to define and enforce complex security policies through a policy
management module. The user activities are stored and monitored for each storage system, and
are made available to the policy management module. Users’ actions are evaluated by a trust
management module based on their past activities and are grouped as “fair” or “malicious”. An
appropriate architecture for security management which satisfies the requirements of policy
definitions (such as flexibility, expressiveness, extendibility and correctness) has been
implemented. The authors evaluated the proposed system on a data management system that is
built on data storage.
Takabi et al. [45] introduce policy management as a service (PMaaS) to provide users with a
unified control point for managing access policies in order to control access to cloud resources
independently of the physical location of cloud providers. PMaaS is designed specifically to
solve the issue of having multiple access control authorization mechanisms employed by cloud
service providers that restrict the flexibility of applying custom access control to a particular
service. For this purpose, the PMaaS architecture includes a policy management service provider
that is the entry point for cloud users to define and manage the policies. The cloud service
provider imports the user-defined policies and acts a policy decision point to enforce the user
policies.
The challenges associated with policy enforcement in heterogeneous distributed environments are
discussed in [46]. The authors propose a framework to support flexible policy enforcement and a
feedback system using rule- and context-based access control to inform cloud users about the
effect of defined policies. There are three main requirements for building a general policy
enforcement framework. First it must support various data types such as image, structured and
textual data. Secondly, in a distributed environment there need to be several compute engines
such as Map/Reduce, relational database management systems or clusters. Finally, access policy
requirements in terms of access control policies, data sharing policies, and privacy policies need
to be integrated with the general policy management framework. Several policy enforcement
mechanisms (such as extensible access control markup language or inline-reference monitors to
enforce user-centric policies in accord with cloud provider approval) were also discussed.
In [47] the authors describe A4Cloud with the aim of developing solutions to ensure
accountability and transparency in cloud environments. Users need to be able to track their data
usage to know how the cloud provider satisfies their expectations for data protection. For this
purpose cloud providers must employ solutions that provide users with appropriate control and
transparency over their data, e.g. tools to define policies for compliance with regulatory
frameworks. In another effort [48] the authors discuss the issue of usable transparent data
processing in cloud computing and also consider how to enable users to define transparency
policies over their data. They identify the requirements for transparent policy management in the
cloud based on two aspects: user demands and legal aspects of transparent data processing.
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5. PRIVACY-PRESERVATION FOR SENSITIVE DATA IN CLOUD
COMPUTING
Over the time, organizations have collected valuable information about the individuals in our
societies that contain sensitive information, e.g. medical data. Researchers need to access and
analyze such data using big data technologies [63], [64], [65] in cloud computing, while
organizations are required to enforce data protection compliance (subsection 3.2).
There has been considerable progress on privacy preservation for sensitive data in both industry
and academia, e.g., solutions that develop protocols and tools for anonymization or encryption of
data for confidentiality purposes. This section categorizes work related to this area according to
different privacy protection requirements. However, these solutions have not yet been widely
adopted by cloud service providers or organizations.
Pearson [1] discusses a range of security and privacy challenges that are raised by
cloud computing. Lack of user control, lack of training and expertise, unauthorized secondary
usage, complexity of regulatory compliance, transborder data flow restrictions and litigation are
among the challenges faced in cloud computing environments. In [66], the authors describe the
privacy challenges of genomic data in the cloud including terms of services of cloud providers
that are not developed with a healthcare mindset, awareness of patient to upload their data into
the cloud without their consent, multi-tenancy, data monitoring, data security and accountability.
The authors also provide recommendations for data owners when aiming to use cloud provider
services.
In [49] the authors discussed several privacy issues associated with genomic sequencing. This
study also described several open research problems (such as outsourcing to cloud providers,
genomic data encryption, replication, integrity, and removal of genomic data) along with giving
suggestions to improve privacy through collaboration between different entities and
organizations. In another effort [50], raw genomic data storage through encrypted short reads is
proposed.
Outsourcing privacy is another topic that is discussed in [51]. The authors define the concept of
“outsourcing privacy” where a database owner updates the database over time on untrusted
servers. This definition assumes that database clients and the untrusted servers are not able to
learn anything about the contents of the databases without authorized access. The authors
implements a server-side indexing structure to produce a system that allows a single database
owner to privately and efficiently write data to, and multiple database clients to privately read
data from, an outsourced database.
Homomorphic encryption is another privacy-preserving solution that is based on the idea of
computing over encrypted data without knowing the keys belonging to different parties. To
ensure confidentiality, the data owner may encrypt data with a public key and store data in the
cloud. When the process engine reads the data, there is no need to have the DP’s private key to
decrypt the data. In private computation on encrypted genomic data [52], the authors proposed a
privacy-preserving model for genomic data processing using homomorphic encryption on
genome-wide association studies.
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Anonymization is another approach to ensure the privacy of sensitive data. SAIL [53] provides
individual-level information on the availability of data types within a collection. Researchers are
not able to cross-link (which is similar to an equality join in SQL) data from different outside
studies, as the identities of the samples are anonymized. In another effort [57] the authors propose
an integration architecture to make it possible to perform aggregated queries over anonymized
medical data sets from different data providers. In this solution, data providers remove the data
subjects’ identifiers and apply a two-level encryption using hashing and PKI certificates. The
sensitive information will then be anonymized using an open-source toolkit and will be encrypted
granularly using the cloud provider’s public key. ScaBIA [60] is another solution for processing
and storing anonymized brain imaging data in cloud. This approach provides PKI authentication
for administrator roles to deploy a PaaS middleware and defines researchers as users in the in
Microsoft Azure cloud. Researchers are allowed to login by username/password to run statistical
parametric mapping workflows within isolated generic worker containers. The brain imaging
datasets and related results can be shared by the researchers using a RBAC model over secure
HTTPS connections.
In [54], the design and implementation of a security framework for BiobankCloud, a platform
that supports the secure storage and processing of genomic data in cloud computing
environments, has been discussed. The proposed framework is built on the cloud privacy threat
modeling approach [55], [56] which is used to define the privacy threat model for processing
next-generation sequencing data according to the DPD [2]. This solution includes a flexible twofactor authentication and an RBAC access control mechanism, in addition to auditing
mechanisms to ensure that the requirements of the DPD are fulfilled.

6. CONCLUSIONS
This paper surveyed recent advances in cloud computing security and privacy research. It
described several cloud computing key concepts and technologies, such as virtualization, and
containers. We also discussed several security challenges that are raised by existing or
forthcoming privacy legislation, such as the EU DPD and the HIPAA.
The results that are presented in the area of cloud security and privacy are based on cloud
provider activities, such as providing orchestration, resource abstraction, physical resource and
cloud service management layers. Security and privacy factors that affect the activities of cloud
providers in relation to the legal processioning of consumer data were identified and a review of
existing research was conducted to summarize the state-of-the-art in the field.
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ABSTRACT
The QR-Code authentication system using mobile application is easily implemented in a mobile
device with high recognition rate without short distance wireless communication support such
as NFC. This system has been widely used for physical authentication system does not require a
strong level of security. The system also can be implemented at a low cost. However, the system
has a vulnerability of tampering or counterfeiting, because of the nature of the mobile
application that should be installed on the user’s smart device. In this paper we analyze the
vulnerabilities about each type of architectures of the system and discuss the concerns about the
implementation aspect to reduce these vulnerabilities.

KEYWORDS
Authentication, Security, QR-Code, Mobile

1. INTRODUCTION
The one-dimensional barcodes have been used in limited areas such as identifier of goods due to
the limitation of information capacity. The two-dimensional barcode has been widely used in
various fields because of great increase of the information capacity. Thus the user authentication
system using the QR-Code becomes possible. Therefore the widely use of smart devices has
promoted to spread the QR-Code authentication system. Users could generate the QR-Code
image for authentication easily through mobile application on their smart devices. The system is
mainly used in a low cost authentication system such as gate access control in buildings and
unmanned book rental system in libraries. However, this system is vulnerable to attempts to
disguise access to someone else’s identity because of the nature of easily replicable QR-Code. In
case of mobile device, it is very easy to duplicate through screen capture and be transferred to
other user via instant messenger. Thus it is very difficult to eradicate these user violations
because of the limitations by those characteristics. In order to overcome these vulnerabilities,
various considerations such as security policy, authentication protocols, network security are
required. In addition, the system needs also to consider reverse engineering because the
vulnerable attributes of the mobile application. The reverse engineering can occur on the various
components to configure the system. Particularly the mobile application running on the smart
David C. Wyld et al. (Eds) : NETCOM, NCS, WiMoNe, CSEIT, SPM - 2015
pp. 151–160, 2015. © CS & IT-CSCP 2015
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device platform is extremely vulnerable to reverse engineering. Even if an application use very
secure authentication scheme, the security might not meet the security levels by lower
implementation maturity. Whereas the system uses vulnerable methods, fine implementation
recommendations help to prevent those vulnerabilities. In this paper, we suggest some
recommendations in implementation points of view to prevent those threats. The remainder of the
paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, related works are presented. We introduce the general
architecture of the QR-Code authentication system using mobile application in Section 3. The
attacker models are described in Section 4. The vulnerabilities in the software implementation
point of the view are discussed in Section 5. The result of the forgery attack on real system is
reported in Section 6. Then the countermeasure to reduce this software threats is given in Section
7. Finally, we conclude this paper in Section 8.

2. RELATED WORK
QR-TANs is a transaction authentication technique based on QR-Code, allow the user to directly
validate the content of a transaction within a trusted device [1]. Liao et al. [2] proposed a scheme
based on two-dimensional barcode not only eliminates the usage of the password verification
table, but also is a cost effective solution. Lee et al. [3] proposed an authentication system used
Mobile OTP with the combination of QR-Code. Oh et al. [4] suggests a technology to authorize
users three kinds of QR-Code. Kao et al. [5] try to develop a safe and efficient authentication way
by using mobile device and implement it for access control system that enhances the security of
physical access control systems. 2CAuth is a two factor authentication scheme that enhances
secure usage of application information and preserves usability, without sacrificing user’s privacy
[6]. Lee et al. designed secured QR-Login user verification protocol for smart devices that are
ready to communicate with QR-Code and proposed a way to keep critical data safe when using
the Internet [7]. Kale et al. proposed a anti phishing single sign-on authentication model using
QR-Code [8]. Malik et al. introduced the idea of a one-time password, which makes unauthorized
access difficult for unauthorized users [9].

3. ARCHITECTURE OF AUTHENTICATION SYSTEM
The QR-Code authentication system using mobile application (BAS-MA) consists of five
participants: the users U, the mobile application MA, QR-Code generator QG, the service
provider SP and authentication center AC. We summarize the notations and acronyms used in this
paper in Table 1.
Table 1. Notations and Acronyms
Ui
Ci
Bi
QG
SP
AC
BAS-MA
AC-AR

User
User credentials for Ui
QR-Code for authentication issued to Ui
QR-Code generator
Service provider
Authentication center
QR-Code authentication system using mobile application
Authentication center based architecture

Computer Science & Information Technology (CS & IT)
MA-AR
Ait
Aex
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Mobile application center based architecture
Internal attacker
External
ternal attacker

BAS-MA is classified into two kinds of architectures based on the location of the QG :
•
•

Authentication Center based Architecture
Mobile Application based Architecture

In the AC-AR, QG is located in AC that could be regarded as a secure server in the remote
location.
on. The basic configuration of AC-AR is shown in Figure
gure 1. The procedure through which a
Ui can get a valid access to SP is the following:
1. Ui is willing to use the SP.. Ui get authentication through the user authentication scheme of
the system.
2. MA requires Bi for authentication to AC.
3. AC retrieves user data from User Data Storage then calculates Ci. AC asks the QG a Bi
carrying Ci.
4. QG transform the Ci to Bi without any modification on Ci and returns a Bi.
5. AC passes through the Bi to MA via secure channel.
6. MA displays the Bi on its screen and submits to SP.
7. SP decodes the Bi and extracts Ci. SP asks the AC the verification carrying the Ci.
8. AC verifies Ci and return with an authentication callback.
The Bi is generated in the AC on remote. The MA has just downloaded the image Bi from AC and
displays Bi on its screen. The MA does not have any logic for generating Bi or processing Ci and
is just provided with a bitmap image. If the MA is authorized to download the Bi, the Ci can be
secured to the reversing
versing attack because they are created and managed on AC in remote.

Figure 1. Basic procedure of Authentication Center based Architecture

Otherwise, the QG is associated with MA tightly in MA-AR. The MA includes QG itself or is able
to interact with the external QG in the same device. Figure
gure 2 shows the operation flows that the
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MA is granted the permission for SP. The procedure on MA-AR is different to that of the AC-AR,
yet it has the following differences:
1. Ui try to get a permission to access SP.
2. MA requests a Ci to generate Bi.
3. AC assemble Ci using the User Data Storage and return to MA.
4. MA askes QG existed in mobile device a Bi carrying Ci.
5. QG generate Bi containing Ci then pass it to MA.
6. MA gives the Bi to SP.
7. SP open the Bi and find Ci then SP request a verification to the AC with the Ci.
8. AC checks the equality of the Ci and response.
The MA is responsible to manage the Ci in secure and to generate the Bi itself. The QG is exposed
to threat to get to be attempt software attack.

Figure 2. Basic procedure of Mobile Application based Architecture

4. ATTACK MOTELS
The attackers who threaten the BAS-MA can be divided into two groups:

4.1. The Internal Attacker
The internal attacker Ait is a member of the organization provided services by SP and has the
correct permissions can access the SP. Ait may be a malicious user himself willing to access to SP
by the identity of the other user Uj . The Ait also tries to let an unauthorized person to get the
authentication to the system by sharing his identity. The Ait can try various attacks on the system
because they know very well about the BAS-MA, and can examine the MA on their mobile
devices. Ait is able to perform repeated incorrect attempts to authentication system with less doubt
of the system administrator.
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4.2. The External Attacker
Otherwise, the external attacker Aex is not participated in the organization. Aex is the attacker
would like to acquire authentication to the system even if they don’t have any right permissions.
Depending on the mobile application distribution policy, the Aex may have difficulties to obtain
the installable packages or binary of the mobile applications. For that reason, Aex distribute a
malware to find vulnerabilities in order to steal someone’s Ci and Bi.

5. VULNERABILITY ANALYSIS
5.1. QR-Code Cloning
In the BAS-MA, the Bi is the key object to achieve the authentication. However, the Bi could be
cloned very easily on MA through screen capture. The Ait might cause the masquerade attack
transferring their image to others via an instant messenger. The Aex also try to get the copies of
the Bi. In fact, it is impossible to completely prevent such cloning because of the nature of the
QR-Code that should be exposed on the screen. The Aex could even take a picture of the Bi using a
separate camera.

5.2. Authentication Hijacking
The permanent authentication such as automatic login is usually enabled for the convenience use
after once successful authentication. Even if the authentication protocol do not support long term
session, the developer tries to implement virtual session by background authentication. In order to
do it, the keeping of the user authentication cookies such as user’s identity and password in the
internal cache are required. These important data in the cache can be easily exposed by the
software attack. The attackers are able to hijack the user authentication through the cached data.

5.3. Stored Data Exfiltration
The Ci is stored in the non-volatile storage area under MA in the MA-AR. The attackers can
extract the values through software attack. If the device is rooted, the attack is easier to occur.
Because of that, it is recommended that the value is not stored permanently or data should be
stored encrypted. Once the encryption key is exposed, the protection using cryptography is
useless. After that, the attackers are able to generate the Bi without big difficulty. The data in
local storage is very vulnerable. In rooted device, the malware get the read permission under
other application’s control. The attacker also can access the file system on the device directly or
inspect the runtime memory.

5.4. Internal Algorithm Disclosure
The developers usually assume that the compiled source code will be safe from the logic
disclosure. However, the powerful tools such as decompiler and logic analyzer are able to
disclose the internal logic. The decompiler is able to recover the source codes using the binaries.
The logic analyzer can draw the flow graph to help the understanding the logic. It can expose
which cryptographic algorithms are used and how to assemble the parameters to construct
credentials. In case of the use of the original designed two-dimensional barcode formats for the
security purpose, the algorithms should not be disclosed and the software modules for the
algorithms should not to be exposed and extracted for other application. If it is possible, the
attackers can produce forgery algorithms to perform same work.
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5.5. Network Message Eavesdropping
The attackers have various methods to intercept the messages on the mobile device. The general
purpose smart devices can be installed any application without any restrictions. The Ait could
install a network packet monitoring tool on their mobile device to eavesdrop the messages
between MA and the AC. While the mobile platform operates under some policies that restrict the
packet monitoring permissions, the Ait can attempt to bypass the restriction by using rootkit. In
rooted device, all application could obtain root permission.

5.6. IPC Message Eavesdropping
In the MA-AR, the QG can be located in separated module from MA. This is the case in order to
use the common module to generate barcode provided by the platform. In this case, the IPC
(Inter Process Communication) communication is generally used. If the IPC channel is not
secure, messages Ci through IPC can be exposed to malware. For example, the Broadcast is
popularly used in Android platform to pass the values to other application. However the implicit
broadcast message could be broadcasted to all the application in the device not excluding
malwares.

5.7. Communication Protocol Vulnerabilities
The secure protocols such as SSL/TLS prevent the leakage of the network packet. In this case, the
attacker can manipulate the victim’s network packet to pass through the malicious HTTP Proxy
to incapacitate the secure communication. The HTTP Proxy can perform the man-in-the-middle
attack to obtain the secrete key of the channel. Callegati et al. presented the man-in-the middle
attack to the HTTPS through ARP Spoofing [10]. Aex also can install rogue access point in the
near place that the authentication communication usually happened. Because the authentication
procedure has occurred in fixed places such as the gateway of the buildings or in front of the
unmanned machines, Aex could intercept the communications to proceed authentication through
the rogue access point. Marlinspike et al. showed SSL Strip Attack that do a man-in-the-middle
attack on SSL connections [11].
The Internal logic for communication in the software should be hidden as much as possible. The
address of the destination server, Restful API names, the configuration of the parameters and the
keyword for the message format are usually hard-coded inside mobile applications. The skilful
attacker can reconstruct the protocol completely using a piece of this information.

6. FORGERY ATTACK RESULTS
We performed a forgery attack based on the discussed vulnerability in the previous section
against the real world BAS-MA. The used attacker model was the internal attacker Ait and the
architecture of the targeted system was MA-AR. The Ait registered his device to the AC through
user authentication phase. Then the MA downloaded the Ci and generated Bi for displaying. The
Bi had expired in 5 minutes to prevent replay attack. The MA was able to create a new Bi every 5
minutes without additional network communication with AC. This means that the targeted MA
had stored not only user’s credential but also the refresh logic in itself. The targeted BAS-MA also
used its original two-dimensional barcode format (Inter-Code). The attack procedure is described
as follows. The Ait intercepted the packets of the user authentication phase. The packets were not
encrypted and the network channel also wasn’t secure. Ait could find a plain XML document
containing Ci in the intercepted packets. The Ci had the member identification number and
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organization code. The AC received the user’s mobile phone number as parameter then returned
the Ci. Anyone with a member’s phone number can obtain member’s credential data. The QG
was included in the install package of the MA. The binary package of MA could be extracted from
the targeted device without root permissions. The Ait could obtain the QG by uncompressing the
package. The QG was a kind of shared object for the targeted device platform. Ait tried to
decompile the binaries to understand the interface and the parameters of the QG. Thus the
interface module was implemented in Java, the analysis didn’t need high difficulty. The free
decompile and analysis tools were available without commercial license. Ait could find the logic
that how to assemble the Ui and timestamps to make the parameters for the QG. The shared
object could be linked and executed with the forgery application on the same platform. Finally,
Ait could produce the forgery application that received the victim’s mobile number as parameter,
then displayed the cloned Bi as Inter-Code format. The Bi could be accepted by the verification on
the real world BAS-MA without any restrictions.

7. RECOMMENDATIONS FOR SECURE IMPLEMENTATION
In Section 5, the various software vulnerabilities on the BAS-MA caused by immaturity
implemented were discussed. The case study of the forgery attack through the software
vulnerabilities on real system was reported in Section 6. Based on this, we suggest the
countermeasures against the premature software implementations.

7.1. Interfered Screen Capturing
The screen capture function is usually enabled on common smart devices. It is recommended to
block the function while the MA shows the Bi. The watermarking on the captured image is also
good to give a warning to the Ait. It might be able to stop the harmful behaviour of the Ait.

7.2. Expiring QR-Code Available Period
The expiration of already issued Bi could cancel the replay attack. Some of salt value has to be
mixed with the Ci before QG generates the Bi. Lee et al. [7] proposed a timestamps based
authentication scheme suited for mobile device environment, in which users can be authenticated
using a QR-Code. A secure authentication system proposed by Shamal et al. [12] that uses a two
factor authentication by combining a password and a camera equipped mobile phone, where
mobile phone is acting as a authentication token. If the nonce for expiring is hard-coded in the
MA, it should be obfuscated against to be disclosed by malicious inspection.

7.3. Maintain Local Storage Cleanliness
The candidate data willing to be stored in local storage should be reviewed carefully. The local
storage is always in danger to be examined by attackers. If it is possible, the empty of the local
area is recommended. The session between MA and AC should be implemented based on secure
protocol. The developer should not arbitrarily implement features beyond the protocol.

7.4. Deliberate Data Storing
The cryptography does not guarantee complete data protection. However, storing data without
encryption is more dangerous. The encryption key supplied from trusted party over secure
channel is better than included in the binary package. The white-box cryptography helps to hide
the key inside the application [13]. If the decryption of the stored value is not required, one-way
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hash function could be a good choice. In other hand, hardware-backed approach such as ARM
TrustZone [14] offers a high level security assurance. It provides a completely isolated memory
area and data storages physically or logically. However, the application requires a close
collaboration with hardware manufacturers to use this approach, and there are many restrictions
on the implementation.

7.5. Obfuscation
The software obfuscation is a process to transform the source code into obfuscated code. The
variable names are replaced by meaningless name and the execution flows become skewed
without any logical error. It is a time consuming and laborious process to analyze the obfuscated
binary. The obfuscation is the most effective and comprehensive defence against reversing attack.
The obfuscation tool produces a obfuscated result with the source code or compiled binary. This
can be fully integrated and automated build process. In fact, the developers do not need to worry
to apply the obfuscation. It can be easily accomplished using the 3rd-party tools. In Android, the
ProGuard is included as default in build system. Ensure good performance, it is good to use a
commercial tool. The high performance obfuscation tools replace the strings, the constants and
the hard-coded encryption keys by encrypted themselves. The obfuscation of control-flow had
been proposed by Chow et al. [15]. In case that the MA includes the encryption key, the
obfuscated use of key storage is the essential of the successful encryption.

7.6. Securing Messaging over IPC
When the mobile application structure uses the external QG through IPC, the IPC message
carrying Ci to QG has to be attention not to be eavesdropped. According to the type platforms, the
secure communication between processes might not be supported. The Ci should not be sent
through a non-secure IPC. Chin et al. examine Android application interaction and identify
security risks in application components. They provide a tool, ComDroid, that detects application
communication vulnerabilities [16]. The TaintDroid is an extension to the Android mobile-phone
platform that tracks the flow of privacy-sensitive data through third-party applications [17].

7.7. Detecting Rootkit and Malware
The attack on the rooted device is always more critical. The restricted policies are able to be
cancelled easily. The applications are free to invade the protected area each other. It is
recommended that let MA not launch on the rooted device. A rootkit is a set of malicious tools, in
order to achieve the top level privilege of the system. Kruegel et al. presents a technique that
exploits binary analysis to ascertain, at load time [18]. In case of the difficulty to implement to
detect rootkit or malware itself, the use of 3rd-party solution could be alternative.

7.8. Detecting Rogue Access Point
The rogue AP is a wireless access point installed on a wired enterprise network without
authorization from the network administrator. They are installed by a legitimate user who is
unaware of its security implications or easily smuggled onto enterprise premises by an outsider. It
also allows the attacker to conduct a man-in-the-middle attack. The white-list based detection
approach [19] is appropriate to BAS-MA. The valid access point nearby SP could be listed up. It
also can be an alternative to use the mobile network only such as 3G or LTE instead of WIFI.
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7.9. Restricting Allowed Device
The number of authentication enabled devices should be limited against the hijacking. Thus the Bi
could be downloaded in only predefined mobile device. The device unique key is useful to
implement the restrictions. The IMEI (International Mobile Station Equipment Identity) is a
unique number to identity 3GPP (GSM, LTE) mobile device. The IMEI could be a seed of the
device unique key. The key is transmitted to the server along with the request for Bi. The server
verifies the equality of the unique key from mobile device and the registered key in the server.
Therefore, even if an attacker acquires a login cookie, it cannot be used in other devices. Of
course the device unique key should not be stored in the local cookies.

7.10. Forged Verification
The executable is recommended to be signed by trusted certificate authority. This allows that the
platform is able to verify whether the binary is forged. The application can verify the certification
itself using platform API. The signature of the binary package could be accessed using the
PackageManager in Android.

7.11. Limiting Distribution Path
The public on-line application store such as Google Play Store can be accessed without any
limitation to download some mobile applications registered in the store. If the MA is registered on
the public store, Aex can download and install on their own devices in order to analyze the internal
structures. The applications for internal users, such as MA are recommended to distribute on a
private path. The system operators can send a URL containing the application downloadable link
to the valid user via SMS or E-mail.

8. CONCLUSION
We discussed the vulnerabilities on the QR-Code authentication system caused by an immature
software implementation. The main issue of the software security on the QR-Code authentication
system is the protection of the logic and data around the QR-Code generator. These
vulnerabilities can be overcome by a mature implementation. The improvisation implementation
beyond the specification of the protocol is to be eradicated. The locally stored data should be
cherry-picked and encrypted. The obfuscation can complete the robust software implementation.
With these recommendations, the QR-Code authentication system would be a good solution for
physical access system.
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ABSTRACT
Heterogeneous wireless networks expand the network capacity and coverage by leveraging the
network architecture and resources in a dynamic fashion. However, the presence of different
communication technologies makes the Quality of Service (QoS) evaluation, management, and
monitoring of these networks very challenging. Each communication technology has its own
characteristics while the applications that utilize them have their specific QoS requirements.
Although, the communication technologies have different performance assessment parameters,
the applications using these radio access networks have the same QoS requirements. As a
result, it would be easier to evaluate the QoS of the access networks and the overall network
configuration depending on the performance of applications running on them. Using such
application-based QoS evaluation approach, the heterogeneous nature of the underlying
networks and the diversity of their traffic can be adequately taken into account. In this paper,
we propose an application-based QoS evaluation approach for heterogeneous networks.
Through simulation studies, we show that this assessment approach facilitates better QoS
management and monitoring of heterogeneous network configurations.

KEYWORDS
QoS; QoS metric; Dynamic weight; Unified QoS Metric; application weight; weight

1. INTRODUCTION
The advancement and proliferation of modern wireless and cellular technologies have changed
the way people work and communicate. By 2018, the data traffic over mobile networks is
expected to reach 15.9 exabytes per month, with 69 percent of that consisting of video. There will
be over 10 billion mobile-connected devices by 2018, which will exceed the world’s expected
population at that time [1]. To deal with this growing number of devices and the massive
increases in traffic, the networks are moving towards an all-heterogeneous architecture. Any
heterogeneous network constitutes of different communication technologies. These technologies
have distinct bandwidths, coverage area, and operating frequencies. Their QoS characteristics,
such as delay, throughput, and packet loss, as well as usage and implementation costs also differ
from each other. As a result, the adaptation of heterogeneous network-based architecture for the
provision of different applications especially multimedia applications faces significant
David C. Wyld et al. (Eds) : NETCOM, NCS, WiMoNe, CSEIT, SPM - 2015
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challenges. Among these challenges, QoS-related issues such as the effective QoS evaluation,
management, and monitoring still top the list [2].
Managing QoS for video or voice applications over heterogeneous networks is a challenging task.
A research from Nemertes shows that the companies invest a significant amount of their budget
to manage VoIP applications over these network architectures. For small enterprises, the annual
costs range from $25,000, and for global enterprises this cost is around $2 million [3]. Therefore,
the enterprises need to dedicate a lot of their effort to ensure service quality at every level of the
network. System downtime is another challenge for businesses, which could often happen due to
poor network management and monitoring. According to Gartner research, the hourly cost of
system downtime for large enterprises was $42,000, with a typical business on average,
experiencing 87 hours of downtime per year [4]. As a result, the QoS of any service-based
network should be monitored, managed, and evaluated on an ongoing basis.
In this paper, we introduce some unified metric measurement functions that can help with
assessing the application-based performance of heterogeneous networks. By taking the relevant
performance-related parameters into account, these functions quantify the underlying network
and the application-related QoS with a numerical value. The proposed approach considers the
effects of the QoS-related parameters, the available network-based applications, and the available
Radio Access Networks (RANs) to characterize the network performance with a set of three
integrated QoS metrics. The first metric denotes the performance of each possible application in
the network. The second one is related to the performance of each of the radio access networks
present in the network. The third one characterize the QoS level of the entire network
configuration. The core of this method is considering the effects of different application and radio
access networks on the QoS of heterogeneous networks.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 discusses the background and motivations
of this work, Section 3 illustrates the concept of unified QoS metric. Section 4 presents the
application weight calculations in detail. The impact and the significance of the applications for
QoS analysis are then discussed in Section 5. The last section gives the conclusions and proposes
the future works.

2. RELATED WORK AND MOTIVATIONS
QoS evaluation in heterogeneous networks has been an active area of research [5, 6]. Most of the
existing research focuses on the partial QoS evaluation of a heterogeneous network by deriving
the performance level of a single access network and a single application present within that
environment. Also, different studies have come up with various performance metrics for QoS
evaluation of these networks. The conventional methods do not consider the performance of all
the applications running on a network. For example, if there are voice and video conferencing
running over a UMTS network, these methods do not include the performance analysis of these
applications to quantify the overall network QoS. Furthermore, there is no unified metric to
quantify the QoS of a network, which considers the performance of all the access networks present
in it. For example, in a heterogeneous environment, there are three access networks, such as
UMTS, WiMAX, and LTE. At present, no unified metric can represent the performance of this
network configuration using the QoS-related parameters of these access networks.
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Multi-criteria decision-making (MCDM) or Multi-Attribute Decision Making (MADM)
algorithms have been widely employed in the area of the heterogeneous networks from vertical
handover perspectives [7, 8]. The most common criteria, which are considered during this
ranking process, are service, network, and user related [9]. These can include received signal
strength, type of the service, minimum bandwidth, delay, throughput, packet loss, bit error rate,
cost, transmit power, traffic load, battery status of the mobile unit, and the user’s preferences. To
facilitate the combining of these attributes into a single value, based on their relative importance,
a weight is assigned to each attribute.
The weights for QoS-related parameters have both subjective and objective elements in it [10].
The network attributes, for example, the importance of received signal strength and bandwidth
are objective in nature. Application related attributes such as delay, packet loss, and jitter show
some objectivity. However, some studies have already revealed their potential subjective natures.
For example, a study conducted in Tanzania shows that the users give moderate importance to
end-to-end delay over packet loss [11]. The study by ETSI reveals that the users give strong
importance to end-to-end delay over packet loss [12]. Therefore, the importance of applicationrelated performance parameters can vary based on changing contexts, for example, between home
and industrial environments or urban and rural areas. The significance of applications can vary
depending on the context as well. For example, an application related to the education services
can have higher importance compared to one that provides some entertainment services.
Moreover, the absence or presence of an application will affect the weights of others in the
network.
For weight assignment, the available literature on QoS evaluation in network selection has mostly
used the Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP) method, which is primarily developed by Saaty [7, 8,
13]. Some studies have also assigned fixed weights to these parameters based on their importance
to service performance [14]. Both AHP and fixed weight methods are unable to handle the
subjective and ambiguous factors related to weight determination such as context-based
significance. In this study, Fuzzy Analytical Hierarchy Process (FAHP) with the extent analysis
method is applied to bring the context-based information into the picture. This method is capable
of handling ambiguity in any particular subject. It is also possible to assign the weights
dynamically to the relevant parameters by using this method.

3. THE UNIFIED QOS METRIC
The quality of service on any network or application is usually evaluated through a set of specific
metrics. For example, to assess the performance of any voice application, the delay, jitter and
packet loss are measured and compared with the acceptable values of these parameters. Similarly,
the QoS of any network is evaluated through parameters such as delay, packet loss, throughput,
and available bandwidth. The presence of different types of communication technologies and
applications in a heterogeneous network makes its QoS assessment method a challenging task. To
deal with such challenges, this paper introduces unified metric measurement functions.
The QoS evaluation approach proposed in this work considers any heterogeneous network as a
set of three layers; these are the application layer, the radio access network layer and the network
configuration layer. Each of these layers uses a function to quantify a unified QoS metric, which
flows to the next layer and derive the combined metric of that layer. Figure 1 shows the flowchart
of the proposed approach. In the application layer, a function is defined to derive the QoS of each
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application through a unified metric. This function combines the values of several applicationrelated performance metrics. As such, the QoS of a network-based application is treated as a
function of QoS-related parameters. This can be expressed as:

Figure 1. The concept of Unified QoS Metric

(

QoSAM A = f QP1 , QP2 ,..., QPp

)

(1)

where A denotes a network-based application, and QP refers to the QoS-related parameters. Then
in the radio access network layer or RAN layer, the QoS of each access network, which are
present in the network, is evaluated. This evaluation is conducted based on the performances of
the active applications in those access networks. Hence, the QoS of an access network is viewed
as a function of the application QoS metrics. It can be expressed as:

(

QoSRM R = f QoSAM A

i = (1,2 ,...., m )

)

(2)

where R denotes any radio access network, and i refers to the number of active applications
present on a network. Finally, to evaluate the QoS of the overall network configuration another
function is defined, which uses the radio access network metrics as its input. This can be
expressed as:

(

QoSCM = f QoSRM R

j = (1,2 ,...., n )

)

where j refers to the number of radio access networks present on a network.

(3)
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4. THE APPLICATION WEIGHT CALCULATION
The weights of applications are considered during the QoS evaluation of radio access networks.
The radio access network metric can be used to label a network as a particular service-oriented
network such as education or health by integrating the application weights. For instance, if the
QoS metric of a radio access network that is mainly used for health services, is always good, then
that network can be taken as a suitable health service-oriented one for future use.
Table 1. Example of Application Weight Calculation

Networks

N1

Considered Parameters

Weights

Application

Service

Number of
Users

A1

Education

20

A2

Entertainment

18

A1

Health

10

N2
A2

Education

6

A1

A2

wAN1

wBN1
1

1

wAN 2

wBN 2
2

1

The importance of the applications is subject to change depending on the requirements of
particular networks. The service operators can update these criteria according to their particular
circumstances. The criteria for this study have been formulated using the studies relevant to
distance education-based service models [15]. For instance, in these service models,
Videoconferencing (VC) bears more significance compared to voice-based applications. On the
other hand, in a more general sense, VC may be less significant than voice-based applications as
the latter is more easily amiable to the users. Therefore, the criteria to decide the applications
weights in this regard can be the number of users using the application and the purpose and the
context of that application usage.
Table 1 shows the example of two networks, N1 and N 2 , which have applications A1 and A2 with
different number of users. The application weights are expressed as w AN11 , w AN12 , wBN11 , and wBN22 . In
this paper, the weights of these applications are defined based on two criteria, the importance of
the service, to which it belongs, and the number of users using that application. Other evaluation
rules can be integrated based on individual needs. In the network N1 , it is considered that w AN11 >
wBN1 . This is determined depending on the fact that in the network N1 , the application A1 is used
1

by more users than the application A2 as the application A1 is used for educational services,
whereas, the application A2 is used for entertainment services. Therefore, when the QoS metric
in the network N1 is calculated considering these application weights, the QoS metric value
reflects the significance of the service the application provides. As a result, if the QoS value is
good for the application A2 and poor for the application A1 , the outcome of the QoS level of the
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network will be poor. That is because, the majority of the users in that network experience poor
performance for a valuable service. If, in any case, the entertainment service application has more
users, the result will also be same as the education service is set to have higher significance than
the entertainment service. These findings can change based on specific network requirements.
On the other hand, the Network N 2 supports both education and health services. As more users
are using the health services compared to the education services, the application weight of A1 is
greater than A2 , w AN12 > wBN22 . If the QoS value of the network N 2 is good, then it can be
categorized as a health service-oriented network. Therefore, the configurations of N 2 can be
recommended for any network that aims to deploy network-based health services in the future.
Service operators can input these criteria to change the weights dynamically for any network.
The weight calculation involves two steps. At first, the alternatives, criteria, and the fuzzy
judgement matrix are defined. Then in the second step, the actual weight is calculated based on
those measures. FAHP-based calculations include: establishing a set of alternatives
X = {x1 , x2 ,........, xm } , a set of goal or evaluation criteria G = {g1 , g 2 ,........, g n } , a fuzzy judgement
matrix (FJM), with elements  that represents the relative importance of each pair of criteria i
and j, and a weighting vector w = ( w1 , w2 ,......, wn ) . Both steps involve the concept of Triangular
Fuzzy Number (TFN) and fuzzy addition and multiplication operations. To derive the FJM for
the first step the importance scale presented in Table 2 is used. It shows the TFN Kt = ( lt , mt , ut )

where t=1, 2,…, 9, and  ,  and  are the lower, upper and the middle value of the fuzzy
number  respectively. Table 3 shows the pair-wise comparison matrix for VC, voice, and VS
applications formed based on the cited studies. The importance scale of Table 1 is used for the
comparisons. If one of the applications is absent from the network, these pair-wise comparison
matrices are subject to change.
For the second step of FAHP, different methods are proposed. The most prominent one is
Chang’s extent analysis method [16]. This method is chosen as it provides easy and flexible
options for the weight calculation. The steps of the extent analysis method are as follows:
At first, the sums of the each row of the defined fuzzy comparison matrix are calculated. Then the
normalization of the row sums is conducted using fuzzy multiplication to obtain fuzzy synthetic
analysis. Therefore, in the fuzzy comparison matrix, the fuzzy synthetic analysis of criteria
of
alternative  is calculated as:


 = ∑  ⨂ ∑ ∑  

= ∑!

∑!"# 
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"# ∑ "# $

∑!"# 

, ∑!

!
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&

(4)

where i, j = {1, 2, 3.............n} and n is the number of criteria. In step 2, in order to rank the criteria
against each alternative, the degree of possibility of two fuzzy numbers is applied. Therefore,
X
X
DG m (l2 , m2 , u2 ) ≥ DG m (l1, m1 , u1 ) is computed by the following equation:
2
1
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Table 2. A FAHP-based Pair-wise Comparison Importance Scale
Fuzzy Numbers

Definition

k1 (l1, m1, u1 )

Equal importance

Triangular Fuzzy
Number
(1,1,1)

k2 (l2 , m2 , u2 )

Intermediate values

(1/2,3/4,1)

k3 (l3, m3, u3 )

Moderate importance

(2/3,1,3/2)

k4 ( l4 , m4 , u4 )

Intermediate values

(1,3/2,2)

k5 ( l5 , m5 , u5 )

Strong importance

(3/2,2,5/2)

k6 ( l6 , m6 , u6 )

Intermediate values

(2,5/2,3)

k7 ( l7 , m7 , u7 )

Very strong importance

(5/2,3,7/2)

k8 ( l8 , m8 , u8 )

Intermediate values

(3,7/2,4)

k9 ( l9 , m9 , u9 )

Extreme importance

(7/2,4,9/2)




V DGX m ≥ DGX m = sup  min  µ X m ( x ) , µ D X m ( y ) 
2
1
DG
G2


1


(

)

(5)

It can be also expressed as:
X
X
V D GX m ≥ D GX m = hgt  D m ∩ D m 
2
1
G
G
2
1



(

=

)

µ D Xm (d )
G2



1
if
m1 ≥ m 2

= 
0
if
l1 ≥ l 2

l
−
u
otherwise
2
2

 ( m 2 − u 2 ) − ( m1 − l1 )

(6)

and
X
X
V DGX m ≥ DGX m = hgt  D m ∩ D m 
1
2
G
G
2 
 1

(

=

)

µD X m ( d )
G1



1
if
m1 ≥ m2

0
=
if
l2 ≥ u1

l2 −u1
otherwise

 ( m1 − u1 ) − ( m2 − l2 )

(7)

where d is the ordinate to validate if the highest intersection point D is between µ D X m and
G2

µ D X m . Both the values of
G1

(

V DGX m ≥ DGX m
2

1

)

and V  DGX1m ≥ DGX2m  are required to compare µ D X m
G2

and µ D X m . For large numbers of criteria, the degree of possibility is applied as:
G1

(

)

(

)

(

)

(

)

V DGX m ≥ DGX m , DGX m ,.............., DGX m = V  DGXm ≥ DGX m and DGX m ≥ DGX m and..... DGX m ≥ DGX m 
1
2
3
n
1
2
1
3
1
n

= minV

(

d GX m
1

≥

d GX m
n

)

(8)
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Table 3. Pair-wise Comparison Matrix for different Applications

Applica
-tions
VC

Voice

VS

Criteria

VC

Voice

Purpose of
Usage
Number
of Users
Purpose of
Usage
Number
of Users

(1, 1, 1)

(3/2,2,5/2)

(1, 1, 1)

(2/3,1,3/2)

Purpose of
Usage
Number
of Users

(2/3, 1,3/2)

(

(2/5,1/2,2/3)
(2/3,1,3/2)

(1/2,2/3,1)

)

(0.54,
0.75,
1.09)

(1, 1, 1)

(0.59,
0.84,
1.25)

(2/3,1,3/2)

(

Assume that d ′ CGXnm = minV d GX1m ≥ d GXnm

VS
(1.09,
1.5,
2)

(1, 1, 1)

(2/7,1/3,2/5)

(0.48,
0.67,
0.95)

(2/3,1,
3/2)
(1,3/2,2)

(0.84,
1.25,
0.75)

(2/3,1,
3/2)
(5/2,3,
7/2)

(1.59,
2,
2.5)

(1, 1, 1)
(1, 1, 1)

)

In step 3, the weight vector w for each alternative is calculated. This is obtained as:

( (

w 'm = d ′ CGX m , d ′ CGX m ,..........., d ′ CGX m
1

) (

2

)

(

n

))

T

(9)

In step 4, the normalized weight vector is calculated for each alternative as:

( (

w m = d CGX m
1

T

) , d ( CGX ) ,...................., d ( CGX ) )
m

m

2

n





Xm
Xm
Xm
 d (CG1 ) , d (CG2 ) ,........, d (CGn ) 
=
 n X n X
n X 
∑ CGnm 
 ∑ CGnm ∑ CGnm
 j =1

j =1
j =1



(10)

The weight vector of the considered applications is calculated as:
w 'A ( VC,Voice,VS ) = (1,

0.94,

0.56 )

The normalization weight vector is as follows:
w A = ( wVC , wVoice , wVS ) = ( 0.4,0.38,0.224 )

5. IMPACT OF APPLICATION IMPORTANCE
This section evaluates the impacts of dynamic application weights on the unified QoS metrics.
The performance of a few network-based service models have been analyzed using the fixed
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weight-based method in our previous work [17]. In this work, a detailed analysis is conducted to
present the effects of dynamic weights on the performance of the same service models. The
weights are calculated for each application according to the changing circumstances of the
network. These weights are entered as inputs to derive the network QoS metric.
In the previous work, the voice application is set to have a higher importance than the VS
application and the weights have been fixed as 0.6 and 0.4. In this work, those weights are set to
change based on the pair-wise comparison matrices presented in Table 3. Figure 2 shows the QoS
analysis of the scenario with twelve voice calls and one VS session on the network. The figure
clearly indicates that when the voice and VS applications have equal importance, the access
network has a good QoS level (e.g. 0.81). It shows an average QoS level (e.g. 0.62) for voice and
a good QoS level (e.g. 1) for VS. When the importance level of voice application has been
changed from having equal to extreme importance over VS application, the access network QoS
comes down to an average value of 0.63. Although, the performance of the VS application is
good, because of having a lower importance, it has less effect on the network QoS level. On the
other hand, the voice application, being extremely important, has a greater impact on the network
QoS level.

Figure 2. The Effect of Application Importance on Network QoS

Figure 3 shows a similar type of analysis with the altered importance of voice and VS
applications. When the VS application has extreme importance, the network QoS improves due to
the impact of application weights on the network performance.
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Figure 3. The Effect of Application Importance on the Network Performance

Figure 4. Network Performance Analysis with changing Application Importance

Figure 4 illustrates the QoS in a voice-based network for different number of calls when the
importance of the application changes. When the VC application has extreme and moderate
importance over voice application respectively, the network shows a poor QoS level. The reason
is that the VC application with ten and twenty voice calls on the network experience a poor
quality. On the other hand, the network takes an average QoS level with ten and twenty voice
calls when the voice application has moderate and extreme importance over VC application
respectively.
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6. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, an application-based QoS analysis method has been proposed and evaluated. In
assessing the overall QoS level of a heterogeneous network, the levels of importance of
applications are included as weights. The key contributions of this work include the proposing of
a methodical approach for calculating and applying these weights. Extensive simulation studies,
utilizing these weights for QoS assessment of various heterogeneous configurations supporting a
variety of applications, have also been carried out. These studies demonstrate how the inclusion
of the application importance weights for QoS evaluations, can assist in a systemic choosing of a
fitting network configuration. In our future works, we intend to include several other factors that
can influence the QoS provisions of a heterogeneous network supporting real-time applications.
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ABSTRACT
Nowadays the use of smart mobile devices and the accompanying needs for emerging services
relying on indoor location-based services (LBS) for mobile devices are rapidly increasing. For
more accurate location tracking using Bluetooth Low Energy (BLE), this paper proposes a
novel trilateration-based algorithm and presents experimental results that demonstrate its
effectiveness.

KEYWORDS
Indoor location tracking, Indoor positioning, Distance-based filtering algorithm, Trilateration
algorithm, Location-based services (LBS)

1. INTRODUCTION
Nowadays the use of smart mobile devices, such as smartphones, has increased explosively and
the needs for emerging services relying on indoor location-based services (LBS) for mobile
devices are also rapidly increasing.
For indoor location tracking, WiFi has been used most widely. Recently, the Bluetooth
technology has introduced an energy efficient Bluetooth Low Energy (BLE) version [1]. Because
of its lower transmitter power usage and its simpler receiver architecture without any
sophisticated techniques for dealing with multipath such as MIMO or RAKE, BLE has been
found to be a more suitable technology for indoor location tracking with respect to both accuracy
and energy efficiency [2].
For computing distances, the BLE AP just broadcasts a short packet periodically with an
advertising interval. After receiving this short packet, the BLE receiver can compute an
approximate distance by comparing the Received Signal Strength Indication (RSSI) and the
David C. Wyld et al. (Eds) : NETCOM, NCS, WiMoNe, CSEIT, SPM - 2015
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broadcasting power of the BLE AP [3, 4]. If there are 3 or more distance information from the
installed BLE APs in the given indoor area, the current location can be calculated through the
Trilateration algorithm [5, 6].
Not only WiFi but also BLE uses the same 2.4 GHz Industrial Scientific Medical (ISM) radio
band, and because of the license free characteristics of the ISM band, they can easily have
interferences of signals, which cause signal strength fluctuations [7]. Due to this interference,
RSSI value is not always accurate as the result of calculating distance values changes in every
advertising interval. To make location tracking more accurate, many studies were conducted such
as using numerous BLE APs or using the fingerprint pattern matching instead of the Trilateration
algorithm [7, 8]. Beyond a threshold, increasing the number of BLE APs does not improve and
may even deteriorate the location tracking accuracy [7]. In the case of the method using the
fingerprint pattern matching, a pre-processing is required that creates a database of signal strength
values for all sampling locations [8].
In this paper, we propose a novel Trilateration-based location tracking solution that uses the
algorithms that are designed based on the result of analyzing BLE signal characteristics. Then we
verify the effectiveness of the proposed solution through several experimental results in a realistic
environment.

2. THE PROPOSED ALGORITHM
Figure 1 is the flow chart for our proposed algorithm. Once the receiver receives signals from
BLE APs, the receiver extracts RSSI values and calculates distances through the RSSI values. In
the following, we explain our proposed algorithm in detail by presenting each of its core
component algorithms, which are shown in blue in Figure 1, in a sub-section. The proposed
method of reducing distance errors is presented in Section 2.1 (Applying the Kalman filter for the
first time). Section 2.2 explains the steps from removing error distances to removing error
locations in Figure 1. The proposed distance-based filtering algorithm, which dramatically
minimizes location tracking error, is presented in Section 2.3. And the method for getting a more
accurate location point is presented in Section 2.4 (Applying the Kalman filter for the second
time).

2.1. Applying the Kalman filter for the first time
A distance value of a BLE AP is calculated from RSSI in every advertising interval and the
calculated distance values can fluctuate due to other signals in the ISM band [7].
There are many ways for reducing fluctuation. We considered both the moving average method
and the Kalman filter [9] that is an effective and the most common noise filtering algorithm. We
tested them to compare their performances. Testing checked location fluctuations in a small area
(3.9m * 3.9m). Testing results from our testing application are shown in Figure 2, in which dots
are calculated locations and lines are differences between the current locations and the previous
locations. To compare performance the following methods are used:
(F1) Raw - without any filter
(F2) 3 moving average method – calculates the average result of the recent 3
calculated locations.
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(F3) 5 moving average method – calculates the average result of the recent 5
calculated locations.
(F4) Kalman filter – calculates the result of the Kalman filter.

Figure1. Flow chart for the proposed algorithm

Figure 2. Filter comparison results

Figure 2 shows that both the 5 moving average method (F3) and the Kalman filter (F4) are
superior to the others. To get the first location result in the case of the 5 moving average method
(F3), however, waiting a minimum of 5 times of the advertising interval time is required. For
instance, 5 seconds is required when the advertising interval is 1 second. This is a critical
problem when the user moves repeatedly in a short time interval. So we decided to use the
Kalman filter to reduce fluctuations in both distance and location.
Based on the above filter comparison results, we apply the Kalman filter to each distance value to
reduce fluctuation effectively.
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2.2. Removing error distances and locations
The most important thing for calculating accurate locations is the accurate distance information
and, even though we apply the powerful Kalman filter, it may not be enough to get the accurate
distance because of the inherent limitation of the BLE signal characteristics. Due to the
fluctuation of the results, some distances should be discarded if they are out of the actual
maximum distance.
If there are only three BLE APs, we can calculate only one location point through the
Trilateration algorithm [5, 6]. If we use more than three BLE APs, however, any combinations of
the three BLE APs can be selected for calculating location points. For example, if we use 6 BLE
APs, a total of 20 combinations for calculating location points can be selected. Then each
combination can be used to calculate a location point. However, because signals propagate
making a circle without direction, calculated location points should be discarded if they are out of
the boundary of the actual space. To get one accurate location, we can consider different choices
of algorithms that calculate it by using the location points that remain after discarding the out-ofboundary location points.

2.3. The distance-based filtering algorithm
We developed the distance-based filtering algorithm by analyzing the characteristics of RSSIdistance variations. According to the path loss model [10], attenuation of RSSI becomes larger as
the distance becomes longer. We picked the BLE AP closest from the current location as the
reference point. Compared to the distances of the other BLE APs, the distance of this reference
point is probabilistically more accurate.
As explained in Section 2.2, there are remaining location points calculated from a three BLE
AP’s combination. We can calculate distances between the reference point and the remaining
location points and then choose N location points by sorting the distances where N is the value
pre-defined by the environment. Now we can calculate an average location point through N
location points as a candidate for the current location.

2.4. Applying the Kalman filter for the second time
Candidates of the current location are calculated in every advertising interval of BLE AP, for
example in every 250ms. Still there may be some location tracking error in each candidate. So we
apply the Kalman filter for the second time to each candidate location point to minimize location
tracking error.

3. IMPLEMENTATION
To develop the solution, we implemented the receiver and configured the parameters of the BLE
AP. The following sub-sections present configuring the BLE AP in Section 3.1, and
implementation of the receiver in Section 3.2.

3.1. The BLE AP
The BLE AP periodically broadcasts a short packet to all receivers in every pre-defined
advertising interval. Then the receiver approximates the proximity by converting the RSSI of this
packet to distance depending on the broadcasting power of the BLE AP. When calculating a
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location using BLE, the role of the BLE AP is just advertising packets periodically. For the BLE
AP we just need to adjust two parameters “the advertising interval” and “the broadcasting
power”, and most of the BLE products support these two parameters. So we decided to use
Estimote products as the BLE APs.

3.2. The receiver
We used Android phone to implement the receiver, and Figure 3 shows the software architecture
of the receiver. The implemented Android application includes the following modules:
(D1) The BLE AP manager
(D2) The movement detector
(D3) The accuracy algorithm module
(D4) UI
We used the following public libraries:
(D5) The Kalman filter
(D6) The Trilateration algorithm
Because we used Estimote product, we also used the following library:
(D7) Estimote SDK/ service

Figure 3. The software architecture of the receiver
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The BLE AP manager (D1) maintains information of each BLE AP including its MAC address,
location, and distance. The Estimote service (D7) notifies distance through event listener in the
BLE AP manager in every advertising interval. Some distances are discarded because they are
out of the boundary of actual space, and the Kalman filter (D5) is applied to get more accurate
distances as explained in Section 2.1.
The movement detector (D2) is developed using the Android accelerometer sensor for detecting
user movement. When moving such as walking or running occurs, the acceleration of gravity in
the Android device changes. Android accelerometer sensor provides X, Y, Z values [11]. X value
indicates left or right movement, Y value indicates up or down movement, and Z value indicates
forward or backward movement. Through these values we can get the amount of change of the
device acceleration of gravity. This information is passed to the accuracy algorithm module (D3)
to make it detect user location changes.
The accuracy algorithm module (D3) was developed to get an accurate user location based on the
Trilateration algorithm (D6) and includes the distance-based filtering algorithm explained in
Section 2.3 and applies the Kalman filter (D5) for the second time as explained in Section 2.4.

4. EVALUATION
The testbed consists of 6 Estimote BLE APs in a polygonal living room (8.5m × 13m) of a real
house and 1 Android phone (Samsung Galaxy Note 3 with Android 5.0) as the receiver. Figure 4
shows the installed BLE APs in the living room.

Figure 4. BLE APs and test points in the testbed
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4.1. Evaluation scenario and method
We set 6 test points as in Figure 4 to measure accuracy by checking distance differences, called
location tracking errors, between test points and calculated locations. For measuring accuracy
the measurer moves from test point 1 (P1) to test point 6 (P6) sequentially.
When approaching each test point the measurer touches the test point button in the testing
application, which was developed especially for evaluation, the testing application automatically
calculates the location tracking error and displays its value next to the test point button. To
evaluate performance, the following algorithms are considered:
(A1) The raw algorithm – calculates the average result from all calculated locations
without the Kalman filter
(A2) The average algorithm – calculates the average result from all calculated
locations using the Kalman filter
(A3) The proposed algorithm – calculates the average result from distance-based
filtered locations using the Kalman filter
In the case of the raw algorithm (A1), only the minimal filter that excludes values outside the
boundaries of the actual distance and the actual location is used. The result is the average value of
all calculated locations from the BLE AP combinations.
In the case of the average algorithm (A2), the minimal filter and the Kalman filter are used. The
result is the average value of all calculated locations from the BLE AP combinations.
In the case of the proposed algorithm (A3), in addition to the minimal filter and the Kalman filter,
the distance-based filtering algorithm explained in Section 2.3 is used. The result is the average
value of locations selected by the distance-based filtering algorithm.

4.2. Experimental results
We performed testing 10 times for each of the algorithms A1, A2 and A3. The advertising
interval of the BLE AP is 250ms, and its broadcasting power is 4dBm.
Table 1 shows the average result from each test point, and Figure 5 shows the result graph when
using the raw algorithm (A1). The average location tracking error was about 3.01m.
Table 2 includes average result from each test point and Figure 6 shows the result graph when
using the average algorithm (A2). The average location tracking error was about 2.93m. The
location tracking error was slightly decreased due to the use of the Kalman filter.
Table 1. Result of the raw algorithm

Point1
Average of 10 tests 1.94

Point2
1.51

Point3
2.61

Point4
5.57

Point5
2.63

Point6
3.79

Average
3.01
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Table 2. Result of the average algorithm

Point1
Average of 10 tests 2.37

Point2
1.05

Point3
2.62

Figure 5. Result of the raw algorithm

Point4
5.43

Point5
2.46

Point6
3.65

Average
2.93

Figure 6. Result of the average algorithm

As Table 3 and Figure 7 show, the location tracking error dramatically decreased when using the
proposed algorithm. The average location tra
tracking
cking error was about 1.77m and the reduction ratios
are about 41% from the raw algorithm and about 39% from the average algorithm.
Table 3. Result of the proposed algorithm

Point1
Average of 10 tests 1.21

Point2
1.70

Point3
2.33

Point4
2.46

Point5
1.17

Point6
1.75

Average
1.77

Figure 7. Result of the proposed algorithm

5. CONCLUSION
An indoor
ndoor location tracking technology is necessary for emerging services or applications. In this
paper we proposed a novel distance
distance-based filtering algorithm and a solution,, which are based on
the Trilateration method that doe
does not require any pre-processing such as creating a database of
signal strength values at all sampling locations.
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Through several experimental results, we demonstrated the effectiveness of the solution in
significantly reducing location tracking errors. We are convinced that our indoor location
tracking technology using the proposed algorithm and solution can further contribute to making
more convenient the emerging services such as the Online to Offline (O2O) service and to
creating new services in the IoT environment.
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ABSTRACT
As computing performance and network technology have evolved, mobile device users can enjoy
high quality multimedia more easily. Remote Display - the technology which mirrors the screen
of one device to another device - allows handheld mobile devices to share their screen contents
with larger-sized display devices such as TVs. However, there is general concern about high
power consumption caused by complex computation for encoding and continuous data
transmission in the mobile devices.
In this paper, we present an adaptive remote display framework considering and utilizing the
processing capability of display device. By supporting the Content Mirroring Mode, we can skip
unnecessary steps and perform core activities to improve power efficiency and extend overall
processing capability.

KEYWORDS
Remote display, Content Mirroring

1. INTRODUCTION
Recently, mobile devices such as smartphones and tablet PCs have become a part of everyday
life. And advanced computing performance, high display resolution, and fast connectivity allow
mobile device users to access and enjoy various multimedia services anytime, anywhere.
Moreover, the cloud-based services provide appropriate content according to the type of
connected device. Searching and downloading multimedia content that is compatible with the
mobile device is no longer necessary.
However, in contrast with TV which has increasing screen size according to growing display
resolution, the mobile devices which emphasize mobility and portability have restrictions in
terms of screen size, so users are not able to maximize the experience of multimedia services.
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The remote display technology helps users to overcome the limit of screen size by providing a
chance to mirror mobile device screen to another device with a large screen such as a TV. Using
the remote display technology, users can also share the multimedia experience with family
members or friends.
The visual quality and the end-to-end latency have been the technical challenges of the remote
display. To mirror a high-resolution screen in real time, the screen has been captured and
compressed using an encoding scheme to reduce the amount of data transfer. The efficient
encoding scheme which provides better display quality and consumes lower network bandwidth
has been researched [1].
Wi-Fi Miracast, a representative remote display solution, transmits screens encoded by H.264
video codec via peer-to-peer networking using a Wi-Fi direct (IEEE 802.11) connection. It
provides good quality by supporting high resolutions of up to 1920 x 1080 pixels and low end-toend latency. However, whereas the high compression ratio of H.264 provides savings in network
bandwidth, the high computational complexity of H.264 causes high power consumption and it
still remains a problem on power-limited mobile devices.
Previous researches have mainly focused on an encoding scheme to improve the problem [2] and
there has been a lack of interest in overall framework to solve the problem.

2. RELATED WORKS
Bo-yun Eom et al [1] have proposed a power-aware remote display framework which uses a
hybrid encoding scheme in VNC protocol. It aims to improve power efficiency by switching
encoding modes adaptively to the battery level of client devices.
Ji-su Ha et al [2] have proposed a scheme to implicitly analyse the dynamics of a video file and
uses the screen dynamics score to compute an ideal frame rate in run-time with respect to the
multimedia content context. The proposed work estimates the screen dynamics by calculating the
I-type macroblocks in a target interval which can be configured and skips frames based on the
normalized I-type macroblock count, the screen dynamics score. The video with low dynamics,
like video lectures, have shown a lower screen dynamics score than a dance-genre music video.
Using the screen dynamics score, which is related to the actual dynamics, the frame rate can be
controlled to minimize the transmission and power consumption without visible quality loss.
There are several remote display technologies. Chih-Fan Hsu et al [3] have measured and
compared the performance of those various technologies. The work provides the result of the
performance evaluations in various aspects: frame rate, resolution, bitrate, packet loss and so
forth. Most of them are proprietary solutions designed by manufacturers, which means it may not
be compatible with some devices.

3. BACKGROUND AND MOTIVATION
A Remote display framework is comprised of three major parts: The source device which
captures, encodes, and transmits the screen, the display device which decodes the received data
and displays it, the data transmission protocol which defines the format of the data that is to be
transmitted from a source device to a display device.
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The remote display is advantageous in that it can support any type of content if the source device
can handle and display it. Conversely, the display device is responsible only for displaying a
mirrored screen and the processing capability of display devices is not taken into account.
However, various consumer electronics, such as TVs and refrigerators, have evolved into smart
devices which have processing capability for various content and network connectivity [4]. We
can utilize the display device as a content processing unit to extend the overall capability of the
entire system.
The source device performs the intrinsic function which is content processing for local display.
At the same time, it executes data processing and transmissions for remote display.

Figure 1. Process for the local display and the remote display

When playing a video, the following procedures are performed.
First, the media framework extracts the video bitstream from the media source and decodes it
using the video decoder. Then, it passes the resulting video surface to the graphics engine. The
video surface is resized to fit the render area. If necessary, the color format conversion is also
carried out. The post-processed video surface is composited with a UI controller to make the final
image for local display.
In addition to the above steps, the composited frame buffer is resized to fit the remote display and
encoded to reduce network bandwidth. And then, it is sent to the remote display.
This intensive real-time processing results in lots of power consumption. Furthermore, in order to
improve the visual quality of the remote display, more computation is required and more power
consumption is generated. So, it is necessary to reduce and optimize the processes related to local
and remote display.
In this paper, we present an approach considering an overall framework, including source device,
data transmission protocol, and display device, from a broader perspective. As a result, we
suggest a novel framework to improve power efficiency and extend overall processing capability
for multimedia content.
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4. ADAPTIVE REMOTE DISPLAY FRAMEWORK
In Figure 1, the transmitted video bitstream is almost same as the original video bitstream except
the composited UI controller, resolution and bitrate. To make the similar video bitstream for the
remote display, power-consuming processes such as resizing and encoding are carried out. If it
does not have to be exact same screen, it is possible to reduce the steps by sending the original
video bitstream.
In certain scenarios, such as a media file playback and slide show, the source device works
mainly as a controller, and the local display in the source device are not essential and generate
unnecessary power consumption. We can consider it as an optional process and reduce power
consumption of the source device by skipping these processes.
Adaptive remote display is based on the extended processing capability: The content can be
processed in any device that is capable of handling it. In case of remote processing in which the
content is processed in display device, the source device transmits the original content such as
media file, streaming URI instead of encoded video stream. The display device processes the
received content using its own framework and displays it. In addition, the source device is able to
skip local processing and display, if necessary.
According to the transmitted data type, two modes are defined for data transmission protocol in
adaptive remote display framework: the Screen Mirroring Mode (SMM) and the Content
Mirroring Mode (CMM). The Screen Mirroring Mode is the same one used in typical remote
display solution, which the source device process content and transfer the encoded screen to the
display device.

Figure 2. Block diagram for the Screen Mirroring Mode

In the Content Mirroring Mode, the content is transmitted instead of screen to the display device.
In this mode, the frameworks are considered in an integrated way to support extended capability.
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Figure 3. Block diagram for the Content Mirroring Mode

There are 3 main phases for the overall session of suggested solution.
4.1. Processing Capability Negotiation
Once a network connectivity completes successfully, the source and display device negotiate
capability which both devices can process. The source device sends a request message to query
the processing capability of the display device for contents such as media format/codec,
streaming method, graphic library supported by the source device. The display device sends a
response message listing contents that it is capable of processing, and then both devices finish the
processing capability negotiation.
Table 1. Sample content for capability negotiation
Capability
Text format
Media format
Audio format
Image format
Streaming protocol
Video codec
Audio codec
Network access
OpenGL version

Example
TXT
3GP, MP4, ASF, AVI, MKV
3GA, M4A, WMA, MP3
GIF, PNG, BMP
RTSP, HTTP, HTTP live streaming,
H.264, HEVC, MPEG4, VP8/VP9,
LPCM, AAC, WMA, MP3, AMR, FLAC, DTS, AC3, RA
Wi-Fi, LTE
3.0

If the source device is not capable of playing the AC3 audio codec and the display device has a
AC3 decoder, the audio or video file can be played in the display device. In this way, the overall
capability can be extended.
4.2. Real-time Traffic Optimizer
User can access contents in the source device while the display device is connected. First, based
on the result of processing capability negotiation, adaptive remote display framework determines
if currently accessed content can be processed by the display device. If the content is supported
by the display device, one of the mirroring mode is selected based on the comparison result of the
expected network bandwidth. If the content is not supported by the display device, this step is
ignored and the Screen Mirroring Mode is kept.
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Table 2. An example of the network bandwidth comparison
Content
HD 1.9 Mbps
HD 5.4 Mbps

Screen Mirroring Mode
5 Mbps * 2h 18m = 5.05 GB
5 Mbps * 2h 18m = 5.05 GB

Content Mirroring Mode
1.9 Mbps * 2h 18m = 1.90 GB
5.4 Mbps * 2h 18m = 5.42 GB

When playing the HD 1.9 Mbps video, the Content Mirroring Mode sends 1.90 GB and it saves
62% network bandwidth compared to the Screen Mirroring Mode. However, when playing the
HD 5.4 Mbps video, the Screen Mirroring Mode shows advantage in network bandwidth. In this
case, the overall power consumption including encoding and networking should be considered.
4.3. Switching Mirroring Mode
Once a mirroring mode is determined by the remote display framework, the source device
informs the display device of new mirroring mode by sending the mode switching message. The
message includes the type and detail information about the transmission data. For instance, when
switching to video streaming, the message includes data type for video streaming and streaming
URI. Once the display device receives the message, it unloads previous processing engine and
loads appropriate processing engine.

5. EVALUATIONS
To evaluate the power consumption, Galaxy Note 5 (CPU: Quad-core 1.5 GHz Cortex-A53 &
Quad-core 2.1 GHz Cortex-A57, GPU: Mali-T760MP8, Resolution: 1440 x 2560, Wi-Fi: 802.11
a / b / g / n, Android 5.1.1 Lollipop) and the Power Monitor (Monsoon Solutions Inc.) has been
used. All the conditions including brightness, network connectivity have been controlled.
For the resolution and bitrate of the remote display, FHD (Full High Definition, 1920x1080) 10
Mbps and UHD (Ultra High Definition, 3840x2160) 10 Mbps have been used.
MX Player and YouTube have been used for local video playback and video streaming,
respectively.
The various video clips have been selected for the evaluations.
Table 3. The test video clips
Content
Nature
Food
Landscape
Sport
Sea
Music Video
Movie

Properties of texture
Complexity: low
Texture change: mid

Properties of movement
Movement: low
Background moves slowly

Complexity: mid
Texture change: high
Complexity: mid
Texture change: high

Movement: high
Movement: mid
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5.1. Screen Mirroring Mode vs. Content Mirroring Mode w/ local display

Figure 4. Screen Mirroring Mode (left), Content Mirroring Mode w/ local display (right)

As shown in Figure 4, the Screen Mirroring Mode mirrors the current screen to the remote
display. The transmission data type is the encoded screen. So, it shows the same screen on the
remote display.
The Content Mirroring Mode transmits raw data such as streaming URI, media file, and
audio/video bitstream. The transmission data type is determined according to the capabilities of
the display device.

Figure 5. Comparison of the power (current) consumption:
Screen Mirroring Mode vs. Content Mirroring Mode (w/ local display, type: a/v bitstream)

Figure 5 shows the comparison result of the Screen Mirroring Mode and the Content Mirroring
Mode which sends the a/v bitstream. In this case, the Content Mirroring Mode skips the resizing
and encoding steps. The local display is also performed the same as the Screen Mirroring Mode.
The result shows a 12.4% (FHD) and 23.4% (UHD) improvement in power consumption.
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5.2. Screen Mirroring Mode vs. Content Mirroring Mode w/o local display

Figure 6. Screen Mirroring Mode (left), Content Mirroring Mode w/o local display (right)

When the user watches a video using the remote display technology, the local display may not be
necessary because the video is played in the larger display. So the local display is a possible
option we can skip. The Figure 6 shows the screen of the Screen Mirroring Mode which enables
the local display and the screen of the Content Mirroring Mode which disables the local display.
In this case, the power consumption caused by the local display can also be reduced in the
Content Mirroring Mode.

Figure 7. Comparison of the power (current) consumption:
Screen Mirroring Mode vs. Content Mirroring Mode (w/o local display, type: streaming URI)

When the display device is capable of processing streaming URI, which means it has a network
connection such as wi-fi and it has an http streaming engine, the source device can transmit
streaming URI. In this case, the source device skips the real-time processing for streaming video.
As a result, the Content Mirroring Mode shows a 57.1% (FHD) and a 67.4% (UHD)
improvement in power consumption.
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Figure 8. Comparison of the power (current) consumption:
Screen Mirroring Mode vs. Content Mirroring Mode (w/o local display, type: a/v bitstream)

The result shows a 36.5% (FHD) and a 55.0% (UHD) improvement in power consumption.

5.3. Content Mirroring Mode w/ LCD on vs. Content Mirroring Mode w/ LCD off

Figure 9. Comparison of the power (current) consumption:
Content Mirroring Mode (with LCD on) vs. Content Mirroring Mode (with LCD off)
(w/o local display, type: a/v bitstream)

If the local display is not necessary, there is another advantage in the Content Mirroring Mode. It
can turn the LCD of the source device off. When the user watches a movie which has long
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running time, this option saves the battery of the source device. When the LCD is off, the result
shows an additional improvement of 27.8% in the power consumption is obtained.

5.4. Content Mirroring Mode w/ bitrate change

Figure 10. Comparison of the power (current) consumption:
Content Mirroring Mode (w/o local display, type: a/v bitstream)

As the bitrate of a video file increases, the power consumption also increases for data
transmission. The result shows that power consumption of 10.5% is added when the bitrate
increases by 5Mbps.

6. CONCLUSIONS
The remote display enables users to enjoy multimedia contents on a large screen. An adaptive
remote display framework keeps the advantage and extends the overall capability. By reducing
the content processing, the source device consumes lower power. Besides, in the Content
Mirroring Mode, the amount of data transmitted can also be reduced. As a result, the power
efficiency of mobile device is improved.
According to the evaluations, the Content Mirroring Mode which transmits a/v bitstream has
shown a 12.4% (FHD 10 Mbps, w/ local display) to a 55% (UHD 10 Mbps, w/o local display)
improvement in power consumption compared to the Screen Mirroring Mode. In the case of
transmitting the streaming URI, the Content Mirroring Mode shows a 57.1% (FHD 10Mbps) and
a 67.4% (UHD 10Mbps) improvement in power consumption. Furthermore, there is additional
improvement of 27% in the power consumption if LCD is turned off, which is possible in the
Content Mirroring Mode.
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ABSTRACT
Co-relation between economy and post-graduation studies are highlighted. Bridging the gap
between unemployment and post- graduates are essential in this competitive world. Detailed
assessment shows human transition phases. The ideal factors to choose precise post-graduate
career is analyzed. Problem related to unemployment is discussed briefly. It is shown how
STEM related streams requires concealed professional mid -term work-experience in course
structure.

KEYWORDS
Economy, Post-Graduation, Assessment, Unemployment, STEM, Work-Experience

1. INTRODUCTION
To foster and permeate better improved quality life, it is essential to alter change the higher
educational structure which will produce successful professional and strengthen economy for
betterment of society. In 2013-2014, in India, total vacant seats in Engineering/Technology were
4,62,580 [6]. Speaking about American Education, more than 36 million Americans- a fifth of the
working age population, have gone off to college and left without a degree*. [4] However, there
are several crucial factors such as tuition hike, lack of skills and opportunities. Non updated
curriculum or course structure straight away impact on skilled jobs which further impacts on
economy.
Higher educational institutions should deliver generic professionals with the excellence in
education which will become pivotal 'ThinkTank' to industry. However, professional work
experience in industry during studies will strengthen students ability and will try to boast their
confidence level.
However, varsities should contribute industry oriented professional work experience as a top-up
in course structure. Ultimately, the process will start from developing and highlighting
David C. Wyld et al. (Eds) : NETCOM, NCS, WiMoNe, CSEIT, SPM - 2015
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entrepreneurship skills. By 2025, two thirds of all jobs in United States will require education
beyond high school*. [4]

2. AIMS OF RESEARCH
a) To design ideal course structure for STEM courses which will contain professional workexperience as a core module to sharpen practical abilities of students.
b) To analyze inter-dependency between economy and post graduation studies with human
transition phases.
c) This study will provide generic solution which will act as 'ThinkTank' for students to choose
specialization stream in higher education.
d) This should reduce the rate of unemployment in fresher's.

3. OBJECTIVES
i. This study can built up holistic growth and good employability under competitive market
conditions.
ii. The main objective of this research is to improve economy constraints and produce successful
professional.

4. CO-RELATION BETWEEN ECONOMY AND POST-GRADUATION
STUDIES
The Average life span lived by an individual is grouped according to the decisions the choices
that he has to make during that time span and are analyzed accordingly. The choices that the
individual makes affects the rest of his life in various aspects. The following groups will clearly
state about the importance of the various phases and the importance of the choices.
•

Education (15-18): The decisions in this phases are concerned with the potential quality of
the rest of the life of the concerned individual. The decisions are regarding the educational
directions which later shape their futures.

•

Professional Transition (25-30): This is the practical phase of the individuals life span where
the person has to choose job. The working environment has to be in such a way where the
best of the knowledge acquired in the previous stages can be implemented in the real life.

•

The Thirties Assessment (30-35): This is the phase where the person has to think about
various other factors as the social factor, or the financial factor, or the decisions regarding
family and settlement are taken. The knowledge which he has acquired has to be given back
to the society.

•

The Forties Transition (35-45): During this time the person analyses the way of life he has
lived. The disparity between the dreams and aims he had set for his life the position where he
stands is realized by him.
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•

Mid-age Assessment (45-55): The importance of life of meaning is realized by the individual.
The consequences of the decisions and the choices made are to be faced.

•

Pre-Retirement Transition (55-65): If the decisions taken in the earlier stages are of the right
path they lead to the destination of satisfaction of achieving of the preset goals and aims. And
if the decisions are in the any contradiction they lead to aimlessness and the search of the
connecting a bridge between the ideal situation and the actual situation.

•

The Seventies Transition (65-75): The phase of passing the knowledge to the next
generations. The experiences and the consequences are passed to the next generation for their
good.

•

Seniority Transition (75-85): here the shifting process starts. the individual gradually shifts
towards the phase of dependency from the various phases of independency.

5. THE IDEAL AND REALISTIC FACTORS TO CHOOSE POSTGRADUATION AREAS
Factors to be taken into consideration while choosing the path towards the profession of
information technology stream are the initiative taken towards being a professional. Presently the
factors that has to be considered and the factors which are considered in the reality deviate
drastically. And the gap between the ideal factorial model and the present conditions has widened
to bridge which concludes in the global problem of unemployment. Currently while choosing
following factors are considered by the individual while opting for higher education in the field
of information technology-

5.1. Priorities
The individual rather than thinking and considering the most vital factors while opting for this
particular profession thinks of the priorities. The priorities such as the luxuries offered by this
profession or even the illusion created by the industries about the stability of the profession and
the life provided by it.

5.2. Capacity
Capacity of any person is of three types namely physical, emotional, and intellectual. If the
person does not think of pushing his capacity as a professional he will not succeed. The capacity
is the polished constraint. The capacity of the student is often misunderstood with the natural
capabilities that e possess. And such misunderstanding affect the direction chosen by the student
while choosing a post graduation program.

5.3. Generalized Theory
While choosing the direction towards being an professional in the field of information technology
the students takes into consideration the most generalized factors which are into the minds of the
society traditionally over a long period of time. While taking such things into consideration the
student forgets the difference between the general constraints and his individual capabilities.
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5.4. Financial Constraints
In this fast paced modern era students while choosing the course for their post graduation level
make this factor their priority. Rather than analyzing their own abilities and skills they possess
naturally and those which they can develop over a period of time by practicing they are more
concerned about the financial future that the field of the information technology has to offer and
also the financial needs for opting that course.

5.5. Market Analysis
Market conditions is the most crucial external factor affecting the student's decisions. The job
opportunities which are actually present for the post graduates and the illusion which depicts the
opportunities affect the decision. If the illusion does not provide for a stable future and financial
stability the student is hesitant about the career and if the illusion created by the industries
suggest anything otherwise there arises the problem of overcrowding which ultimately leads to
the problem of unemployment.

5.6. Secondary Experiences
Each graduate taking into consideration the future courses to pursue has to think about the risk
factor that comes along. In this unstable and ever-changing era of modernization while turning
towards any direction they take into account the experiences of the professionals already from
that particular area. Such kind of information is the second hand or the secondary information.
The main constraint of individuality is ignored when the decisions taken are based on such
secondary information.

6. IDEAL SITUATION CONSIDERATION
The factors which are considered in reality and the factors that actually have to be considered
deviate from each other. The factors of the deviation and the constraints that affect the deviation
along with the consequences are discussed below:

6.1. Capabilities
Capabilities are nothing but the natural abilities and the gifts that the student possesses. A
graduate opting for his post graduation in the profession of information technology has to have
certain natural abilities. These natural abilities are the natural gifts and not the ones which the
person can develop over the period of time. The most crucial ability that a information
technology professional has to possess is the logicality. He has to be very strong in logics and
solving the problems with these logics.

6.2. Skills
Skill is the ability which is polished over a period of time with rigorous and continuous practice.
The professional from the field of technology has to polish various skills as his communication,
the skills of analyzing a particular problem, the skill of providing the most optimal solution, skills
of taking the right decisions for the satisfaction of the particular problem in the optimum time
period.
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6.3. Interests
Interest can be aptly stated as the creative energy that motivates the professional to do the
particular thing and take certain decisions. The technology professional must be passionate about
the technology, the advancements, and the various other factors that constitutes the technology.
He can develop his particular interest areas by opting for the corresponding course areas while
choosing a course structure while pursuing his post graduation education.

6.4. Goals
Goals are nothing but the ambitions of the person. In the stream of technology the ambitions is
the most primary factor which is supported along with the other factors for being successful in
that particular field. Pre determined goals only help one to decide the path to achieve those.
Accomplishment of such goals provides the industries with the accomplished information
technology professionals.

6.5. Principals and Personality
While taking an decision of striving towards the profession of the information technology the
factors of the personality and the principles of the individual even has to be considered. The
student has to be constantly aware of the advancement of this fast paced ever-changing world of
the technology. To keep the pace along with the quick and ever changing market conditions he
has to be a decision taker and a risk bearer. Such qualities will help in accomplishing his preset
goals and being a successful individual.

6.6. Combination of Goals and Reality
The preset goals and the ways to achieve these goals along with the real time constraints affect
the quality of the professional that is produced by the industry of technology. Not only the goals
but the complimentary course structure, the exposure to the post graduate student will develop his
knowledge making him ready to face the real time challenges in the working environment and
providing the most correct logical solution in the optimum time and resources.

7. PROBLEM OF UNEMPLOYMENT
Because of the various factors discussed above the problem of unemployment arises which can
be stated and explained as follows* [2]:
ሺISC − ܴܵܥሻ + ሺ ܵܥܫ− ܴܵܥሻ + ܱݐℎ݁ = ݎUnemployment

1

ISC= Ideal situation considerations; RSC= Real situation considerations; ICS= Ideal course
structure; RCS= Real existing course structure; Other= Other variables; Unemployment=
Problem of unemployment;
In the above stated mathematical representation it is stated that the deviation between the ideal
situation considerations and the real situation considerations, along with the difference between
the ideal course structure and the real existent course structure if combined with various other
variables namely the market expectations and conditions or the economies constitute a crucial
global problem of unemployment. These all deviations created a huge gap between the industry
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expectations and the requirements and the quality of the knowledge that the student actually
possess which is hard to bridge.

Figure 1 Ideal Strategy for Successful Professional

when the individual is furnished with an ideal course structure where he has considered ideal
situation considerations, along with many other dependant variables males a successful
professional. Ideal course structure will enhance his abilities as a professional the abilities which
he had taken into account while choosing that respective field. And when a successful
professional will work in the real time environment his efficiency will not only benefit the
organization he is working for but also the economy of the particular nation. This model which
proposes the ideal strategy will help us solve many economical issues such as unemployment,
poverty, overcrowding and many more.

7. CONCLUSION
Providing a solution to the problem of unemployment through providing a better course structure
to the pupils which will enhance their skills and strengthen their abilities to work in the
competitive environment efficiently. Also it takes into consideration various ideal factors while
opting for that particular field and striving towards success.
However, the outcome will be more realistic for the employer as well which will help to reduce
the unemployment rate in developing countries.
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ABSTRACT
Face detection algorithms are used to detect the human in various industry fields. A typical face
detection algorithm such as Haar Feature-based Cascade Classifier gives us an easier way to
detect human face. It consists of several classifiers which contain complicated arithmetic
operations. Several classifiers constitute the cascade which can detect each element of human
face. The more cascades are contained in the algorithm to detect elements of human face, the
more it takes a time to detect human face. The previous cascade hardly recognize real human,
since previous cascade processes only one source from image source. In this paper, we present
a new cascade method for human face detection which exploits several classifiers for data not
only from image source but also various heterogeneous sensors. Cascades consist of various
sensors based on tuple data type could be operated quickly. It provides more accuracy of real
human face detection, reduces the number of classifier for high speed processing in real-time.

KEYWORDS
Face Detection, Heterogeneous Sensor, Real-Time Processing, Haar-Like Feature

1. INTRODUCTION
In Internet of Things environment with wired/wireless sensor networks, efficient sensor data
process are very significant for various useful data analysis [1]. Various sensors such as CCTVs,
thermo-graphic camera and temperature sensors can be processed at the same time for more
accuracy analysis. Those sensors notice different signal respectively. For example, CCTV notices
image signal to detect face shape, thermo-graphic camera notices image signal to detect face
temperature and gas sensor notices amount of gas in air. This heterogeneous sensors detect not
only one sense but also various senses. Various sensors can enhance the accuracy of real human
face detection in real-time environment.
Haar Feature-base Cascade is a useful algorithm in wide range of object detection application [2].
Cascading is a particular case of ensemble learning based on the concatenation of several
classifiers, using all information collected from the output from a given classifier as additional
information for the next classifier in the cascade [3]. In face detection field, classifier processes
David C. Wyld et al. (Eds) : NETCOM, NCS, WiMoNe, CSEIT, SPM - 2015
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multimedia data from one source. A typical method is that first classifier detects the face shape,
and then next classifiers can detect other shape such as eyes, mouth and nose in face shape.
However, the more cascades are contained in that, the more it takes a time to finish.
Consequentially, there is a trade-off between accuracy of result and processing speed. In this
paper, we present a new cascade method for human face detection which exploits several
cascades for data not only from image source but also various heterogeneous sensors. It provides
more accuracy of real human face detection and reduces a number of classifier to high speed
processing in real-time detecting. For this approach, we need to synchronize between each sensor,
so that sensors data can be processed at the same time. Using this method, we can improve the
accuracy of face detection.
The outline of our paper is as follows: In Section 2, we describe related works for introducing
Haar Feature-base Cascade. And time synchronization method for various sensor. Then, in
Section 3, we explain a new method using classifiers which process data from various sensors.
Section 4 explains implementation of proposed method and shows its experimental results. Lastly
Section 5 summarizes the conclusion of our research.

2. RELATED WORKS
Haar Feature-based Cascade is fast object detection algorithm [2] using Haar-like features and a
cascade of classifiers. It has good detection rate depends on training data. And it calculates 2
frames data per second so that it can process in real-time. This algorithm consists of 4 stages.
First stage is haar feature selection. Haar-like features can be made by calculating difference of
the sum of pixels of areas inside rectangle. There are many haar features in a frame. This feature
has too many operation to service in real-time. For this, it use second stage which has integral
method to calculate quickly. And third stage is Adaboost training. Adaboost selects useful haar
feature in total haar features using weight of each haar filter [4]. Each selected features can be
trained data to classify true positive. Then, Adaboost can compose strong classifier which is
consists of weak classifier. Last stage is to make cascading classifiers. These cascading
classifiers is step by step method which is made by several weak classifiers. Firstly, top simple
classifier judge the features whether it is true or false. If first classifier classify features as a true
positive, it could be passed the next stage which consists of another weak classifiers. This method
can reduce a lots of operation by using classifier cascading. Once, a classifier reject the features,
It is regarded as false so that it cannot be passed next classifiers. All features pass the classifier
cascading, it is targeted as an object.
There are various researches for processing sensor data from heterogeneous sensors[5-7]. Those
sensors data are detected different elements respectively so that enhance the accuracy of detection
result. This various elements can be used source of classifier cascade. For example, temperature
sensor and weight sensor are a great help to detect real human.
Previous face detection approaches consider only multimedia source from a camera. Those
methods have so many classifiers for high detection rate that it takes a great time. Our research
goal is to enhance the true positive rate of detection using various sensors to reduce a number of
classifiers.
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3. FACE DETECTING USING HETEROGENEOUS SENSORS
In this section, we present a new architecture of face detection system using heterogeneous
sensors for detecting real-human. Unlike typical face detecting systems, our system has
additional classifiers to process various sensor data

3.1 Key features
This system has several key features as follows:
(1) It offers minimum number of cascades so that it reduce volume of operation. Typically,
to enhance the true positive rate of detection, it would be a lot of cascades such as face
cascade, eye cascade, nose cascade or mouth cascade. However, there is a trade-off
between accuracy of result and processing speed. The more cascade are contained, the
more it takes a time. our system select minimum number of cascades for high speed
processing
(2) It offers time-stamp for processing the various sensors data at the same time. And those
data come separately. Thus, it needs to synchronization for various sensors data. Our
system set the time-stamp for synchronization.
(3) It offers real-face detecting except picture, doll using feature of human. A surveillance
system has to detect real human, this system can extract feature of human using sensor
such as temperature sensor. Moreover, multiple source enable system to detect various
sense not only vision but also touch sense, weight sense, heat sense and so on. It is
helpful to detect objects exactly which we want. In a cascade step, it judges sensor data
whether it is necessary or unnecessary by using several classifier. If it is considered as
true positive, it is passed next phase of cascade from other sensors.

3.2 System Model
The overall operation of our system model as shown fig 1. Our system model consists of train
phase, synchronization phase and cascading phase. This operations shall be explained bellows.

Figure 1. The overall model of face detecting system using heterogeneous sensors
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3.2.1 Training Phase
In training phase, there are two section to make classifiers. First section is for training multimedia
data from camera sensor in real time. Haar-like feature extraction and Adaboost make the
classifier based on multimedia data. Second section is for extraction tuple from various sensors
data except camera. Its section collects the sensors data and extracts tuple in real time. However,
it is different time between each section yet. So it needs synchronization of time in next phase.
3.2.2 Synchronization Phase
In synchronization phase, it synchronizes the time between haar-like features and sensor tuples.
Those sensors data are detected different elements respectively. Thus, it has different time stamp.
To synchronize their time, sensor data set their time every frame-rate cycle so that it reduces
volume of calculation. If its frame rate is 12 fps, other sensors data set their time every 12 frame.
The time of Multimedia is standard-time. Figure 2 shows an example of this method.

Figure 2. An example of synchronization method

3.2.3 Cascading Phase
In cascade phase, it makes robust classifier which consists of week classifier. Its cascades is
connected to one another. To detect face, face cascade is set on head stage. Then, other cascades
are set on next stage. It is mandatory that prior cascade judges true feature before posterior
cascades. If prior cascade judges false, it doesn’t pass the opportunity to next cascade. There are
cascades made by Adaboost algorithm for multimedia sensor process. The rest of cascades are
made by range detector for heterogeneous sensors. The cascade consists of various sensors data
classifier as shown figure 3.
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Figure 3. The model of cascade including multiple source processing

4. IMPLEMENTS
In this section, we shell show the implementation of our new system. We implement a face
detection with a temperature data. There are six cases for this implementation. First is a realhuman detecting with face cascade and no temperature cascade. Second case is the picture of
human with face cascade and no temperature cascade. Third case is the picture of human with
face cascade and temperature cascade. Fourth case is the real-human with face cascade, eyes
cascade and no temperature cascade. Fifth case is a picture of human with face cascade, eyes
cascade and no temperature cascade. The last case is a picture of human with face cascade, eyes
cascade and temperature cascade. The implement cases of implementation as shown blows.
Table 1. Various cases of implement
Case Number
Case 1
Case 2
Case 3
Case 4
Case 5
Case 6

Object Type
Real face
Picture
Picture
Real face
Picture
Picture

The number of Cascades
1 (face)
1 (face)
1 (face)
2 (face, eyes)
2 (face, eyes)
2 (face, eyes)

Additional Sensor
No sensor
No sensor
Temperature sensor
No sensor
No sensor
Temperature sensor
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Figure 4. Result of implementation

5. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
We implement this system on 1 node which has Intel® core™ quad CPU Q6600 2.40 GHz
processors and 8GB memory. The experimental results show that real human face-detecting
system which has cascades from various sensors enhance the accuracy of detecting real human.
Case 2 without temperature cascade detects the face. It is false positive. However, case 3 has no
detection of face. It is true negative. Figure 5 shows the relation between the numbers of cascades
and elapsed time. Case 4, 5 has eyes cascade additionally. Those case take a lot time to calculate
than case 1, 2, 3. Because it contains many operation to extract haar feature since it contains eyes
cascade. Case 2 is faster than case 3. It means that the more cascades are contained in that, the
more it takes a time to detect. Because cascade based on multimedia data which contains many
‘for statement’, it can reduce the elapsed time by reducing cascade or using cascade form sensor
data instead of multimedia data. Although case 6 contains eyes cascade, it processes the detection
step faster than case 4 and 5. Because Temperature cascade does not pass the opportunity to eyes
cascade. As a result, the composition consists of various cascades from heterogeneous sensors are
the helpful to detect of real human-face.
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Figure 5. Result of experiments

6. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we have presented a cascade method for human face detection in surveillance
system which exploits several classifiers for data not only from image source but also various
heterogeneous sensors. A typical face detection algorithm such as Haar Feature-based Cascade
Classifier gives us an easier way to detect the face. However, it consists of several classifiers
which contain complicated arithmetic operations so that it takes a great deal of time to achieve a
result. And it is hard to recognize real human face in short time, since previous cascade processes
only one image source. Our method can enhance an accuracy of face detection using
heterogeneous sensors. It uses a cascade which consists of classifiers. Each classifier processes
data from not only image source but also various sensors data. It provides more accuracy of real
human face detection and reduces the number of classifiers for high speed processing in real-time
detecting.
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ABSTRACT
In general, a distributed processing is not suitable for dealing with image data stream due to the
network load problem caused by communications of frames. For this reason, image data stream
processing has operated in just one node commonly. However, we need to process image data
stream in a distributed environment in a big data era due to increase in quantity and quality of
multimedia data. In this paper, we shall present a real-time pedestrian detection methodology in
a distributed environment which processes image data stream in real-time on Apache Storm
framework. It achieves sharp speed up by distributing frames onto several nodes called bolts,
each of which processes different regions of image frames. Moreover, it can reduce the
overhead caused by synchronization by computation bolts which returns only the processing
results to the merging bolts.

KEYWORDS
Distributed stream processing, Apache storm, Image Processing, Pedestrian Detection.

1. INTRODUCTION
Recently, the data in IT industry has been dramatically increasing. Besides, the volume of the
data is also increasing continuously. Especially, size of digital pictures and resolution of video is
bigger than before. In addition to this, the sharp data increase for services in an era of Internet of
Things(IoT) makes it difficult to process image data stream in real-time in just one node.
Therefore it is essential to process large-scaled stream image data in a distributed environment.
In this paper, we propose a pedestrian detection methodology which is an efficient model for
dealing with image data stream in the distributed environment. We use Apache Storm[1] for the
implementation which is a distributed stream processing framework in real-time. Apache Storm
runs topologies on a Storm cluster which consists of spouts and bolts. The spout is a streamer
task which makes sequence of tuples that is a data model of Storm and bolts are tasks for
processing jobs. A target of our distributed image stream processing is a pedestrian detection.
The pedestrian detection is an important technique which can help to prevent many accidents in
David C. Wyld et al. (Eds) : NETCOM, NCS, WiMoNe, CSEIT, SPM - 2015
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an automobile field and creates profit by analysing the number of customers on shops. Therefore
we consider for pedestrian detection and propose an efficient way for detecting pedestrians on the
distribute environment.
Our methodology is has several advantages as follows: Firstly, it speeds up the processing by
being operated in parallel on the each node by distributing frames onto several computation.
Secondly, it can reduce the overall computation load by dividing the frame into several region to
detect on the each frame. Finally, the overhead caused by synchronization can be reduced by
returning only the processing result.
The outline of our paper is as follows: In section 2, we describe related works about Apache
Storm framework and pedestrian detection algorithm which we selected. In section 3, we present
a model for processing pedestrian detection efficiently on the distributed environment and
explain a topology for a workflow running on the Storm cluster. In section 4, we explain our
results of experiment.

2. RELATED WORKS
2.1. Distributed Stream Processing
Recently, big data systems like Hadoop [2] have been used on various fields. Hadoop is populist
platform on the big data systems. However, applications become more various, and users have
needed to get process results more quickly. Therefore many stream process platforms appear to
provide services which can process the big data in real-time.
Big data needs to process data in distributed and parallel environment because it is not structured
like data saved in database. For this solution, Hadoop appear which can process big data using
MapReduce [3] that is parallel processing framework. However, according to increase of data
like RFID, twit and CCTV, batch systems like Hadoop have reached limit to process these largescaled data. For resolving this problem, various techniques have been suggested to process it.

2.2. Apache Storm
Apache Storm is a distributed stream data processing system, which has been used in Twitter for
various critical computations. Apache Hadoop is an essential framework for distributed
processing large-scaled data and already has been used in Hadoop ecosystem in many ways these
days. However, it does not cover real-time stream processing. For this reason, Apache Storm
appeared and has been a solution for real-time processing. It is possible to use on the Hadoop or
alone with Zookeeper [4] that is nodes manager.
Apache Storm has various features. Firstly, it guarantees fault-tolerant and high availability. If
errors happen on the process works, Storm reassign it immediately. Therefore, the works can be
operated continuously. Secondly, its latency of process is short, because it does not save data and
processes in real-time. Third, it is scalable. It can add additional nodes on the Storm cluster
easily. Finally, it guarantees reliable. Every data can be processed without any loss.
Storm architecture is similar with Hadoop. It consists of one master node which is called Nimbus
and one or a couple of worker nodes which are called Supervisor. In addition, Storm relies on
Zookeeper for managing nodes in Storm cluster. Zookeeper gives information of supervisor’s
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state to Nimbus. Then, Nimbus assign works to supervisors and each supervisor processes
assigned tasks.
Storm’s data model is unbounded sequence of tuples which is consist of a field and a value. The
stream of tuples flows through topologies, which are directed graphs. The topology’s vertices
represent computations and the edges represent the data flow. The vertices divided into two type,
Spout and Bolt. Spout is a supplier of stream, which reads tuples form sources and provides it to
topologies. And bolt is processing unit. Every works of Storm is on the Bolt, and it emits the
results of processing to other bolts.

2.3. Pedestrian Detection
Pedestrian detection techniques are for finding people on the load. Mostly research in this filed
has focused in finding people standing than sitting or lying, although it could be useful for saving
a life in a disastrous situation. Anyway, this technique is useful in many ways like counting
people shopping in shops and warning to people about dangers ahead. The applications of
pedestrian detection technique are striking.
Detectors in OpenCV[5], open vision library, are representative among published detectors.
1. The histogram of Oriented gradients (HOG) [6] (INRIA) – HOG detector of
Dalal2005 [6], which is learned through INRIA Person Database. It is difficult to
detect object of a template which is smaller size than 64(w)x128(h).
2. HOG(Daimler) – HOG detect which is learned through Daimler Pedestrian Dataset.
It could detect objects of a small template.
3. Hogcascades – Detector which is applied cascade technique in HOG feature.
4. Haarcascades – Detector of Viola2001 [7], whose speed to detect objects is fast that
others.
Haarcascades was used as our detector for finding pedestrians, since our purpose of this paper is
just detecting in distributed environment rather than focusing in accuracy of detection.

3. DISTRIBUTED PEDESTRIAN DETECTION MODEL
To detect pedestrians in the distributed environment, we propose a methodology and a workflow
for the detections.

3.1. Methodology of Detection
The frame rate of video is higher than before. The 30fps’s CCTV translates 30 frames during 1
secondly. In this situation, the location of objects have changed little between a few continuous
frames since the frame rate is too fast for pedestrians to move to other locations. Figure 1 shows
that there are little changes of pedestrian’s location between continuous frames of the video. We
suggest the efficient methodology for detecting pedestrians in the distributed environment in realtime using the characteristic explained above.
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Figure 1. The continuous frames of ftp 15 video (a) Frame 1, (b) Frame 2, (c) Frame 3 and (d)

3.1.1. Distributing Frames Phase
In distributing frames phase, the frames of the stream source are distributed onto several nodes
for processing to detection in parallel. If the fps of image data stream is very high, sampling
frames is needed for reducing workload. Since the locations of the pedestrians has little changed
between continuous frames, sampling can reduce execute time.
3.1.2. Detecting Pedestrian Phase
In detecting pedestrian phase, the pedestrian detection is operated in each node in parallel. As
noted above, the detection does not need to be operated in every part of the frame since the
locations of pedestrians have not changed between a few frames in case of image data stream of
high fps. Therefore, each node operates to detect pedestrians on the different regions of the
different frames to reduce the overall computation and processing time.

Figure 2. Detect Regions of each Frames
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3.1.3. Processing Results Transmission phase
Each node which is operated for detection does not transmit the frames as the results, but only the
information about the locations of pedestrians. For this method, a node for merging this results
receives the original frames from the source separately. Transmitting only the information about
the location of pedestrians can reduce network load caused by communications, since it can
reduce the size of total traffic. Moreover, the total execute time can be reduced by removing a
function of synchronization, since the original frames are transmitted separately. If the frames are
transmitted as the results from the each node which process to detect pedestrians, the
synchronization is needed for arranging the frames in order.
3.2. Workflow
In this section, we explain the topology which is run on the Storm cluster. For reducing the
network load and the works, features are delivered instead of frames. If the frames as the result of
the detection are delivered, synchronization between the frames will be needed and happen
network load for delivering every frame again.

Fig 3. The topology of the detection

The workflows are as follows.
(1) Spout: The spout generates stream of sequential tuples from video sources. Video frames
are serialized for delivering as tuples and emitted to Bolt for scale operation and feature
drawer. Received tuples are deserialized to frames for processing image.
(2) Scale Bolt: It controls the volume level of the frame properly to reduce the load of each
operations. However, if frames’ volume level become too small, it comes difficult to
operate the detection.
(3) Detect Bolt: Its operation is to detect pedestrians in parallel. Each bolt receives the
frames in sequence and detects the pedestrians in particular area. For example, detect
bolt 1 receives the frame 1 and finds pedestrians in some part of the frame. Detect bolt 2
receives the frame 2 and find pedestrians as well but in another part of the frame 2. If
pedestrians are detected, then the bolt emits the features to a next bolts, which are
information of the detection result.
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(4) Feature Drawer: feature drawer bolt receives features from the detect bolts, which are
information about detected pedestrians. At the same time, it receives frames directly
from the spout simultaneously. Then, it draws the features on the received frame.
(5) Streamer: Streamer bolt emits the tuple stream of the result as mjpeg format to web
service to watch the result of processing.

4. IMPLEMENTATION
4.1. Experiment Environment
Our system described above is implemented on a laptop with an Intel® Celeron® CPU B800 @
1.50GHz processor running Window8. Program is developed by Java using eclipse luna using
Storm framework. The library is used the OpenCV. Distributed environment is composed by
Oracle VM ViktualBox. Three virtual machine are generated and run Linux Ubuntu 14.04 64bit.
Apache-Storm 0.9.5 and Zookeeper 3.4.6 is installed for running Storm.

4.2. Detection Result
Figure 4 shows the result of pedestrian detection. Since the location of pedestrians is little
changed between frames, it is possible to detect every pedestrians separately.

Figure 4. Detection pedestrians on each part of sampled frames. (a) upper left, (b) upper right, (c) bottom
left, (d) bottom right

4.3. Performance Evaluation
In this section, we explain about the evaluation of our experiment.
Figure 5 shows overall information of Topology which operates pedestrian detection and the data
flows. Table 1 and Table 2 show detail information of spout and bolts. Executors are threads in a
worker process. Pedestrian bolt which detects pedestrians in a frame has 4 executors for reducing
execute latencies.
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Figure 5. Topology stats visualized
Table 1. Spouts stats

Table 2. Bolts stats

5. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORKS
In this paper, we have presented the pedestrian detection methodology in the distributed
environment using Apache Storm framework. Actually, the image processing in the distributed
environment is not appropriate due to network load problem caused by communications between
nodes for translating frames. However, we cannot but use distributed processing since the only
one node cannot cope with processing high resolution and high fps image data stream in realtime. To conclude, we have suggested the methodology for detecting pedestrian in real-time in
the distributed environment to reduce works as distributing the frames and dividing the region for
detection into several parts. Besides, it reduces the overhead cause by synchronization by
returning the only processing result. In the future, stream image processing in the distributed
environment will be an essential technique and need research to reduce network load problem
between nodes.
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ABSTRACT
This paper proposes a robust tracking method which concatenates appearance and geometrical
features to re-identify human in non-overlapping views. A uniformly-partitioning method is
proposed to extract local HSV(Hue, Saturation, Value) color features in upper and lower
portion of clothing. Then adaptive principal view selecting algorithm is presented to locate
principal view which contains maximum appearance feature dimensions captured from different
visual angles. For each appearance feature dimension in principal view, all its inner frames get
involved in training a support vector machine (SVM). In matching process, human candidate
filtering is first operated with an integrated geometrical feature which connects height estimate
with gait feature. The appearance features of the remaining human candidates are later tested
by SVMs to determine the object’s existence in new cameras. Experimental results show the
feasibility and effectiveness of this proposal and demonstrate the real-time in appearance
feature extraction and robustness to illumination and visual angle change.

KEYWORDS
Human Tracking, Non-Overlapping Views, HSV Appearance, Geometrical Features, SVM

1. INTRODUCTION
Video-surveillance is an increasingly developed technology in various domains such as on-site
security surveillance, shoplifting evidencing and intelligent recognition. In many circumstances,
video-surveillance system consists of multiple cameras without overlapping views, thus making
spatial and temporal information of moving objects unavailable for parts of the path. So it’s
significantly desirable to explore a robust and real-time human tracking method in nonoverlapping views.
The human tracking task is usually composed of three main aspects, namely, foreground
detection, feature extraction and object matching. Foreground detection is a fundamental
David C. Wyld et al. (Eds) : NETCOM, NCS, WiMoNe, CSEIT, SPM - 2015
pp. 219–235, 2015. © CS & IT-CSCP 2015
DOI : 10.5121/csit.2015.51619
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component in visual tracking system. It extracts the people of interests and separates it with
backgrounds. The performance of foreground detection directly determines the accuracy of
human tracking. Feature extraction is a crucial component in visual tracking system. Human
feature in computer vision consists of many descriptors which will help machine to understand
the real world. Object matching is another crucial component in visual tracking system. When
human features are extracted in independent surveillance area, they need to be matched from one
area to another, making decision on “what is what” and “who is who”. The human tracking task
in non-overlapping views depends upon these three aspects, especially the latter two aspects.

1.1. Related Work
While numerous acceptable techniques have been proposed so far for foreground detection, there
is still a need to produce more efficient algorithms in term of adaptability to multiple
environments, noise resilience, and computation efficiency. Related literatures suggest that
Visual Background extraction (ViBe) outperforms recent and proven state-of-the-art methods in
terms of both computation speed and detection rate[1].
As for feature extraction, previous literatures have concentrated on appearance features to track
human objects across disjoint cameras[2-6]. Gianfranco et al.[4] reviewed the development of a set
of models that capture the overall appearance of an individual. Some of the models provide a
holistic description of a person, and some others require an intermediate step where specific body
parts need to be identified. Hyun-Uk et al.[5] segmented each person by a criterion with
appearance and estimated the segmented regions as Gaussian mixture model (GMM) for
correspondence. Both experimental results demonstrated that appearance feature has superior
performance in identifying individuals, but illumination changes pose a major problem to the
invariance of appearance features. In order to solve this problem, Javed et al. [6] proposed to
compensate illumination variations using brightness transfer functions but his approach is limited
to compensate for different illumination in different regions of the images. It still needs more
researches on the solution of illumination variations in disjoint human tracking task.
Individuals can always be discriminated based on their appearances, except the notable situation
where exists people in uniforms. In addition, appearance features will probably alter along with
the change of visual angle which occurs frequently when people walk across cameras. Related
researches combined geometrical features with appearance features and managed to overcome
such problems to some extent [7-11]. Madden et al. [7] focused on a framework based on robust
shape and appearance features extraction and performed well in some specific scenarios.
However, his proposal only employed height as robust shape feature without considering the
limitation of height in discriminating human beings due to the close resemblance of human
stature. The popular remedy of this limitation is to combine gait feature with height to strengthen
the discrimination of human beings. Takayuki et al. [9] proposed a method that tracks a walking
human using the features of gait to calculate a robust motion signature and showed the potential
validity of the proposed method in a typical surveillance system. Despite of the well-done
performance of gait feature in human tracking task, it has deficiencies that a high identification
rate and low computational cost are still far from being achieved[10]. Specifically, the typical gait
feature is tough to adjust to the visual angle change in disjoint tracks.
In general, a discriminative appearance feature which is robust to illumination change and
uniform disturbance needs to be extracted. Moreover, a discriminative geometrical feature which
can adjust to the visual angle change expects more explorations.
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1.2. Contributions of This Paper
This paper proposes a new robust human tracking method based on appearance and geometrical
features in non-overlapping views. ViBe is initially adopted to detect and segment foregrounds of
each single individual. Then a uniformly-partitioning method is presented to obtain the local lowbins HSV histograms. The uniformly-partitioning method is intended to eliminate the disturbance
of illumination change. Thereafter, a new geometrical feature is created which integrates height
estimate, height estimate difference parameters and the sinusoidal periodicity of walking. These
three features can reflect the height and gait movement simultaneously. To our knowledge, it’s
original to integrate such three intrinsic features in human tracking which avoids the complexity
of feature extraction and can robustly counter the visual angle change even across disjoint
cameras. For a high hit rate, an adaptive principal view selecting algorithm (APVSA) and
appearance feature dimension determining algorithm (AFDDA) are innovatively presented and
SVM is also adopted for the same purpose. APVSA facilitates the robustness to appearance
change and SVM strengthens the discrimination of human individual.
The proposed method has a configuration as shown in Fig.1. In this method, the foregoing
cameras train and update SVMs. When new camera comes, all its inner frames are preprocessed
and the foregrounds are detected. Then the appearance and geometrical features are extracted.
The geometrical features filter the object candidates and the appearance features determine the
tracked object continuously on the basis of principal view selecting mechanism. Section 2
introduces ViBe-based motion detection briefly. Section 3 and Sectionn4 describe appearance
and geometrical features. Section 5 constructs the matching mechanism based on human features,
APVSA, AFDDA and SVM. Section 6 discusses the experimental results in simple and complex
scenario. Finally, Section 7 concludes the highlights of this proposal.

Fig.1. The process diagram for the proposed method

2. MOTION DETECTION
Motion detection is the key low-level fundamental work in intelligent video tracking task which
requests accurate segmentation of foreground from background. The emerging ViBe algorithm is
proven to perform satisfactorily in terms of both computation speed and detection rate. It
provides an excellent robustness to scene changes and extracts foreground rapidly from early
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frames. Thus, this paper employs ViBe to detect and segment moving objects in video scenes in
the way of [12]. After an individual is segmented, an external bounding box is used to contain it.

3. APPEARANCE FEATURES EXTRACTION
This proposal is inspired by [7] to extract local appearance of upper and lower portion in clothing
which can almost discriminate individuals instead of a global appearance. These features allow a
more sensitive reaction to appearance change and fasten the extraction speed as well. In this
paper, the upper 30-50 percent from the top of the external bounding box is chosen to be the
upper portion, while the lower 65-85 percent from the top is chosen to be the lower portion.
Appearance features often vary with the illumination change. In order to deal with this, HSV
color space is employed to model appearance color in this paper. HSV is a color space in which
the effect from color brightness can be suppressed by decreasing value characteristic (V). In light
of this, it can reduce the appearance dissimilarity caused by illumination change. Appearance
feature is partitioned into upper and lower portion, and each of them will generate HSV color
features. Moreover, each HSV component will generate a histogram and thus make massive bins
which will cost a lot of time consumption. To cope with this, a uniformly-partitioning method of
HSV space is presented on the basis of [13].In this method, Hue component is divided uniformly
into QH intervals, Saturation is divided uniformly into QS intervals and Value is divided
uniformly into QV intervals. Consequently, H , S ,V component is converted to quantization level
as H C , SC , VC , such that
 H * QH 
HC = 
 , SC =  S * QS  , VC = V * QV  ,
 360 

(1)

Then H C , SC and VC are integrated as a vector γ HSV with different weight coefficients in the
following formula
γ HSV = H C * QS * QV + SC * QV + VC ,

(2)

This method reduces the amount of total histogram bins and improves the efficiency of
appearance feature extraction. Moreover, since QS and QV are greater than 1, the weight of Value
characteristic is lessened. This is conducive to the robustness to brightness change.

4. GEOMETRICAL FEATURES EXTRACTION
Height estimate is a commonly utilized geometrical feature because it keeps almost invariable
across camera views. But height estimate is quite limited to identify individual because of the
significant resemblance of people’s height. The popular remedy tends to combine gait feature
with height estimate to enhance individual’s uniqueness. Nevertheless, the complication of gait
features and poor robustness to visual angle change unveil its flaws in disjoint tracking tasks. In
this paper, a new geometrical feature which is enlightened by gait movement is innovated.

4.1. Geometrical Features
This paper assumes people in scenes nearly walk in a constant speed and stay in a same behavior
model. In each frame, the apparent height of individual is defined as the vertical length from the
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top of head to the bottom position of feet. Assuming Section 1 achieves accurate foreground
segmentation and human being stays upright in most cases, the apparent height in this paper is
computed as the length from the middle of the top pixel row to the middle of the bottom of
bounding box instead.
The point p ( x, y ) on the image plane can be described with a homogeneous coordinate
p = [x, y,1]T and its corresponding point in the world coordinate system is preal = [x, y, z,1]T . The

projection from the real world point preal to the image point p is given by
δ p = K [ Rt ] preal ,

(3)

where δ is a nonzero scale factor and R, t denote rotation matrix and translation vector
respectively. K is the intrinsic parameter matrix such that

 fu
K = 


s
fv

u0 
v0  ,
1 

(4)

where f u and f v are the camera focal length expressed in pixel units along two axes, s denotes a
skew coefficient. u0 , v0 represent the principal axe coordinate respectively.
Morphological researches indicate that human walking involves rhythmic up-and-down
displacement of the upper body, leading to the apparent bobbing of head. Furthermore, these
vertical movements must occur in a smooth sinusoidal manner for the conservation of energy14.
The apparent height is exhibited as a sinusoidal curve h(t ) = µ h + σ h sin(ω t + φ ) . When the legs
combine closest together, the maximum apparent height hmax occurs. When the legs separate
furthest, the minimum apparent height hmin occurs.
Setting the maximum apparent height as the apparent stature, so the true height hstature can be
projected as below
−1

hstature = δ [ Rt ] K −1hmax ,

(5)

Let ∆hi ,i +1 denotes the apparent height difference between adjacent frames i and i + 1 . The mean
µ ∆ and standard variance σ ∆ of ∆hi ,i +1 in N biom frames could be calculated statistically as
Nbiom

∑ ∆h

i ,i +1

µV =
σ∆ =

i =1

Nbiom

,

1
(∆hi ,i +1 − µ ∆ ) 2 ,
Nbiom

(6)

(7)

Another intrinsic feature, the walking periodicity Fperiodic , equals to the frames number N periodic
counting from the previous hmax frame to the next hmax frame, that is
Fperiodic = N periodic ,

(8)
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Thus, three intrinsic features: height estimate hstature , height estimate difference parameters
(µ∆ , v ∆ ) and walking periodicity Fperiodic are ascertained to be geometrical features. Notably, µ∆
and v∆ depend on the vertical movements and Fperiodic relies upon time interval, all of which avoid
the complexity of computing in previous literatures and can keep unchanged in various visual
angles.
4.2. Geometrical Features Based Matching
Whether two geometries match or not is determined by the similarity coefficient ρbiom which is
computed as below
ρbiom = α stature normstature + α ∆ norm∆ + α F norm periodic ,

(9)

Here, α stature , α ∆ , α F represent the weighting coefficient of stature(height estimate), height estimate
difference parameters and walking periodicity respectively such that α stature + α ∆ + α F = 1 .
normstature , norm∆ , norm periodic are normalized functions in formulation (10), (11) and (12)
normstature = cstature abs(hstature − h 'stature ) ,

(10)

norm∆ = cu λµ abs ( µ ∆ − µ '∆ ) + cv λv abs (v∆ − v '∆ ) ,

(11)

norm periodic = c periodic abs ( Fperiodic − F ' periodic ) ,

(12)

where cstature , cµ , cv , c periodic denote normalization coefficients and they are valued with relevance
to real need. λµ , λv denote the weighting coefficient of µ∆ , v∆ such that λµ + λv = 1 . abs (*)
represents an absolution function.

5. OBJECT MATCHING
In this section, an adaptive principal view selecting algorithm (APVSA) will be introduced and
the appearance feature dimensions in principal view are to be determined. For each appearance
feature dimension, SVM is trained and is expected to fuse the upper and lower appearance feature
together to generate a classifier. In matching process, below-threshold candidates will be filtered
by geometrical features. Then the remaining candidates will be tested by the trained SVMs.

5.1. Principal View
Principal View (PV) refers to the view field which contains maximum appearance features
captured from different angles, such as front, side and back. In non-overlapping wide area,
principal view V principle is selected manually and empirically. But the known image sequences are
usually captured from non-principal views. In this case, an interim principal view (IPV) Vinterim
would be determined from the known views. This paper establishes an adaptive principal view
selecting algorithm (APVSA) as presented in Algorithm 1.
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Algorithm1 Adaptive principal view selecting algorithm

5.2. Appearance Feature Dimensions
In this paper, each over-threshold appearance feature is recognized as one appearance feature
dimension (AFD). Different features in different angles have a unique AFD. Principal view is
expected to have maximum AFDs.
Given there are Ntraining frames captured from principal view, their HSV histograms are generated
and analyzed. Two histograms will be gathered into the same group if their similarity is larger
than a set threshold. Otherwise, they will be categorized into two different groups. If the frames
in a group outnumber the set threshold, this very group will generate an appearance feature
dimension.
The similarity of two appearance features F1 , F2 is codetermined by the correlations of their upper
appearances and lower appearances. The upper appearance generally contributes more to
discriminate individuals, so it is weighted 65%. The lower appearance contributes less, so it is
weighted 35%. Herewith, since the left half of HSV color histogram represents the upper
appearance and the right half represents the lower appearance, the similarity of two histograms
H1 , H 2 is computed from the correlations of their left halves and right halves. The correlation of
two histograms H1 , H 2 is calculated statistically as
n

∑ H' ( i ) H' ( i )
1

ρ ( H1 , H 2 ) =

2

i =0

,

n

∑ H' ( i ) H' ( i )
2
1

i =1

2

2

(13)
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where,
 n

H 'k ( i ) = vk ( i ) −  ∑ vk ( j )  / n ,
 j =1


(14)

where vk ( i ) denotes the value of dot i in histogram k . The similarity of two histograms is
formulated as following
ρapp ( F1 , F2 ) = 0.65ρ ( H1,u , H 2,u ) + 0.35 ρ ( H1,l , H 2,l ) ,

(15)

Algorithm 2 shows the pseudo code of appearance feature dimension determining algorithm
(AFDDA).
Algorithm 2 Appearance feature dimensions determining algorithm

5.3. SVM-Based Object Matching
5.3.1. Support Vector Machine
Support Vector Machine (SVM) is a powerful classifier which shows many special advantages in
solving classification of nonlinear high-dimensional pattern recognition problems with small
samples[15]. This paper adopts SVM to map from nonlinear space to a higher dimensional space
and construct the optimal separation hyper-plane. More specifically, SVM is used to fuse upper
and lower appearance features in training data.
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Given a set of labeled samples { xi , yi } , i = 1, 2,..., n , xi is an m-dimensional vector, yi ∈ {1, 0} is the
topic label. The samples labeled with yi = 1 belong to positive class while the samples labeled
with yi = 0 belong to negative class. After training the known sample data, a classifying function
is generated as formula
f ( x ) = sgn {W T X + b} ,

(16)

The output of f ( x ) determines the class of input vector X . After being mapped by nonlinear
projection, the samples become linearly separable. According to [16], a proper kernel function
K ( xi , x j ) can help to classify the mapped data. Then there is an optimal separating function
n

ma x O (α ) = ∑ α i −
i =1

1 n
∑ α iα j yi y j K ( xi , x j ) ,
2 i , j =1

(17)

where, α i ≥ 0, i = 1, 2,..., l is Lagrange multiplier. Consequently, the classifying function becomes
 n

f ( x ) = sgn ∑ α i* yi K ( xi , x ) + b*  ,
 i =1


(18)

Here, α i* , b* represent the optimal Lagrange multiplier and the corresponding classifying
threshold. This paper employs Gaussian radial function as a kernel function as following
 x −x
i
j

K ( xi , x j ) = exp  −
2
2σ


2



,


(19)

5.3.2. SVM Training and Testing
The SVM is trained manually by the source frames of tracked object collected before-hand at the
beginning of tracking process. When the first camera comes, all its inner frames are tested by the
trained SVMs to position the tracked object. The frames of the tracked object captured in the first
camera will train new SVMs and replace the old SVMs to test the new coming frames in its next
camera. The training stage will continue until the tracked object appears in principal view. The
SVMs trained in principal view are the final SVMs and all the frames in later cameras will be
tested by the final SVMs thereafter. Each of appearance feature dimensions in principal view(or
in interim principal view) corresponds to a SVM j ( j = 1, 2,..., N hist ) .
For an object candidate set set {Oi } , the similarity of each object candidate Oi with the tracked
object O0 is computed. If ρbiom ( Oi , O0 ) ≤ Tbiom , then Oi will be canceled from set {Oi } . The remaining
mobj candidates render test frames to SVM j . For each candidate, if at least one of SVM j outputs
1, the candidate would be recognized as the tracked object and will be contained in a red
bounding box with the tracked label. If all the outputs are zero, the candidate would not be the
tracked object.

6. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
6.1. Experimental Setup
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（

Numerous experiments are carried out to verify the feasibility and effectiveness of this proposal.
The shooting facilities include two types of camera Canon Power Shot A3200 IS, Canon
PC1356 and they are installed in fixed height in 7 non-overlapping views. The testing platform
is under VC++ and OpenCV 2.3.1 with Intel Core i7 870(2.93 GHz) CPU, 8 GB RAM and
Windows 7 64bits OS.

）

The experiments are conducted in simple scenario and complex scenarios. In simple scenario,
there exists only one or two moving objects and their moving trajectories are relatively regular.
The simple scenario satisfies the single variable requirement of experiment and facilitates a
detailed analysis of the advantages in this proposal. The complex scenario is composed of 7 nonoverlapping views and there exists several individuals in field of views where may witness many
mutual occlusions.. The experimental complex scenarios reflect closer to real-life situations and
reveal the toughness of video surveillance. Before the tracking process starts, the SVM is trained
in advance by the manually selected source frames of tracked person.
6.2 Experimental Results in Simple Scenario
An experiment in simple scenario where exists a short individual (object 1) and a tall individual
(object 2) in same uniforms is initially conducted (see Fig.2). Each individual’s geometrical
parameters are computed statistically through the first 30-50 frames. Fig.2 a) lists the heights of
Object 1 and Object 2 in frames within two rows respectively. Table 1 indicates that Object 2 will
cease to be analyzed because its geometrical similarity with the tracked object is 0.68, less than
threshold 0.8. Object 1 will continue being analyzed since its geometrical similarity with the
tracked object is 0.92, more than 0.8. The sequences of Object 1 will be tested later by the SVMs
which are generated through source sequences. Fig.2 b) exhibits the HSV histograms in frame
sequences of Object 1 and the outputs of SVMs indicate the match result of each sequence.

Fig.2 Object tracking of individuals with different geometrical features. h
in a) gives stature of object
1, h
gives stature of object 2. The left half of HSV histogram in b) stands for the upper appearance
feature and the right half of HSV histogram stands for the lower appearance feature. f (k )i, j is the testing
(1)

stature

(2)

stature

output of the kth object from ith SVM in frame j .
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Table 1 Geometrical parameters of moving objects

Table 2 demonstrates the slump of erroneous matching rate with the increase of the geometrical
components. Comparing 2nd row with 3rd and 4th row, the omit matching rate declines
obviously while the matching rate has slight drops.
Table 2 Matching parameters of different geometrical feature groups

Note: Matching rate refers to the proportion of frames in which object matching occurs, it includes correct
matching and incorrect matching; Erroneous matching rate refers to the proportion of frames in which
the non-tracked object is falsely matched as the tracked object; Omit matching rate refers to the
proportion of frames in which the tracked object is not matched with.

Another experiment in simple scenario is conducted where exists two geometrically similar
individuals whose clothes are in huge contrast. Table 3 lists their geometrical parameters. The
similarities of the two objects with the tracked object are both greater than the set threshold 0.8,
and both objects would continue being analyzed. In the following process, appearance feature is
analyzed to discriminate each individual and the tracking result is indicated by the outputs of
SVMs, as shown in Fig.3.
Table 3 Geometrical parameters of moving objects

The footages in Fig.3 show the success of human tracking in this experimental situation even
across two camera views where the shooting angles and illumination conditions change vastly.
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Fig.3 Human tracking of individuals with different appearance features. The HSV histograms of the
individual in white are arranged in the second row, the HSV histograms of the individual in black are
arranged in the third row.

Table 4 lists the comparative matching parameters of this proposed method with Hyun-Uk’s
proposal in [5]. The figures show the increase of accuracy rate and the decrease of omit matching
rate.
Table 4 Matching parameters of different human tracking proposals in simple scenario

Note: Accuracy rate refers to the proportion of frames in which the tracked object is matched with
accurately.

To verify the real-time of the appearance feature extraction in this paper, all the 898 frames
captured from two views are preprocessed into 720×540 bmp images and their appearance
features are extracted through the proposals of Hyun-Uk’s [5] and Madden’s [7] as well as this
proposed method. The triple comparison diagram of computation time is illustrated in Fig.4.

Fig.4 Comparison diagram of computation time of three different appearance feature extracting methods.
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6.3 Experimental Results in Complex Scenarios
Another three experiments in complex scenarios are carried out to verify the feasibility of this
proposal to track multi humans simultaneously. Seven cameras are installed in a wide area as
shown in Fig.6 and none of them has pair-wise overlapping views. The view field of Camera 2 is
manually selected as principal view.
When a moving object is first detected, its geometrical and appearance features will be stored in
the system and it will be contained in a green bounding box. Fig.5 shows the tracks of object1,
object2 and object5 in non-overlapping views.

Fig.5 The tracks of object 1,2,5 in five non-overlapping views exhibited in Row1, Row2 and Row3
respectively. The caption underneath indicates the image sequence index and camera belonging.
Note: The aspect ratio of the footages above may be reassigned for layout alignment.

The proposed method is further compared with other human tracking methods like Hyun-Uk’s [5]
Madden’s [7] and Trevor’s [11]. Table 5 lists the matching parameters of each method. The
figures in first column not only reveal the decrease of accuracy rate when compare with the
simple scenario but also show that this proposal significantly outperforms other three tracking
methods in terms of accuracy rate and erroneous matching rate. However, this proposal has a
higher omit matching rate than [5] and [7], but much lower than [11].
Table 5 Matching parameters of different human tracking proposals in complex scenarios
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According to temporal relation, it can retrieve the walking path of each tracked object. In this
wide area, Object 1 walks along such a path: (North Gate, F1) to (North Hall, F1) to (Outdoor
Corridor, F1) to (Left Stair, F2) to (Right Corridor,F2) as the blue route illustrated in Fig.6;
Similarly, Object 2 walks along a path like the red route and Object 5 walks along a path like the
yellow route.

Fig.6 Walking path of each tracked object

6.4. Discussion
Further analysis demonstrates the effectiveness of combining stature (height estimate), µ∆ , v∆ and
F periodic together in decreasing erroneous matching rate and omit matching rate. The obvious
decline in term of omit matching rate from 2nd row to 3rd and 4th row in Table 2 means that the
over filtering problem resulting from foreground errors could be suppressed by adding µ∆ and v∆
into geometrical feature group. Over filtering problem is referred to the false filtering of capable
object candidates in this paper.
The figures in Table 4 show the advantage of this proposed method in elevating the accuracy rate
and reducing the omit matching rate. This attributes to the adoption of APVSA because it is
designed to counter the appearance change in different visual angles. Whereas, since [5] extracts
a global appearance feature rather than local major appearances, it outperforms this proposal
slightly in term of erroneous matching rate. Fig.4 illustrates a triple comparison diagram of
computation time. The contrast lines demonstrate the advantage of this proposal in computation
time consumption. Comparing with [7], the proposed method benefits from the HSV uniformly partitioning method as well as the choice of local appearance features. Furthermore, the proposed
method is more applicable than [13] owing to the flexibility of the partitioning method.
The decrease of accuracy rate in complex scenario comparing with simple scenario is mainly due
to the mutual occlusions of objects that occur frequently in complex scenario. But figures in
Table 5 also show that this proposal significantly outperforms other tracking methods in terms of
accuracy rate and erroneous matching rate. It attributes to the use of height estimate difference
parameters µ∆ , v∆ and walking periodicity Fperiodic in object filtering operation as well as the design
of APVSA to maximize appearance feature dimensions of the training samples. The fusion of
µ∆ , v∆ and Fperiodic with height estimate strengthens the robustness to height disturbances. The
adoption of APVSA strengthens the robustness to visual angle change. However, this proposal
performs worse than [5] and [7] in term of omit matching rate, but much better than [11]. This is
mainly due to the over filtering problem caused by foreground extraction errors.
The numeric results and further analyses in these experiments demonstrate the superior
performance of this proposal in disjoint human tracking tasks. This proposal moves the tracking
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methods forward as it can counter the illumination, visual angle change simultaneously as well as
cut the time consumption of appearance feature extraction.

7. CONCLUSION
This paper presents a robust method to re-identify human object across non-overlapping views
based on appearance and geometrical features. All the features extracted in this paper are
intended to keep unchanged in different views. This proposal mainly benefits the disjoint human
tracking in three aspects:
1, The local uniformly-partitioned HSV color features are extracted in a real-time speed which
manages to resist the illumination change as well as cut computation time consumption in
appearance feature extraction phase.
2, A new geometrical feature which integrates height estimate, height estimate difference
parameters and the sinusoidal periodicity of walking is created with avoidance of the complexity
of extraction and can robustly counter the visual angle change even across disjoint cameras.
3, An innovative matching method is presented based on the designs of APVSA, AFDDA and the
adoption of SVM. APVSA facilitates the robustness of people re-identification to appearance
change in different visual angles and SVM strengthens the discrimination of human individual.
Experimental results in simple and complex scenario indicate the accuracy and efficiency of this
proposal. Further results demonstrate the effectiveness of the combined geometrical features in
reducing the erroneous matching rate and the effectiveness of APVSA in decreasing omit
matching rate. In spite of the abovementioned advantages, this proposal cannot overcome the
occlusion problem which often occurs in complex scenario. The future work will focus on this.
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ABSTRACT
In this paper, the sampling theorem for bandlimited functions over  domains is
generalized to one over ∏   domains. The generalized theorem is applicable to the
experimental design model in which each factor has a different number of levels and enables us
to estimate the parameters in the model by using Fourier transforms. Moreover, the relationship
between the proposed sampling theorem and orthogonal arrays is also provided.

KEYWORDS
Digital Signal Processing, Sampling Theorem, Experimental Design, Orthogonal Arrays,
Fourier Analysis

1. INTRODUCTION
In digital signal processing [3], the sampling theorem states that any real valued function can be
reconstructed from a sequence of values of that are discretely sampled with a frequency at least
twice as high as the maximum frequency of the spectrum of . This theorem can also be applied
to functions over finite domain [4] [8]. For example, Ukita et al. obtained a sampling theorem
over  domains [8], which is applicable to the experimental design model in which all
factors have the same number of levels. However, this sampling theorem is not applicable to the
model in which each factor has a different number of levels, even though they often do [2], [7].
Moreover, a sampling theorem for such a model has not been provided so far. In this paper, the
sampling theorem for bandlimited functions over  domains is generalized to one over
∏   domains. The generalized theorem is applicable to the experimental design model in
which each factor has a different number of levels and enables us to estimate the parameters in
the model using Fourier transforms. In addition, recently, the volume of the data has grown up
rapidly in the field of Big Data and Cloud Computing [11] [12], and the generalized theorem can
also be used to estimate the parameters for Big Data efficiently. Moreover, the relationship
between the proposed sampling theorem and orthogonal arrays [1] is provided.
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2. PRELIMINARIES
2.1 Fourier Analysis on Finite Abelian Groups
Here, a brief explanation of Fourier analysis on finite Abelian groups is provided. Characters are
important in the context of finite Fourier series.
2.1.1 Characters [5]

Let  be a finite Abelian group (with the additive notation), and let
be the unit circle in the
complex plane. A character on  is a complex-valued function :  →
that satisfies the
condition
(1)
 + ′  =  ′  ∀, ′ ∈ .
In other words, a character is a homomorphism from  to the circle group.

Let  ,  = 1,2, ⋯ , , be Abelian groups of respective orders | | =
⋯ ≤  , and
2.1.2 Fourier Transform [4]



=×

 $%



=&


.

, 

= 1,2, ⋯ ,

≤

"

≤

2

Since the character group of  is isomorphic to , we can index the characters by the elements of
, that is, ' ( |( ∈ } are the characters of . Note that *  is the principal character, and
it is identically equal to 1. The characters' ( |( ∈ } form an orthonormal system:

where

∗
, 

1

+

∈.

is the complex conjugate of

∗
(  , 

, .

=/

1,
0,

( = ,,2
( ≠ ,,

3

Any function :  → ℂ, where ℂ is the field of complex numbers, can be uniquely expressed as a
linear combination of the following characters:

where the complex number
is the (-th Fourier coefficient of .
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2.2 Fourier Analysis on ∏97 8 :;<7 
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Assume that  ,  = 1,2, ⋯ , are prime powers. Let  ,  = 1,2, ⋯ , be a Galois fields of
respective orders  ,  = 1,2, ⋯ , which contain finite numbers of elements. We also use
∏   to denote the set of all -tuples with entries from  ,  = 1,2, ⋯ . The
elements of ∏   are expressed as vectors.

Example 1: Consider 2 = '0,1} and 3 = '0,1,2}. Then, if  = 3 and  = 2, " =
2, = = 3,
=

&   = '000,001,002,010,011,012,100,101,102,110,111,112}.


Specifying the group  in Sect. 2.1.2 to be the group of ∏   and
relations (3),(4) and (5) also hold over the ∏   domain.
Then, the characters '

( |(

1

∏



∈ ∏  } form an orthonormal system:
+

∈∏A
>?@ .BC> 

∗
(  , 

=/

1,
0,

= ∏  , the

( = ,,2
( ≠ ,,

6

Any function : ∏   → ℂ, can be uniquely expressed as a linear combination of the
following characters:

where the complex number

 =
(

=

+

( ∈∏A
>?@ .BC> 

1

∏

is the (-th Fourier coefficient of .



(

+

( ,

 ∈∏A
>?@ .BC> 



7

∗
( ,

8

3. EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN
In this section, a short introduction to experimental design [2], [7] is provided.

3.1 Experimental Design Model

Let  , " , ⋯ ,  denote the  factors to be included in an experiment. The levels of factor  can
be represented by  , and the level combinations can be represented by the -tuples
 = G , G" , ⋯ , G  ∈ ∏  .
Example 2:
Let Machine ( ) and Worker (" ) be factors that might influence the quantity of a product.
 : new machine (level 0), old machine (level 1),
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" : highly skilled worker (level 0), average skilled worker (level 1), unskilled worker (level 2).

For example,  = 01 represents a combination of new machine and average skilled worker.
Then, the effect of the machine, averaged over all workers, is referred to as the effect of main
factor  . Similarly, the effect of the worker, averaged over both machines, is referred to as the
effect of main factor " . The contrast between the effect of the machine for a highly skilled
worker, the effect of the machine for an average skilled worker, and the effect of the machine for
an unskilled worker is referred to as the effect of the interaction of  and " .
Next, an explanation of the model in the context of experimental design is given. In previous
works [8], [9], [10], all factors were restricted to have the same number of levels. In this paper, I
give the definition of the generalized model in which each factor has a different number of levels
as follows.
Definition 1: Generalized Model
y(x) is used to denote the response of the experiment with level combination x and assume the
model

where

H = +

(∈IJ

( (  + K ,

MN = ' b a , b" a" , … , bR aR |S ∈ T, bU ∈  }.

9

10

The set T ⊆ ' 0,1 }R represents the general mean, main factors, and interactive factors included
in the model.
(For example, consider T ⊆ ' 000,100,010,001,110 }.Then, 000,100,010,001,110 indicate the
general mean, main factor of  , main factor of " , main factor of = , and interactive factor of 
and " , respectively.) The model includes a random error
K satisfying the expected value WK  = 0 and constant variance X " .

In addition, it is usually assumed that the set T satisfies the following monotonicity condition [2].
Definition 2: Monotonicity

S ∈ T → S′ ∈ T

∀ S′ S′ ⊑ S,

11

where S = $ , $" , ⋯ , $ , S′ = $′ , $′" , ⋯ , $′  and S′ ⊑ S means that if $ = 0 then
$′ = 0,  = 1,2, ⋯ , .

Example 3:

Consider T = ' 00000,10000,01000,00100,00010,00001,11000,10100,10010 }.
Since the set T satisfies (11), T is monotonic.

Next, let ( = [ , [" , ⋯ , [ . The main effect of  is represented by ' ( | [ ≠ 0 $% [\ =
0 ]^ _ ≠ }. The interaction of  and ` is represented by ' ( | [ ≠ 0 $% [` ≠ 0 $% [\ =
0 ]^ _ ≠ , a}
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Example 4:

Consider T given in Example 3 and  = 2,  = 3,  = 2, … , 5. Then, MN is given by
MN = '00000,10000,01000,02000,00100,00200,00010,00020,
00001,00002,11000,12000}.

For example, the main effect of  is represented by
represented by bbb and "bbb .

bbbb ,

and the interaction of  and " is

In experimental design, we are given a model of the experiment. In other words, we are given a
set T ⊆ ' 0,1 } . Then, we determine a set of level combinations G ∈ c, c ⊆ ∏  . The
set c is called a design. Next, we perform a set of experiments according to the design c and
estimate the effects from the result, ' , H| ∈ c }.

An important standard for evaluating designs is the maximum of the variances of the unbiased
estimators of effects calculated from the result of the experiments. It is known that, for a given
number of experiments, this criterion is minimized in an orthogonal design [6].

3.2 Orthogonal Designs
In this subsection, a definition of Orthogonal Designs for the generalized model is provided.
Definition 3: Orthogonal Designs

At first, define dS = ' |$ ≠ 0, 1 ≤  ≤  }.

For S8 = $ , $ " , … , $  , Se = $" , $"" , … , $"  ∈ '0,1 } , the addition of vectors S8 and
Se is defined by S8 + Se = $ ⊕ $" , $ " ⊕ $"" , … , $  ⊕ $" , where ⊕ is the exclusive
or operation.
An orthogonal design g h for T ⊆ '0,1 } is satisfies the condition that for any S, S′ ∈ T,
|g h |
,
@ m … j
k ∈ @ , … , kl ∈ j 

igh@ ,…,j k , … , kl i =

(12)

where  , … , l are defined by dS + Sn  = ' , … , l }, and gh@ ,…,j k , … , kl  = '|G@ =
k , … , Gj = kl ,  ∈ g h }.

Example 5:
Consider T given in Example 3 and  = 2,  = 3,  = 2, … , 5.
Then, an orthogonal design g h for T is given as follows.
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Table 1. Example of orthogonal design g h .
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

G

G"
0
0
0
1
1
1
2
2
2
0
0
0
1
1
1
2
2
2

G=
0
1
2
0
1
2
0
1
2
0
1
2
0
1
2
0
1
2

Go
0
1
2
0
1
2
1
2
0
2
0
1
1
2
0
2
0
1

Gp
0
1
2
1
2
0
0
1
2
2
0
1
2
0
1
1
2
0

The Hamming weight q[S of a vector S = $ , $" , ⋯ , $  is defined as the number of nonzero
components. As a special case, if T = 'S|q[S ≤ r, S ∈ '0,1 } }. g h corresponds to the set of
rows of a subarray in a mixed level orthogonal array of strength 2r [1]. Hence, g h can be easily
obtained by using the results of orthogonal arrays.

However, because it is generally not easy to construct an orthogonal design for T, it is important
to consider efficiency in making the algorithm to produce the design. However, because the main
purpose of this paper is not to construct the orthogonal design, the algorithm is not included in
this paper.

4. SAMPLING THEOREM FOR FUNCTIONS OVER GALOIS FIELD
DOMAINS FOR EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN
In this section, I provide a sampling theorem for bandlimited functions over Galois field domains,
which is applicable to the experimental design model in which each factor has a different number
of levels.
The range of frequencies of is defined by a bounded set M ⊂ ∏  . Then, ( = 0 for all
( ∈ ∏   ∖ M. Any function whose range of frequencies is confined to a bounded set M is
referred to as bandlimited to M.

4.1 Bandlimited Functions

4.2 A Sampling Theorem for Bandlimited Functions over ∏97 8 :;<7  Domains
Computer Science & Information Technology (CS & IT)

Theorem 1:

 is expressed as

Suppose a set T is monotonic and

 = +

( ∈ IJ

(

( ,
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13

where MN = ' b a , b" a" , … , bR aR |S ∈ T, bU ∈  }. Then, the Fourier coefficients can be
computed by
(

=

1
+ 
|g h |
v

where g h is an orthogonal design for T.

 ∈u

∗
( ,

14

The proof of Theorem 1 requires the following three lemmas.
Lemma 1:
For any non principal character

of q,

+ w = 0,

15

w ∈x

Proof: This follows immediately [5, Lemma 2.4].
Lemma 2:

Suppose a set T is monotonic, and g h is an orthogonal design for T.

Then, for (, , ∈ MN ,

|g h |
,
@ m … j
k ∈ @ , … , kl ∈ j 

igh@ ,…,j k , … , kl i =

where  , … , l are defined by d, − [ = ' , … , l }.

Proof: Let N = ' dS + Sn |S, Sn ∈ T }. Because a set T is monotonic, d, − [ ∈
(, , ∈ MN . Hence, by the definition of g h , equation (16) holds.

Lemma 3:

Suppose a set T is monotonic, and g h is an orthogonal design for T. Then,

(16)
N

holds for
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for all , ∈ MN .
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+

∈u v

Proof: If ( = ,, then

∗
,  ( 

∗
,  ( 

=

=z

* =1

|g h |,
( = ,; 2
0,
]rℎ}^[~},

for any . Hence, ∑∈u v

17

∗
,  ( 

= |g h |.

Next, consider the case that ( ≠ ,. Define  = , − ( and let d = ' , … , l }. Then,
+

∈u v

∗
,  ( 

= +

∈u v

= +
=

∈u v

 

> @ ,…,> j G

|g h |

@ m … j

, … , G l 

+

w∈∏j
?@ .BC> 

> @ ,…,> j w

18

19
20

where >  G ` = 1 for  ` = 0, was used for the transformation from (18) to (19), and Lemma
2 was used for the transformation from (19) to (20). Then, by (20) and Lemma 1,
∗ 
∑∈u v ,  (
= 0 is obtained.
Proof of Theorem 1: The right hand side of Equation (14) is given by
1
+ 
|g h |
v
 ∈u

∗
( 

=
=

=

1
+ +
|g h |
v
 ∈u

1
+
|g h |
(

, ∈IJ

, ∈ IJ

,

+

,

 ∈u v

∗
,  ( 
∗
,  ( 

21

22

where Lemma 3 was used for the transformation from (21) to (22). Hence, Theorem 1 is
obtained.
Theorem 1 is applicable to the generalized model given in Definition 1. When we experiment
according to an orthogonal design g h , we can obtain unbiased estimators of the ( in (9) using
Theorem 1 and the assumption that ϵ is a random error with zero mean,
( =

1
+ 
|g h |
v
 ∈u

∗
( ,

23
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Hence, the parameters can be estimated by using Fourier transforms.

5. RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN THE SAMPLING THEOREM AND
ORTHOGONAL ARRAYS
Experiments are frequently conducted according to an orthogonal array. Here, the relationship
between the proposed sampling theorem and orthogonal arrays will be provided.
At first, mixed level orthogonal arrays of strength r are defined as follows.
Definition 4: Orthogonal Arrays of strength r [1]

An Orthogonal Array of strength r is  ×  matrix whose -th column contains  different
factor-levels in such a way that, for any $t$ columns, every $t$-tuple of levels appears equally
often in the matrix.
The  rows specify the different experiments to be performed.

Next, the definition of orthogonal arrays of strength r can be generalized by using a bounded set
T instead of the strength r. The definition of the generalized mixed level orthogonal arrays is
provided as follows.
Definition 5: Orthogonal Arrays for T

An orthogonal array for T is an  ×  matrix whose -th column contains  different factorlevels in such a way that, for any S, S′ ∈ T, and for any  columns which are  -th column, …,
l -th column, where  , … , l are defined by dS + Sn  = ' , … , l }, every -tuple of levels
appears equally often in the matrix.

If T = 'S|q[S ≤ r, S ∈ '0,1} }, an orthogonal array for T is identical to a mixed level
orthogonal array of strength 2r. In other words, Definition 4 is a special case of Definition 5.

Moreover, by Definition 3 and Definition 5, it is clear that the set of rows of an orthogonal array
for T is an orthogonal design g h for T. Hence the following Corollary is obtained from Theorem
1 immediately.
Corollary 1:

Suppose a set T is monotonic and  is expressed as
 = +

( ∈ IJ

(

( ,

24

where MN = ' b a , b" a" , … , bR aR |S ∈ T, bU ∈  }. Then, the Fourier coefficients can be
computed by
1
∗ ,
+  (
25
( =
|g h |
v
 ∈u
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where g h is the set of rows of an orthogonal array for T defined in Definition 5 and |g h | = .

This corollary shows the relationship between the proposed sampling theorem and orthogonal
arrays.

6. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, I have generalized the sampling theorem for bandlimited functions over 
domains to one over ∏   domains. The generalized theorem is applicable to the
experimental design model in which each factor has a different number of levels and enables us
to estimate the parameters in the model by using Fourier transforms. I have also provided the
relationship between the proposed sampling theorem and orthogonal arrays.
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